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Note to Students
About SArVS Institute Evaluations

SANS lnstitute works extremely hard to continuously improve both the quality of courseware and instruction. The

evaluation forms that we provide daily are one of the most effective methods to help improve the course and to give

feedback to the instructors. The numerical score helps us track trends, and the written comments give us the context

to make immediate improvements. We truly appreciate the time you take to provide this feedback.

Some things to remember:10 = v€ry good, 1 - very bad!

Your scores and comments should be given based on your experience,
the quolity of the instruction, and the quolity of the course material.

lnstructors should NOT be soliciting scores or in ony way trying to influence your evaluotions.
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lf you liked tbe cource and wouldn't mind straring ycur €cmments with othErs wh{, might consider taki*g this course in ?he futur*"
please write a senten{e about felt this cour*e was valuable.

Please make every effort to score each of these areas individually and write comments which you feel are relevant

or important in the comments section.lf a lab does not work on your computer system, please reflect that in the

course content score, and please give us any information you have as to what went wrong so we make appropriate

corrections to our courseware. Rest assured that all eval comments are read by the senior management at SANS.

Evaluations are used to adapt the course and make it even better, so please do fill them in! lf you have specific

comments regarding the venue, snacks, etc., we have provided a separate evaluation specifically for those areas.

Some people do not believe in giving 10s, and that is fine. However, please keep in mind that delivering a course is a

performance, and performers work harder when they are motivated. lf and only if your course is on par with the best

instruction you have ever received a 10 is appropriate.

lf you give the overall course and/or course content a low score, please explain why in the comments field so we can

adapt.You can also be assured if you explain your concerns to an event manager we will be discreet. lf you are willing,

please sign your name at the bottom of the evaluation. lf you are having difficulties, SANS can quickly come to your

aid if we know who you are. ln addition, we also routinely use quotes from previous students in upcoming brochures. lf
you do not want to be quoted, please let us know.

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration,

Eric Bassel, Mason Brown, Stephen Northcutt, and Alan Paller
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The SANS lnstitute

Gode of Ethics

I certify that by having access to tools and programs that can be used to break or
"hack" into systems, that I will only use them in an ethical, professional and legal
manner. This means that I will only use them to test the current strength of
security network so that proper improvements can be made. I will always get
permission before running any of these tools on a network. lf for some reason I

do not use these tools in a proper manner, I do not hold SANS or the presenter
liable and accept full responsibility for my actions.

Name Signature

DateCompany

Code of Ethics
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Network Fenetratisn Testing and Ethical Hacking

PlanniffS, Sccpiffig, and Reccn

5AI\15 Seeurity 560.1

{irpyright :{tl I - All llights R***rved
V*rsio* lOl N

Hello and welcome to this course! The purpose of this course is to prepare you to perform ethical hacking
and penetration testing exercises in a professional, safe, and repeatable manner for your organization.
Throughout this course, we'11 cover hundreds of tools and techniques, detailing how you 

"u,-r 
rrr" them to

find vulnerabilities in your organization to help improve your security stance. We'll have hands-on
exercises throughout, culminating in a Capture-the-Flag penetration test exercise for the entirety of 560.6.

Let's keep this session interactive. lf you have a question, please let the instructor know. Discussions
about relevant topics are incredibly important in a class like this, as we have numerous attendees with
various levels of skill coming into the class. Share your insights, and ask questions. The instructor does
reserve the right, however, to take a conversation off-line during a break or outside ofclass in the interest
of time and applicability of the topic.
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This slide is a table of contents, and also acts as an overyiew of what we will be discussing throughout
560.1.



Csurge Outline

I 560"i": Planning, Scoping,

560.2: Scanning

564.3: Exploitation

560.4: Finish Exploitation
Attacks

560.5: Wireless and Web

560"6: Pen Test Exereise
the Flag Contest

and Recon

and Password

Apps

and Capture

This course is divided into several sections, each designed to prepare you in a vital aspect ofnetwork
penetration testing and ethical hacking.

560.1 sets the stage, defining terms and providing a detailed discussion of the planning process, including
building a penetration testing and ethical hacking infrastructure, establishing ground rules for testing, and

scoping projects. This section also covers the Reconnaissance phase of a test.

560.2 zooms into scanning, covering the tools and techniques that professional penetration testers and ethical
hackers need to master to find target machines, openings on those targets, and vulnerabilities.

560.3 deals with exploits, talking about the different categories of exploits, the manner in which they are

packaged, and how to use exploitation tools. This section of the class also covers some of the common
pitfalls that come up after exploitation, and how to avoid these problems.

560.4 starts by finishing up with our exploitation discussion. Then, it focuses on passwords, one of the major
weaknesses of many targei organizations. We'Il go over tips for various kinds of password attacks, and then

focus on password guessing, password cracking, and pass-the-hash techniques, with in-depth, hands-on

exercises for each.

560.5 deals with wireless LAN tests and web application tests. Although this is neither a wireless class nor
web app course, network penetration testers and ethical hackers are often called upon to analyze wireless
networks and web apps, so we will address each. The SANS lnstitute has other courses that spend between
two and six full days dealing with each of these topics, but we'll cover the vitals for network penetration
testers and ethical hackers in 560.5.

That all leads us to 560.6, in which we'll apply the concepts from throughout the course in a penetration test
exercise, which includes a Capture the Flag (CtF) contest. The skills you master from exercises throughout
the class will be applied in this lively contest on the last day.



About the Course

. Our focus will be on helping you nraster
the skills needed for hands-on network
penetration testing and ethical hacking

- Organized around the warkffow of
professional t*sters

* Numer*us hands-on exerclses

- Tips f*r avoiding cornmon piffalls
r And seving time to make the tester r*sre efficient

This overall objective for this course is to help prepare you with the skills needed to perfbrm network
penetration testing and ethical hacking. Some people who take this class are professional penetration testers
already, looking for some extra tips and tools for their arsenal. Others have never hacked a box before in
their lives, and are looking to get started. We welcome attendees from across this spectrum. We have strived
to develop the materials to help you master the skills of a network penetration tester and ethical hacker
regardless of where you sit on that spectrum.

This course is organized around the workflow ofa professional penetration tester and ethical hacker,
describing the various steps and options a tester has at each step. Note that the general flow of work,
however, isn't set in stone. Really good testers are pragmatic, often improvising based on the particulars of a
given project when the opportunity arises. The class includes numerous hands-on exercises, each of which is
designed to impart an important skill that network penetration testers and ethical hackers require.

The course is also chock full of tips for avoiding common pitfalls that network penetration testers and ethical
hackers face. Based on input from numerous professional penetration testers who have leamed these lessons
the hard way, these tips throughout the course are designed to help you maximize the effectiveness of your
own penetration practices. Also, many of these tips are designed to save you a lot of time, making you more
efficient. Often, when testing, you will need to achieve some goal. One way of going about that goal may
take 3 hours and work only 10%o of the time, while another method might take 3 minutes ndhave a 90o/o

success rate. Following the tips of this class will help you focus your valuable time on the latter.
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The Mindset nf a Penetration
Tester and Ethical Hackers

, "We break cornputers, making them ds stuff that
their designers, impfementers, deploy*rs, and syskm
adntinistratars didnt p{an sn them doing."

- Noted penetration tester

* Successful penetration t*sters and ethical haekers

must maintain a mindset that invalves twc ofLen-

ccntradictory concePts :

* Think outside af the box, be pragmatie, do things differently
* Fut, at tlre samc time, he tharough, methodlcal, and earefuf,

take good nctes, make yo*r wonlt repeatable

r Balanee betwee* these two Is crucial for suceess

At the very outset of this class, let's briefly explore the mindset of penetration testers and ethical hackers.

A noted penetration tester, someone whose name you would likely recognize but who has requested

anonymity, said:

"I(e break computers, making them do stulf that their designers, implementers, ctnd system administrators

didn't plan on them doing."

That's what our job is: finding flaws that could allow attackers to do evil on target machines, so that

vulnerabilities can be fixed before mayhem ensues. However, to successfully achieve that goal,

penetration testers and ethical hackers must maintain a mindset that involves two often-contradictory

concepts.

First, a penetration lester or ethical hacker must be flexible and pragmatic, thinking outside of the box' To

be successful, you'll need to think differently than most traditional system administrators or network

architects, trying to solve problems in often-untraditional ways.

But, at the same time as you wield your pragmatic style, you have to be thorough, methodical, and careful.

your work, to be valuable, must be understandable and reproducible so that the target organization can

understand its vulnerabilities and risks and take action to mitigate the flaws. You need to take good notes

and produce a high-quality report that presents your findings in a digestible form for people who don't

perform penetration testing or ethical hacking professionally -- people who may not share your pragmatic,

th ink differently mindset.

Some people struggle with this mindset, erring by allowing one side to dominate over the other. However,

many people are able to resolve this conflict between these two mindsets, balancing them. To be a

successful penetration tester, we need to strive for this balance'
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. Types of Pen Tests
. Umitations of Pen Testing
. Free Testing Methcdologies
. Building an lnfrastructure
. Course DVD and Targets
. Overall Process
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. Scoping Exercise
. Reporting
. Legal Issues
. Overview of Reeon
. Whois Lookups -

Reg;$trais, AR.lFl, ASNs, etc.
r Web Site Searches
. Document Metadala Analysis

? M*tadata Fxereise

' DNS Lookups - Nslookup, etc.
. Recon with Maltego
. Search Engine Vuln-Finding

To start the session, we need to define some terms so that we can have a consistent terminology to use
throughout the rest of the class. What is ethical hacking? How is it associated with penetration testing?
How do a vulnerability scan and a penetration test differ? We'll address each of these questions next.

It is irnportanl to note that different people use the various lerms we'll define in different ways. We are
going to present a set of definitions that are very common, but not universal. In other words, we'll
introduce this common terminology so that we can be consistent throughout this course and with the most
conunon use of these terms. But, keep in mind that usage may vary for your own organization or with
some of the enterprises that you test.
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Threat vs. Vulnerabllity v5. RIEk

Thr*at: agent or actor that can caus€ harm

Vulnerabitity: a flaw sslrlsone can exploit to cause herm

Risk: Where threat and vulnerability overlap

Explait: Code or technique that a threat uses to take
advantage of a vr:lnerabilitir
The jsb *f a penetration tester is to r^nudet the actions *f
real-wsrld threats, to find vulnerabilitiq,

" .."and then, in a controlled fashi*n,
to explait these vulnerabiliti*s
to determine the husiness risk
they p*se the orEanization,.,

. "."and then rec*mnrend
appropriat* defenses that can be
inteqrated into the oF*ratiorrs af the anizatian

Ethical hacking and penetration testing are tools for dealing with threats, vulnerabilities, risks, and exploits. Many

people in the information security business throw around these terms interchangeably, oflen confusing threats with

iitt , or vulnerabilities with exploits. Each has a distinct meaning, though, and the terms should be applied carefully.

A threat is an actor or agent that may want to or actually can cause hatm to the target organization. Threats include

organized crime, spyware companies, and disgruntled internal employees who start attacking their employer.

Worms and viruses also represent a threat, as they could cause harm in your organization even without a human

directing them to do so by infecting machines and causing damage automatically. In this course, we will often refer

to threats generically as "attackers" or "bad guys".

A wrlnerabillfl is some flaw in our environment that an attacker could use to cause damage. Vulnerabilities could

exist in numerous arenas in our environments, including our architectural design, business processes, deployed

software, and system configurations.

Rlst is where threat and vulnerability overlap. That is, we have a risk when our systems have a vulnerability that a

given threat can attack.

An exploit is the vehicle by which the attacker uses a vulnerability to cause damage to the target system. The exploit

could be a package of code which generates packets that overflow a buff'er in software running on the target.

Altematively, the exploit could be a social engineering scheme whereby the bad guy talks a user into revealing

sensitive information, such as a password, over the phone.

As security professionals, we have to work hard to minimize this risk by minimizing vulnerabilities and blocking

threats. That's what penetration testing is all about: We model the activities of real-world threats to discover

vulnerabilities. Then, through controlled exploitation, we attempt to determine the business risk associated with

these flaws. We then recommend appropriate defenses. These recommendations must apply in light of the

operations environment of the target organization. lf we do this properly, we stand a significant chance of improving

the security stance ofthe target organization.

7



Hacks, Tests, Assessments,
and Audits

I Many people use the fsllawing terms
interchangeably or without flxed meaning
- Ethical Hacking

- Penetration Testing

- Seeurity Assessments (and Vulnerability
Assessments)

* Security Audits

. Leads to a lot af canfusion
* We will differentiate them, reeognizing that a I*t of

other people do not differe*tiate

There is another set of terms that many information security practitioners use interchangeably, which
results in a lot of confusion. The following terms are associated with what an ethical hacker or penetration
tester actually does on a day-to-day basis:

. Ethical Hacking

. Penetration Testing

. Security Assessments (and Vulnerability Assessments)

. Security Audits

While these terms are often used interchangeably, they do have subtle distinctions that we should observe.

8



fthical Hacking Definitisn

' Hacking {traditianal}: F4anip*fating teeirnology te rnake it
do something that it is not designed tc do

. Haeking isinisteri: Breaking into eomputers and network

rysterns without permission

" Adding an "ethical" i;"1 frcnt of '*haeking" is suppssed ta
nullify the sinister connohtnon

, Ethica! Haeking: LJsing computer attack teehniques to flnd
securlty flaws with the permissian of the target owner and

the gcal of impr*ving the target's security

. Aee*rding t* Wikipedia, "White Hat Hacker" i5 CIftsn used

synonyrnously with Ethical Hacking

The term "hacking" means different things to different people. Traditionally, hacking referred to

exploration of technology, trying to understand it at a deep level to be able to manipulate it into doing

something that it was not designed to do. Early "hackers" of this kind were often hobbyists or academics,

with the noble goal of using technology in interesting and innovative ways.

Unforlunately, most people today think of hacking in more sinister terms: breaking into computer systems

and accounts without the permission of their owner to make money illicitly or cause damage.

People started to use the term "ethical hacker" to refer to individuals who applied the process ofbreaking

into computer systems, but with the wholesome purpose of finding security vulnerabilities so that they

could be fixed. The hope is that the "ethical" prefix will nullify the sinister notions of hacking. Ethical

hackers use some of the techniques and processes of the bad guys, but in a professional manner, with

pennission of the owners of the target systems, 1o try to improve the security of their targets.

pulling all this together, we get the following definition of Ethical Hacking:

Ethical Hacking is the process of using computer attack techniques to find security flaws with the

permission of the target owner and the goal of improving the target's security.

Throughout this class, we'1l use the phrase in this non-evil sense.

According to Wikipedia, ethical hacking is synonymous with "White Hat Hacking". This is to

differentiate it from the "Black Hat Hacking", which again involves the sinister motive.

9



Penetration Testing

Foea;ped o* finding sec*rrty vulnerabilities in a target
environrnent tfiat cou$d let an attecker penetrate the netwcrk or
computer systerns, er steal inforrnation
* Using fcals and teehn*q*es very similar t* thase employed by

criminats
* To preve*t a thief, you mfry need to thin$s like a thief
* The 6catr is actaal penetratisn * ccmprcmising target systems and

gcttinrg aeeess t* informatio* to determine buslness impact
Penetratian testing is a subset af ethical haeking

Ethi*al Haeking
\

/Penetration\Itt*ss'\ lestrns "/-'-* -::F'

Penetration Testing is very closely related to ethical hacking. lndeed, throughout this course, we often
refer to "ethical hacking and penetration testing" to bundle the terms together.

Some people use the term "ethical hacking" to mean the general process of using hacker techniques for
good, which includes vulnerability discovery in a target organization's network, software product
r'ulnerability research, and other tasks. In this view, penetration testing is a more narrowly focused phrase,
dealing with process of finding flaws in a target environment with the goal of penetrating systems, taking
control of them. Penetration testing, as its name implies, is focused on penetrating the target
organization's defenses, compromising systems and getting aocess to information.

To summarize, ethical hacking is an expansive term encompassing all hacking techniques used for good,
while penetration testing is more focused on the process of finding vulnerabilities in a-target environment.
ln this view, penetration testing is a subset of ethical hacking.

10



Security AssessmentE

. Alss ealled 
-'vulnerability 

assessrnents"
. For sorne pecple, terms used interchangeab[y:

* Seeurity assessr,nent = vulnerability assessmsnl = p€n€tr'ation
testing

. Sr.rt there are sonle differences.,,
r Fenetratinn Testing * focus is sn getting in or stealing data

' $ecuritylVulnerabilitry Assessnrent - focus is on finding
seeurity vulnerabilities, whieh may Fr may nat be used t*
get !n or steal dat*
- Penetration testing often !s lntended to ge deeper and fscus on

technicel issues
* Assessments are hroader, and cften include exptielt p*licy and

procedure review

Many people use the phrases "security Assessment" and "Vulnerability Assessments" to describe the

work done by penetration testers and ethical hackers. But, there is a subtle distinction between the ideas

of a penetration test and a security assessment.

A penetration test is focused on getting in or stealing data. The emphasis is on penetration of the target

environment by exploiting discovered vulnerabilities.

Securie assessments andvulnerabilis, assessments are focused on finding vulnerabilities, often without

regard to actually exploiting them and getting in.

Thus, penetration testing often goes deeper, with its goal of taking over systems and stealing data, while

security and vulnerability assessments are broader, involving the process of looking for security flaws.

These assessments also often include policy and procedure review, which are usually not inoluded in

penetration testing.

11



Security Audits

Audit implies testing against a nigorous set sf
standards

Alrnast always done with d*tail*d cheeklists
While sfrme peaple have ereated checklists far
penetrati*n testing nnd security assessments, they
tend nat to have the depth and rigar of en audit
Our fccus in this cl*ss will not be on auditc
* But the ccncepts and techniques we cover will be helpful

for auditors

Finally, we have the phrase "security Audit". Audit implies that we are measuring things against a fixed,
pre-determined, rigorous set of standards. These audits are almost always done with a"LitJ checklists.

Some penetration testing and ethical hacking organizations have created their own internal checklists of
items that need to be covered in a test, but these checklists aren't as detailed as a comprehensive audit.

our focus in this class will not be on auditing. SANS has numerous other classes that address security
audits in detail. our focus will be on ethical hacking and penetration testing.

12
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Scanning

ilxploitatisn
Passwcrd Attacks

Wireless Attacks

Web App Attacks

. Defining Terms*ffi

. Types of Pen fests

. Lirnitationg of Pen Testing
r Free Testing Methodologies
. Suildlng an tnfrastructure
. C*ffrse SVE and'Targets
.Overall Frocess

' Rules of [ngagerrrent

' Scoping
. Scoping Exercise

' Reportinq
. Legal Issues
. Overview of Recon
. lVhais Looktlps *

Registrars, ARXN, ASNs, etc,
. Web Slte Searches
. Documenl M€ladata Analysis

- Metadata Exereise
r DNS Lookups - hlsloakup. etc.
. Recon wlth Maltego
. Search Engine Vuln-Flnding

With that terminology covered, let's now turn our attention to the motivation for ethical hacking and

penetration testing. What value do they provide to an organization? ln short, why are we here?
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Why f;thical Hacking and
Penetration Testing?

. To find vulnerabilities before the bad guys do

. To make a point to decision makers about the need
for action or resource$

. Findin$ {and exploiting} flaws in an actual
penetration test often sffers more real-world proof
af the need for action than other methods sf
vulnerabi I ity discovery

. There is some controversy about the effectiveness
of penetration testing
- We'll discuss (and respond to) the limitations of

penetratian testing a little later

Many organizations use ethical hacking and penetration testing to find security flaws before the bad guys
do. After applying their security policies, procedures, and technology, organizations can use thorough
penetration tests to see how effective their security really is in light ofan actual attack, albeit by friendly
attackers.

An added benefit ofethical hacking and penetration lesting is that, because they show real vulnerabilities
and indicate what a malicious attacker might be capable of achieving, they can get management's
attention. Decision makers, when presented with the carefully formulated results of a test in business
terms, are more likely to provide resources and attention to improve the security stance of an organization.

There is some controversy about the value of ethical hacking and penetration testing. Detractors point out
that tests are limited, in that they are based on the skill of the tester, the duration of the test, and currently
known vulnerabilities. We'll discuss and respond to these limitations a little later in the course.

14



Addressing $iscovered
Vulnerabilltles

r Nct atrl diseavered vulnerabillties will be
addresEed
* We *trnngly reefirnmend addre*sing all high-risk

vulnerabilities

" Hcwever, lnformaticn securis is ultimately
abcut nnanaging risk
* Organizatians rnay deeideo for husiness purpssesr

t* accept a risk rather than mitigat* *t

. That's why we need to present nur findings in
business terms
* We1l discuss reporting later

A major goal of penetration testing and ethical hacking is discovering flaws so that they can be remediated
(by applying patches, reconfiguring systems, altering the architecture, changing processes, etc.).

However, it is important to note that in most tests, not all of the discovered vulnerabilities are actually
addressed.

We recommend that all high-risk vulnerabilities be addressed in a timely fashion, but the truth is that some

vulnerabilities linger long after a test is complete, even high-risk issues. Remember, information security
is all about managing risk, not eliminating it. Decision makers in an organization may conclude that, for
business purposes, they will accept a given risk identified during a test, ralher than mitigate the associated

vulnerability. In the end, it's a business decision, infbrmed by ow input.

For this reason, we have to present our findings in both business and technical terms. That's an important
principle to remember throughout this course. We'11 get into reporling in more detail later.

15
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. Lrmitations of Pen Testing

. Free Testing Methodologies

' Building arr lnfrastrLrctune

'Course DVD and Taroets
. Overall Process
. Rules of fngagemenrt

' Scoping
- Scoping Exercise

. R.eporting

. Legal Issues
r Overview of Recsn
r Whois L*okups -

Registrars, ARtrN, ASNs, etc"
. Web Site Searches
. Docurnent Metadata Analysis

. Metadata Exercise
. DNS Lookups - Nslookup, etc.
. Recon with MalteEo
. Search Engine Vuln-Finding

There is a large number ofdifferent types ofethical hacking and penetration tests. Let's now explore
the different types, realizing that many of the tests we'Il engage in lbr our jobs will be a mixture of a

subset ofthese various types.
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Types of Fthical Hacking and
Fenetrntion TeEts

a Netwnrk serviees test
Cl*ent-side test
Web applieatinn test
Remote diaN-up war dial test
\fflreless securry test
Social engineering test

I
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There are numerous kinds of ethical hacking and penetration tests. They include:

Network services test: This is one of the most conxnon types of tests, and involves finding target systems
on the network, looking for openings in their underlying operating systems and available network services,
and then exploiting them remotely. Some of these nelwork service tests happen remotely across the
Internet, targeting the organrzation's perimeter networks. Others are launched locally, from the target's
own facilities, to evaluate the security of their internal network or the DMZ from within, seeing what
kinds ofvulnerabilities an internal user could discover.

Client-side test: This kind of test is designed to find vulnerabilities in and exploit client-side software,
such as browsers, media players, document editing programs, etc.

Web application test: These tests look for security vulnerabilities in the web-based applications deployed
on the target environment.

Remote dial-up war dial: These tests look for modems in a target environment, and often involve password
guessing to login to systems connected to discovered modems.

Wireless security test: These tests involve exploring a target's physical environment to find unauthorized
wireless access points or authorized wireless access points with security weaknesses.

Social engineering test: This type of test involves attempting to dupe a user into revealing sensitive
information such as a password. These tests are often conducted over the phone, targeting selected help
desks or users, evaluating processes, procedures, and user awareness.

17



Additianal Test Types

I Fhysical security test
Stolen equipment test
Cryptanatysis attack
- Sreaking or bypassins enfrypti*n sn beal

data or interc*pted traffic
* Sr, analyzing copyright proteetinn

mechanisms
* M*ke sure lawyers review any DRI{ restrlstions so y*l*

don't inadven'tently vislate the law

I

" Shrink-wr*pped software test

Some additional types of ethical hacking and penetration tests include:

Physical security test: These tests look for flaws in the physical security practices ofa target organization.
Testers may attempt to gain access to buildings and rooms, or to take laptops, desktops, or recycling bins
out oftarget facilities. Dumpster diving tests are a variation ofa physical security analysis. Physical
testing must be conducted very carefully to ensure that the testers do not get hurt or arrested during their
work.

Stolen equipment test: This kind of test involves obtaining a piece of equipment from the target, such as a
laptop computer, and then trying to extract sensitive information from it in a laboratory environment.

Cryptanalysis qttack: This test focuses on bypassing or breaking the encryption of data stored on a local
system or across the network. Some of these tests also evaluate the strength of digital rights management
(DRM) solutions. Due to legal restrictions regarding reverse engineering copyright protections (such as
those imposed by the Digital Millennium Copyrights Act in the US), any contract regarding the analysis of
DRM software should be inspected by a lawyer to ensure that proper permission has been derived from
the owners of the given DRM solution.

Shrink-wrapped software test: In this kind of test, we look for security flaws in software products that can
be installed in the tester's own laboratory systems. Such tests look for flaws in the software, such as
exploitable buff-er overflow conditions, privilege escalation flaws, and exposure of unencrypted sensitive
data.
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The Phases af an Attack
. Soth malicisus and ethical haekers rely rn various phases

in their a*aeks:
* Recsnnaissance

- Scanning
* Expfoitation

" Mafleious attackers often go further, intr phases sueh as:* fi4aintaining access with baekdecrs and rno{kits* Covering tracks wlth ecvert ehannels and lng editing
. These phases arent always fsllnwed in order
. The hest cf the attaekers junrp around, as cpp*rtr"lnities

present themselves
. Hcwever, t* conduet a professionnl test, make sure you

dsn't fcrget to ge back and do tlrorcugh analysis at any
previously skipped step

Both malicious attackers and professional penetration testers I ethical hackers apply various phases in their
attacks. Attacks are often separated into these phases:

Reconnaissance is the process of investigating target organization to gather information about it from
publicly available sources, such as domain registration services, websites, and so on. Some people include
techniques such as social engineering and dumpster diving in the recon phase.

Scanning is the process of hnding openings in the target organization, such as lnternet gateways, wireless
access points, available systems, listening porls, and lulnerability lists.

krthe Exploitation phase, attackers exploit target systems to compromise them, possibly getting control of
them or causing a denial ofservice attack.

While legitimate tests often include the phases listed above, malicious attackers often go further than the
rules of engagement allow for a professional penehation test. The next phase, often used by malicious
attacker to maintain access and control of a target machine, involves setting up the compromised machine so
the attacker can keep control over it, with techniques such as installing backdoors and planling rootkits.
Malicious attackers also often use a final phase, Covering the Tracks, in which they employ log editing, file
hiding, and covert channels to hide their activities on a system.

Please note that the best of the attackers (both the good guys and the evil ones) are pragmatists. They don't
always proceed from reconnaissance to scanning to gaining access and so on. Sure, they use these steps, but
they are very likely to jump around between them as events and discoveries warrant. For example, during the
recon phase, attackers may discover an exploitable flaw that they will use to gain access directly, temporarily
bypassing scanning. Then, once they gain access to one machine, they may go back and start scanning.

From a professional testing perspective, though, be careful when jumping out of order between these steps,
making sure that you return to the earlier phases to conduct a comprehensive test.
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Although penetration testing and ethical hacking can significantly help organizations find and remedy

security flaws, there are some pretty noteworlhy limitations of these practices. Information security pros,

especially those associated with penetration testing and ethical hacking, need to be familiar with these

limitations so that we can put our craft into the proper context of a larger security program. We'lI review

those limitations next, and consider the proper context for penetration testing and ethical hacking in an

overall comprehensive security program.
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Limitaticns sf Penetraticn
Testing and Ethlcal Hacking

I Fenetretion testing cannot find all
vulnerabilities in a target environment

" There are limitations based on the
resourees end eonstraints af a test
- l-irnitations of seope
* Limitations of time
* Limitations sn aefe$s af pen testers
* Lirnitations on methnds *f pen testers

. Irlo denial of senviee is a eommon corrstrgint, which c+uld
linnit diversionary aftacks and ather estivities

Although penetration testing and ethical hacking are useful practices, they do have some noteworthy
limitations worthy of analysis. Many of these limitations are associated with the nature of testing
projects themselves, with finite resources and a focused scope.

First off, testing projects by their very nature have a limited scope. Most organizations don't (and
can't) test everything, due to resource constraints. We test those elements of our infrastnrcture that are
deemed most vital. But, a real-world attacker may find flaws in other areas that simply weren't part of
our testing project's scope. A related limitation is time. Professional penetration testers and ethical
hackers are allocated a certain amount of project time for a test. Attackers often have far more time to
work on their attack, shetching it out over months or years, when most testing processes last days,
weeks, or, at most, a few months.

Furthermore, penetration testers and ethical hackers often have constrained access to the target
environment that models where some, but not all, of the bad guys sit. For example, an orgatttzation
may have a penetration test performed against its DMZ systems from across the lntemet, modeling
what attackers sitting anywhere in the world would see if they attacked through the normal lntemet
gateway. However, such a test won't detect vulnerabilities associated with local wireless access points,
or attack vectors that could be used by malicious insiders already on the internal network.

Also, because of the risk of crashing a target system during a test, some particular attack vectors will
likely be off the table for a professional penetration tester or ethical hacker. For example, creating a
denial of service flood to distract a system administrator from another attack vector would be an ideal
tactic for a real bad guy, but will likely fall outside of the rules of engagement for most professional
testers.
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Additional Limitatians

. AdditionaN limitaticns are assoeiated with the trsting
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Beyond the limitations of project-oriented tests, we have limitations associated with the testing team
itself. Professional penetration testers and ethical hackers are limited in that they have a finite-skill set.
Even very skilled testers have their limits, focusing on certain technologies and having less expertise in
others. A malicious attacker with a different skill set might hit just the right areas of expertise to find
flaws too subtle for testers with a significant but different skill set to find. Additionally, testing
regimens are limited by the imagination of the testers themselves. Some attackers are incredibly
creative, using vulnerabilities in manners that many penetration testers might not even consider. A
major theme of this course is thinking outside of the box in a pragmatic way to bypass defenses in the
rarget otganization. But, even the most gifted of professional testers may not have the ..Eureka!,'
moment that a malicious attacker could.

Finally, most professional penetration testing is limited by the current known exploits available
publicly. Most professional penetration testers and ethical hackers do not write ih"i. o*n exploits, but
instead rely on exploits written by others. Even for those testers who do write exploits, there often isn't
enough time to create a custom exploit for a newly discovered flaw in a given target environment. The
resources ofa test project are finite, and creating custom exploit code could easily consume a great deal
ofthe overall prqject's budget. Thus, unless the project has a particularly large budget, the c[Jnt has
specified a very nalrow focus, or a given exploit for a flaw can be applied to severaitarget
organizations in numerous tests, custom exploit development during a penetration test is very unusual.

Of course, we strive to overcome these limitations by having a highly skilled and experienced set of
penetration testers and ethical hackers. One of the major goals of this class is supporting professionals
in their goal of improving their penetration testing and ethical hacking skills.
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Besides penetration testing, there are other approaches for hnding security vulnerabilities in a target
environment. Some people argue that these other approaches are more effective (frnding flaws more reliably)
and/or more efficient (more subtle flaws discovered at lower costs). While debates rage about the relative
merits of different approaches, it is true that there is high value in other methods of finding security flaws
outside of penetration testing, including:

ConJiguration reviews: By analyzing the configuration settings of network equipment, operating systems, and
applications, numerous major security flaws can be discovered. Security personnel can use admin privileges to
inspect conhgurations manually, or to run local configuration-checking tools like Microsoft's Baseline
Security Analyzer (MBSA) or the Center for Intemet Security (CIS) benchmark tools for Linux, Windows, and
other systems. Such tools provide a wealth of information, often finding flaws that cannot be discovered by a
penetration test conducted remotely.

Architecture reviews: By looking at the overall design of systems and how they relate to each other on the
network, significant security flaws can be discovered. For example, careful review of a network diagram
might indicate that the organization has failed in its goal of deploying defense in-depth, with multiple layers of
filtering between each host and the lnternet. A penetration test that doesn't include an overall network
topology map review might not be able to find this kind of issue.

Interviews with target environment personnel: By discussing security practices with the operations, security,
and user-base personnel of a target environment, major security weaknesses often come to light, weaknesses
that couldn't be found by a penetration tester because such issues are more associated with process and
awareness than with technical specifications and configurations.

Detailed audirs: With a carefully refined checklist, auditors also can find security flaws in an environment that
would elude a penetration tester or ethical hacker, because the testers usually don't have the acoess to the
target environment that auditors do.
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5o, Why Pen T*sting and
fthical Hacking?

Fenetratlon testing and *thieal hacking test things
as they actually are
"_ "\t\lhere the rubber meets the road"
* What waufd an actual attacker see?
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- Pen testlng and ethical hacking help to find mistakes that
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overlooked in a review
. Deeper lhan most audits

- P*n testing and ethical hackinE have a differ-ent impact on
the time resources of target environment personnel
. Fewer in-depth interviewso but mpre and scope che*ks

Given the limitations of penetration testing, as well as the benefits of other approaches to finding security
rulnerabilities, why should an organization perform penetration tests and ethical hacking exercises? euite
simply, because they provide an excellent view of the actual security state of an environment. They
highlight what a real-world bad guy might see if he or she targeted the given organization.

We get to see security in an actual operational context, not merely on paper (like an architecfure review)
or in discussions (like a set of interviews). We can focus on the most likely exploitable problems and see
if an actual attacker could take advantage of them, getting a better feel for the actual risks we face (much
more so than is possible with a configuration review). With a better feel for actual risks, management
personnel can make better decisions about where to allocate security resources to fix problems.
Furthermore, because the goal of many penetration tests and ethical hacking exercises is acfual
compromise of target machines, they often go deeper than most audits. Penetration tests and ethical
hacking engagements also sometimes find subtle flaws that other methods cannot easilv discem-

Also, penetration tests and ethical hacking projeots have a diflerent impact on the time resources of the
target otganization. Although initial scoping and periodic debriefs are required for penetration testing,
such activities are usually less time consuming for target environment operations personnel than
configuration reviews, architecfure reviews, detailed interviews, and audits.
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Several organizations and individuals have released free ethical hacking andpenetration test
methodologies. lt is irnportant to understand the freely available methodologies for several reasons. First,
we want to recognize the people who invested their hard work in creating these methodologies and then
provided them on a freely available basis to everyone. Secondly, these methodologies track nicely with
the various topics we cover in this course, so reviewing them can help to shore up the topics of this class,
often from a slightly different perspective. And, thirdly, as you put together your own penetration testing
process, you can utilize concepts and techniques from these documents as well as this course.
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PubliclFrce Testing
MethndalogieE

" Varicus crganizatians have releas*d free
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Several organizations have released high-quality, free penetration testing and ethical hacking methodology

documents. The process we cover in this course addresses many topics also covered in these

methodologies.

We recommend that you review each of these free documents, as they provide useful insights into testing

from various different perspectives. Also, when formulating your own customized testing methodology,

these document, together with this course, can act as useful sources to pull together wording for your own

documentation on your testing processes and findings.

Four of the best free documents on testing methodologies include:

. Open Source Security Testing Methodology Manual(OSSTMM)

. NIST Special Publication 800-115: Technical Guide to Information SecuriQ Testing and

Assessment

. Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) Testing Guide

. Penetration Testing Framework

Let's briefly explore each one in more detail.
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Open Snurce Seeuriry Testing
Methodalogy Manual {SSSTMM)

" Written by Pete Herzeg, distributed by Institute fbr Seeurity and Open
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. Includes n€Jrncrous information-gathering ternplates

The Open Source Security Testing Methodology Manual (OSSTMM) was released by Pete Herzog and is

distributed by the Institute for Security and Open Methodologies (ISECOM). This free document is
focused on improving the transparency of enterprise security as well as the methodology of testers. Rather

than making security testing a black art of mystery, this very comprehensive document eloquently strives
for repeatability, consistency, and high quality in numerous kinds of security tests. The document is
written so that organizations and the testers they employ get the maximum business value for their
activities. Earlier versions of the OSSTMM are available for free. The latest version and drafts of new
updates are available to Silver subscribing members. Gold subscribers get those items as well, plus
additional research, mailing lists, and contacts for business questions.

The overall document is very broad, covering numerous kinds of security tests. It does not get into depth
with particular commands and tools, but is still immensely useful.

Topics addressed in the OSSTMM include competitive intelligence review (performing reconnaissance
against the target enterprise), Intemet security analysis (finding open porls and vulnerabilities in Internet-
accessible systems), and communications security (addressing vulnerabilities commonly found in PBXs,
modems, and fax machines). The process also includes modules for reviewing wireless security
(particularly Wireless LANs) and physical security.

One of the best aspects of the OSSTMM is its detailed discussion of scoping a project in advance, as well
the reporl templates that it includes. It has hll-in-the-blank templates for almost every kind of test it
describes.
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The United States National lnstitute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has released a document called.
Technical Guide to Information Security Testing and Assessmerzl that covers network penetration testing
methodologies at a high level. The document addresses the process commonly applied in testing, planning
for tests, conducting detailed analysis, and dealing with validation ofdiscovered issues. It also includes
appendices that cover some common tools found in Backtrack.

Another very useful appendix is a template for rules of engagement, helping testers and target system
personnel agree upon various vital aspects of how the testing will be conducted. We'Il spend some time
later in this book discussing rules of engagement.

One of the most useful aspects of the NIST guide is the motivation it can help us inspire in management.
If management suggests that our testing methodology shouldn't include some vital component that NIST
recommends, we can ask our management why they want to deviate from NIST's guidance. Management
may then provide business rationale for doing so, or decide that complying with the NIST document is a
better practice than they originally anticipated. Either way, we get a better test more attuned to the
business needs ofour enterprises.

Another document from NIST also addresses measuring security in an organization. The Guirtefor
Assessing the Security Controls in Federal Information Systems, Special Publication 800-534, is more
high-level than SP 800-115, but still provides some useful tips for planning assessments.
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Next we get to the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) Testing Guide. Unlike the other
broad and general pwpose methodologies we've touched on so far, the OWASP guide focuses purely on
web application security testing. From a web app perspective, this document is an excellent description of
the various kinds of testing that need to be done, providing great depth and a wide variety of tools to use in
the process.

One of the best aspects of the OWASP guide is its detailed description of determining the business risk
posed by findings. The OWASP guide rates risk based on the impact it could have to the business, and the
likelihood it has of occurring. From those two aspects, the overall risk rating of a given finding is derived,
giving the enterprise appropriate guidance on prioritizing their findings.
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And, finally, we have the deepest of the fiee testing methodologies that we're covering; The penetration
Testing Framework by Toggmeister and Lee Lawson. This web site provides a step-by-step walk through
of every aspect of a network penetration test, including very specific tools (with links to each and every
tool) and the individual commands to use for each tool.

The document walks its reader through several concepts, step by step, covering reconnaissance, social
engineering (via e-mail and the phone), scanning, enumeration of target systems, exploitation,
configuration review, and more.

Several sections focus on specific technology, such as Voice over IP (VoIP), assessing the security of
AS/400 machines, Bluetooth security analyses, and wireless LAN assessments. The section on analyzing
Cisco routers and related devices is also quite helpful.
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A well-stocked lab and an arsenal oftesting tools are crucial to the success ofan ethical hacker and
penetration tester. Let's now discuss the hardware, software, and network connectivity used by testers in
their work.

Keep in mind that these infrastructure items we'll discuss are not a one-size-fits-a11 proposition. lnstead,
we'll cover the areas of tools that you'll need, with some notable examples. Then, based on your budget,
experlise, and test types, you can construct an appropriate arsenal to match your test regimen.
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Ethical Hacking

) Befars st**ing a test, you need an
infrastructure

- Saftware t*albax

- l{ardware

- l\letwonk infrastnueture
. We will diseus$ a baseXine testing infrastructure

- Ysu will lik*ly tweak sr extend it
* But it is a reaseRable starting point

To conduct a thorough test, ethical hackers and penetration testers first have to establish an infrastrucfure
from which to do their work. Detailed planning in advance is essential, pulling together the proper
software, hardware, and network infrastructure. We will discuss some tips for doing this properly, but
keep in mind that the technical infrastructure necessary for performing these tests is not "one-size-fits-a11".
Consider the items we will discuss to be a baseline infrastructure, which you can tweak or extend to meet
your own speoific testing needs. We will discuss a software toolbox, the hardware, and network
infrastructure you should consider when doing tests.
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Linlix vs, Windows

. Should yCIu concentrate on Linux or Windows? Yes!

. We recqmmend thet yaur pen test rig inelude both
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A common question among penetration testers and ethical hackers is: "Should I focus my skills and toolbox
on Linux or Windows?" When confronted with this question, we recommend that your pen test toolset
include both operating systems, side-by-side, working together to maximize your efficiency and
capabilities. The truth is, some tools work better on Linux while others work better on Windows. Some
tools work just fine on both, while other tools have only been released for one of those platforms. Thus, if
you choose to work in only one OS, or at least just focus on that OS, you'll be missing out on a lot of very
useful tools and techniques. To improve productivity and streamline workflow, we recommend virtualizing
one of these two OSs, perhaps using VMware, and running the two simultaneously on the same hardware so
you can quickly switch between them.

ln fact, the whole question posed at the start of the last paragraph illustrates a mindset that should be
transcended. Don't think of them as two different operating systems. Think of them as one set of tools that
you use in your penetration testing and ethical hacking job. As a carpenter or plumber would use the best
tool available and convenient for a given job, so should you. To continue with that analogy, don't think of
Windows and Linux as two different toolboxes. Instead, they are two different compartments in your single
toolbox.

Some of you are no doubt wondering whether Mac OS X is an acceptable platform for penetration testing
and ethical hacking. lt is, with remarkable stability and ease of use. However, there are some tools for
Linux and Windows that will simply not run on Mac OS X, no matter how hard you try to get them
installed. Thus, if you plan to use Mac OS X, make sure you get a virtualization solution for it (such as
VMware Fusion or Parallels) so that you can also run both Windows and Linux on top of Mac OS X.
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* The DVD provided with the rourse pr*vides a
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hacking and penetraii*n testing
. Free at httprl/www,backtrack-littux.ong/downloads/
* Avallable as DVE I5O or VF4w*re image

- Older versiens available as CD 150 image

First off, you'Il need software for your testing regimen. The DVD included with this course is full of tools

used in ethical hacking and penetration testing. Furthermore, the VMware image on the DVD includes
tools pre-installed, and in many cases, pre-confrgured so that you could apply them directly in your own

testing.

Another useful source of tools are the bootable Linux distributions various people have made freely
available, loaded with useful assessment and attack tools. A really solid set of tools is included in the

Backtrack DVD, freely available at the URL on this page. The latest version of the Backtrack distribution
is a DVD ISO image (suitable for burning to a DVD) or a VMware image. Older versions of Backtrack
are available as CD ISO images, which will fit onto a CD instead of a DVD. Numerous similar CDs are

also available, but Backtrack is one of the best because of its comprehensive set of tools, compatibility
with a wide range of hardware, and carefully designed organization and lay-out.
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Other Free Saftware ToalE

. A varieV nf websites distribute athc:" free
tssls and explaits
- Very helpful

. The vast majority-of ethical hackers and penetration testers rely
on at least sbme'free tools in their testing

. Determine your organizati*n's palicy for using sueh toals

-And, be careful... trojan horses are pcsslblel
. Analyz* the code af the tool or *xpfnlt if passible
r At leastr run such tcols in a lab agalnst a samplc target flrst

* Evaluate t*ols while a s*iff*r is runnlng to see if they send
unex p*eted paekets to u n a ntielpated d esti natians

* Lack at their impact *n tire file sy*tenr of the *ttacker and target
* l4icras*ft Sysinternats'prscessmsn is v*ry helpfui

ln addition to the course DVD and free bootable Linux environments, a variety of websites offer vast
arsenals of free tools and exploits, which can be incredibly helpful. The vast majority of professional
penetration testers and ethical hackers rely on at least some of these free tools when doing their jobs.
Before considering whether you can nrn such tools in your environment, you need to determine your
organizations' policy regarding the use of such third-parly security assessment and exploitation tools.
Some organizations strictly forbid the running of any tools beyond a standard baseline of already-
approved tools. Others allow additional tools to be used, but only if they are carefully vetted.

Consider this scenario: a tester scans a target environment, discovering a listening service which has a
version number that is known to be exploitable. With a little research, the tester discovers a freely
downloadable exploit for that specific version ofthe service from an exploit distribution site. Suppose
further that the rules of engagement fbr the test allow actual exploitation of the target machine, and,
furthermore, the tester's own organization allows for the use of third-party, free exploits. What should the
tester do?

We strongly urge you to be careful with free, downloaded tools and exploit code. Historically, some of
the tools and exploit code freely distributed on the lnternet have included backdoors that let a bad guy
control any system on which the tool was run, or even control the target machine the tool was run against.
Also, some of the tools may cause a crash in a target service or system.

Thus, we recommend that testers analyze all free tools carefully in a laboratory before using them in a test.
If you have the skills, review the source code for the tool before using it, making sure it does exactly what
it says it does, with no hidden backdoor functionality or other trojan horse capabilities in the tool. lf you
cannot review the code, then, at a minimum, run the free tool in a laboratory environment, carefully
reviewing the traffic it sends across the network (looking for unexpected packets going to unexpected
destinations) and any changes it makes in the file system of the attack and target machines. The free
Microsoft Sysintemals processmon tool is very helpful in analyzing file system and registry interactions.
Processmon has subsumed the earlier tools, filemon and regmon, extending their functionality in a single
tool.
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Ssme S*urces f*r Free Tcals
end [xploits

' Please n*te that we are not e*dorsing these sites or the tools
they distribute
- They are sametirnes higl':ly ecntrnversial* Still, they provid€ sorne very useful t*cls and explolts, a*d test*rs

need to know what is available - Rernember ts b* carefilll
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* So*ed by remote, lacal, web app, Denial cf Service, Shellc*de, **d

papers
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* SHBUG Vulnerability Datebase - hftp:llsebug.net
- Hundreds of *ategcries, sp[[t by OS and product

. Packetstorm $eeurig * http://packetst*rmsecurity.orq
* vast hi*tory nf attack and defense tsols ffiW

While there are numerous exploit and attack tool repositories on the lnternet, some of the most
comprehensive archives that are updated on a regular basis include "The Exploit Database", Inj3ct0r, and
Packetstorm Security. Several other sites come and go on a regular basis, but these sites are long-standing
and tend to have relatively higher quality tools.

The Exploit Database (exploit-db for short) is maintained by the same group that maintains the Backtrack
Linux distribution. Their site hosts well over 10,000 exploits, and sorts them into useful categories such as
Remote Exploits, Local Exploits, Web Applications, Denial of Service / Proof of Concept, Shellcode, and
papers. For each exploit in these categories, they list the platform (Windows, Linux, PHP, etc.) and the
author.

lnj3ct0r sorts its exploits by different operating systems (ranging from AIX to Windows, with almost
everything in between). Additionally, they are sorled chronologically, based on the release date of the
exploit code. Another page at Inj3ct0r breaks exploits down into local (which tend to let an attacker with
limited privileges jump to higher privileges such as root, administrator, or SYSTEM in a local privilege
escalation attack) versus remote exploits.

The Security Focus BID website also has information about various vulnerabilities along with exploits for
some of them, available at www.securityfocus.com/bid. The older Security Focus news site was shut
down, but the very useful BID search is still available.

Also, the SEBUG site has hundreds of categories of vulnerabilities, including exploit code for many
different issues that they inventory.

Packetstorm Security has an archive ofattack and defense tools that spans over a decade. It's really quite
an impressive assofiment of useful tools, exploits, and security research papers.

Please note that we are not endorsing these sites or the tools that they distribute. These sites have been
quite controversial, and you need to be careful with any code you download from them. Still, ethical
hackers and penetration testers need to know about these sites to do theirjobs.
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Vulnerablliry Research Snurces

. US-CilRT: www.us*c*rt,gov/cas/techalents
r Mitre CVE Repasitory: http:llcve.mitre.org
. $ecunia: http:llsecunla.cfim
r Hackerstcrm : www.haek-,;rstorm.csm

- Free downloadable *pen S*urce Vulnerability Oatabase
with search tool

. VIJPEN Security: www.vupen.com
* For*rerly www.frsirt.csm
* Used ts have fre* exploits, ncw anly the deseripti*R$ are

free

- f;xploit eode is paft of cammercial subscripti*n service

Beyond the tool and exploit sites, there are also numerous vulnerability research sites available. While
these sites do not distribute exploit code freely, they do publish information about vulnerabilities. These

detailed vulnerability descriptions are invaluable in letting a tester know that there is an issue with a

system type or service version discovered in a test. Even though an exploit might not be available (in fact,
an exploit may have never been publicly released or even created at all), the tester still needs to understand

the vulnerabilities so that they can be included in the test report.

Some of the best sites with vulnerability research and detailed descriptions are the following sites:

The United States Computer Emergency Readiness Team (US-CERT), maintained by the US
Department of Homeland Security (DHS)

The Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) repository operated by Mitre

The Secunia vulnerability list

The Hackerstorm website, which includes a free, downloadable Open Source Vulnerability
Database tool, that can be stored locally by a tester for searching even without lnternet access

The VUPEN Security group, which used to distribute exploits on a free basis, but now publishes

vulnerability details for free and offers exploits only to subscribing customers. This site used to
be called the French Security lncident Response Team (FTSIRT), although it is in no way related
to the French government.
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Ccmmercial Tocls
. Nurnenous csrnmereial tcals, which may be expensive,

but y*u usually get:
* Higher quality {*ot always}, m*re frequer"lt updates, *nd sl:pport
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services vu I nerability scan* RapidT's lteXpes* ur*lfied Vuln*rability ltanagement Systen'l* RapidT's Metaspl*it Frc penetration testing tool
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- HP sFI Dynamies'Weblnspeet - web app vulnerability discovery
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* IBM R*ticncl App5een * web app vulnerebi*ity diseovery
-. Cenzic He**starm * web app vulner*bility disc*very* Immunity CANVAS Pro - 05 and network service exploit kit

In addition to the free tools we've been discussing, some penetration testers and ethical hackers rely on
commercial tools for testing. There are alarge number of commercial tools, with new ones released on a
regular basis. The advantages of commercial tools include generally higher quality (but not always),
typically more frequent updates (given the vendors' paid teams of software developers), and technical
support ifissues arise during testing.

Although this cowse is taught from a vendor-neutral perspective, professional penetration testers and
ethical hackers do need to klow about some of the commercially available tools, even if they don't use
them. That way, they can make sure that their test regimen made up of non-commercial (free or in-house)
tools includes similar concepts and capabilities of the commercial tools. This slide lists a few of the more
popular and comprehensive tools for testing.
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In-holrse Developed Tc*ls

. Testers with c*ding skills frequently write scripts to
help autcmate their work

Some go further, developing full-blown toots

If ynu have the skills to do s*r we cerlainly
e*eo*rage you tn writ* *uch tsnls...

,,.and, if passible, release thenr publicly and freely
to help us all improve our testing processes

Let your instructor know if you do release
s*mething that could be*efit the pen test
cnmmunlty

Some penetration testers and ethical hackers with coding skills develop scripts that automate some
portions of their test to help improve efficiencies. Some go even further, writing full-blown tools of their
own that improve upon publicly available tools or conduct very specific tests tuned to their target
environment.

If you have the development skills to do so, we encourage you to create custom scripts and tools to help in
your testing. lf you do create a high-quality tool that would benefit others, we encourage you to release it
publicly.

lf you do release a tool, please let your instructor for this class know about it. lt could help us all improve
our testing processes, and may be added to a future version ofthis course.
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Hardware: A Nnte an
Narnenclature and lconngraphy
. Thrcugh*ut this class, we wift refer ts maehines

ass*ciated with a test as f*llows:
* Testing rnachinesl Systems *sed by the penetration tester or

ethieal haeker ta evaluate the security af other machines.
We wl[[ also *all thenn "attaek rnaehines"

* Target r*achines: Systen'ls whase seeur*ty stance is being
evaluated. We witl alse call them "vietim rn*{hine$',

- L*b machi*e: Systenrs us*d fcr taol analysis end praetice

Testirrg M*chine
Attack 14aehinr

For the remainder of this class, we will need to carefully differentiate between the machines used by the
penetration tester or ethical hacker and the machines whose security is being evaluated.

We will use the terminology testing mqchines and atlack machines to refer to the systems that the tester is
using to evaluate the security of other systems. These testing machines often run the attacker's scanning
and exploitation tools. ln figures, these machines will be represented with a red screen and black hat. We
use these pictorial clues to help you rapidly identiff where the attacker's machines are in a diagram.
However, please do not think that the black hat on this computer implies lhat the attacker is somehow evil.
The attackers we are referring to here are professional ethical hackers and penetration testers. The black
hat just makes this system easier to quickly locate in the figure.

The machines whose security is being evaluated are refered to as target machines, and, occasionally, as
victim machines. They are represented pictorially as a standard machine, with no hat or colored screen.

Lab systems will often have a light blue screen. These machines are used to evaluate tools and practice
our techniques. We will refer to them as laboratory attack machine or laboratory targetmachines when
the distinction is warranted.
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Hardware; A Labaratnry fnr
Analyzing Tocls

You might use free, eommercial, and in-hcuse tco{s
* All af these, espeeialty the free tcals dswnleaded frorn the Internet, shourld be tested in a

lab enviranr*ent
* We recnrnrnend having four Pe-grrade systerns in the {ab f*r testing tnols and techniques

Mimic what y** will be testing
* Windows elient: and serders

sf voricus ver$i*ns,
alrnost ee*ainiy

* Mierssoft TechNet *r F4SDtrt subseript?on
is very us*ful
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* fndpcint security s{Jites and
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I

Use this lab for practice, toa rr5 ABs€he ffirs$a*qgr /v.g

The VF,lware *pplia*ee repositnry een b* useful for finding machine irnages with
older, vufnerable software for explait testing

As we've seen, yolr tests might rely on free, commercial, and/or in-house tools, depending on the policies
of your organization. Whichever tools you use, you should test them in a laboratory environment to make
sure you understand how they work and their potential impact on a target machine. Such laboratory testing
and analysis is especially vital for free tools downloaded from the lntemet because of concems about
quality, the potential to crash atarget, and hidden functionality that could compromise the test systems.

ln creating a test lab, we recofilmend that you get at least four inexpensive PC-class systems. That way, you
can have a variety of different kinds of operating systems and software applications to analyze. Sinoe the
speed of these machines isn't vitally important, inexpensive two- or three-year-old PCs can be used. If you
want a more portable environment and can afford higher performance computers, you also may want to
consider using virtual machines running in VMware or other virtualization products for your test-bed.

Your test-bed should include operating systems that mimic what you will encounter in your actual tests,
likely at least a variety of Windows clients and servers. A Microsoft Technet or MSDN subscription really
comes in handy, as it provides access to many Microsoft products for laboratory testing purposes (not
production use). Additionally, include Linux, FreeBSD, and other operating systems that make sense for
what you will test. You should also have access to the most popular end point security suites and anti-virus
tools (especially those used in your target environments) to evaluate how your attacks will function against
them and to tweak your approach in light of the target's def'enses.

A well-equipped lab will also be useful for practice hacking to help improve your skills over time.

Another useful source of vulnerable applications pre-installed on their own operating systems is VMware's
virtual appliance repository, at www.vmware.com/appliances. They have a vast archive of virlual machines
freely available for download (typically focused on freely redistributable operating systems, such as Linux
and FreeBSD). Many of the older images include applications that are known to have vulnerabilities, which
you can test and evaluate in the lab.
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Hardware: Systems Used
fnr Testlng

Ycu will also need *ne sr more nnachines to
use fsr testing
* ldeally, use maehines dedicated to the testing

" Use sy$er*s that you will n*t tjse for day-to-dey Int*rfiet
surfing cr reading e-mail

. Systerns without eny sensitive inf*rr*aticn on them... al*y
temporary resrlts *s they are pr*l*ed tcgether

" Th*se machines *:ay have tc stay *n-line seanning for an
extended penod of time, tying them up

' These te*ting machines wiNl likely nct be proteeted by firewalls

- For extensive scans, you may want to set up a
scanning seruer co*located with a fast internet
eonnection
* Psssibly accessed vla 55Fl *r termina* serviees

Next, you'll need the acfual systems that will be doing the testing. We recommend that you use one or
more machines that are dedicated solely to testing. That is, ideally, your testing machines should not be

used for routine web surhng and e-mail reading, or even vulnerability research during a test. Additionally,
these machines used for testing should not be storing any sensitive information, other than the temporary
tools ouQut as the test is running. In other words, these machines should be focused exclusively on
testing.

There are several reasons for this exclusivity. First off, these machines may have to stay online for a
significant period of time, as you wait for a lengthy scan to complete. Secondly, these machines used for
testing are often not firewalled, either by a personal firewall or a network firewall. We'll address this
firewall issue in more detail shortly. And, thirdly, any additional software that you run on the testing
machine could slow down the progress of your test or otherwise impact the results.

For extensive, long-term scans that might run for several days, you may want to consider buying a server-
grade machine that is housed in a secure location, either at your own facilities or in a locked cage at a co-
location facility with high bandwidth. You could then use Secure Shell or terrninal services to control
testing software on that machine which is dedicated to testing.
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Virtualizing the Testing
MachineE

* Guest viftual machines can be very helpful as testing
systerns
* Vlt4ware Workst*tion is qarite popular as a test platfarrn

- VirtuatBoxu F4icrosoft Virtual FC, and other tools elsa c*uld
be interesting

* Easily dupticated

- Cenfiguraticn eas*ly tweaked
* Easily reset tCI a pristine stete

. Warning! If you use guest virtual machlnes f*r
testing, cnnfigure bridged networking
* Not Host-Only or t$AT

Many penetration testers and ethical hackers use guest virhral machines as their testing systems. Most rely
on VMware Workstation because of its rich set of features and relatively low cost. Some use VirtualBox,
a free virlualizattonplatform. Others rely on Microsoft's virfualization products, although they are less
common in penetration testing than VMware's products. This difference is due to the early market lead
VMware established with a lot of useful features. Microsoft has been playing catch-up in virlrlalization,
and may one day surpass VMware, but the jury is still out.

Virtual machines are useful for penetration testers for many reasons. First, they are easily duplicated. A
tester can simply replicate the disk image of the VMware guest and have another identical testing guest
machine ready to mn. Also, the tester can easily modify the configuration of a guest machine, altering
network settings, the amount of RAM, disk image sizes, and so forth. And, with VMware's "Revert to
Snapshot" feature, a guest machine can be quickly reset to a pristine state, in case a tool causes problems
with the machine.

There is one very imporlant note about using guest virtual machines for testing configure them to use
Bridged Networking. Many VM environments offer other networking altematives that will get in the way
of your testing. In addition to Bridged Networking, VMware also supports Host-Only and NAT
Networking. Bridged Networking makes the guest look like it is on the same subnet as the host machine,
a desirable property. As a tester, we want our packets to get out from our testing system to the target with
as little interruption and alteration as possible. Having the guest connected via a virtual bridge has very
little impact on the packets. NAT Networking, on the other hand, will perform Network Address
Translation on the packets, altering them and potentially dropping them if the NAT table fills up. Finally,
Host-Only Networking just doesn't make sense in an across-the-network test, as the guest can only can
only reach the host and no other systems. Thus, when using guest VMs as the testing systems, use
Bridged Networking or you will miss things in your findings!
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Netw*rk Infrastructur€ * ISF
F*r internal testing, a fast connecticn Rear a baclqb*ne with
minimal filtering is idenl
- Unlees the filters (firewalls, network-lF5i are being t*sted

Fnr Internet-based testing, you will need to send packets
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Some ISPs detect seanning or exploits a*d then blnek tlrem
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$ystems
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Internet connection far conducting penetration testing, *nd it
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* They may turn yoir away or charge y*u extra, but that's the price cf

dcing business as a penetration tester

For intemal testing, the testers should have a fast network connection near a network backbone with minimal
filtering between it and the target systems, unless the filtering devices themselves, such as firewalls and
network-based Intrusion Prevention Systems (IPSs), are being tested.

For testing across the Internet, the testers will of course need an Internet connection from an ISP. We
recommend that they get a stable, relatively high-speed oonnection, such as a Tl or better. Cable modems,
DSL, and FIOS lines are a also possibility, but they are often less reliable than a T1. Regardless of the
connection type, the testers will be sending some unusual traffic across that line. Their scanning will generate a
large number of unusual packets. Furthermore, they may run actual exploits against targets across that ISP.
This could be a problem, unless it is cleared with the ISP first.

Some ISPs detect network scans and throttle them, slowing down a test. Others block certain TCP and UDp
ports for consumer-grade connections (like consumer cable modems, DSL lines, and FIOS) to help protect
consumers on their networks. For example, connections to or from TCP port 25 are blocked by some ISPs to
lower the chance that e-mail-relaying bots can be installed on their subscribers PCs. Such porl blocking will
prevent the tester from evaluating the security of services on those ports. Some ISPs even identifr exploitation
attempts and then block the exploit packets using network-based IPS tools. Such an action would prevent the
tester from being able to move forward on that parl of a test. Any of these issues would result in inaccurate
results. Furthermore, performing scanning or exploitation through your ISPs network could be a violation of
their terms of service. Violating those terms could result in service termination and a possible lawsuit.

Because of the concerrs associated with using the ISP connection for testing, it is vital that you tell the ISP in
advance that you plan on using the connection for penetration testing and security assessments (you may want to
avoid the phrase "ethical hacking" as they may misunderstand the term "hacking"). They may tell you to seek
another ISP, but it is better to determine their policy in advance than to find it out in the middle of a test. They
may charge you extra for the connection or force you to buy a different grade ofservice. Still, such
expenditures are a reasonable price ofdoing business.
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For the testing machines scanning across the Internet, you may want avoid personal and network firewall
technologies. Firewalls may block inbound or outbound packets, yielding inaccurate results for a test.
That's why most testers who need accurate, professional results don't nse a firewall on their testing
machines. Paul Asadoorian, host of the Pauldotcom podcast that covers various security and hacking
issues, refers to the practice of hacking without a firewalls as "hacking naked." Without a firewall, the
testing machine is not as protected as other systems in your network. Thus, don't store sensitive data on
the testing machine, other than the temporary test results, which must be moved to another box in a timely
fashion.

Network Address Translation (NAT) of firewalls cause problems for testers because they alter the source
IP address of packets on their way out of the network, and map any response packets back to the original
lP address. Porl Address Translation (PAT) functionality not only alters source IP addresses of outbound
packets, but it also alters source port numbers so that the response to the packet can be associated back
with the originating host. Both NAT and PAT rely on tables in the firewall. A scan that creates millions
of packets may overwhelm the NAT or PAT tables, causing them to drop packets, including subsequent
probes and their responses. Thus, the scanning tool won't be able to see all of the results, missing open
porls and vulnerabilities.

Furthermore, HTTP proxies sometimes alter the encoding of various web traffic that passes through them,
which could break carefully calibrated exploitation code. An exploit passing through an HTTP proxy may
simply not function at all or could cause a target system to crash.

The application-level inspection technology of some firewalls drops packets that do not properly confirm
to the protocol, or even clean up some packet settings, forcing them to match the protocol spec as
interpreted by the firewall vendor. Again, these changes could neuter an exploit or cause damage to the
target.
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Avnid Firewall on Testing

\Ale strongly recommend not using a
netwark firewell {and even a personal
firewall) on the testing network and
testing system{s)
- Note that we are nstir:'lking about removing
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using a USB tcke*
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machine
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Maehine

N<; Firewall

For all of these reasons, we recommend that the testing machine not be located behind a network firewall,
nor should it use a personal firewall on that specific system. Of course, the target network likely has a

firewall, if it is being tested across the lnternet. We're not talking about removing that firewall. Instead,

we're referring to the pen tester's own testing systems connected to the lnternet, and how they should not
be located behind a firewall.

Additionally, use a separate, off-line system, not connected to the testing network, to take notes while you
are performing a test. This separate machine will provide a more secure location for housing your notes,
plus it gives you flexibility to analyze interim results while the testing machine is tied up with
performance-draining scans and other activities. You can move files between the testing machine and the
off-line machine using a USB token.
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Harden Testing $ystems
Carefully
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* You don"t want them to get comprornised dur,inE a test
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Shut off unneeded services

Testing
Machine
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functionality of yaur testing tools
- Example: Windows LMCompatibilitylevel Registry key requiring NTLMv?

may make the tester's machine less likely to find sorne flaws in scme
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Response, NTLMvl, and NTLMvZ
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Although we recolnmend that you avoid using a network or personal firewall to protect your testing machines
because of their potential impact on your test results, we do caution you. Make sure you that carefully harden
the testing machines before starting a test. You must guard against compromise of the attacking machines
during a test, by either a third-party malicious attacker or even an over-exuberant system administrator in the
targel organization. There have been cases of an administrator on a target network launching a counterstrike
during a test, hacking back to the penetration tester's machines and compromising them. lf someone
compromises your testing machines, they could steal your interim test results and even alter the results they
leave behind. Such exposure of test results could be, at best, very embarrassing, and at worst, catastrophic for
your career as a penetration tester or ethical hacker.

For this reason, keep patches up to date on all of your testing machines, and shut off unneeded services. For a
penetration testing system, you likely need no or only minimal listening services on the machine. The only
services that should be listening are specific ones you need for your test, such as a web server set up to deliver a

client-side exploit or a file server needed to serve up files to compromised target machines. You want to
increase security settings of the testing machines beyond the defaults for the given operating system, but make
sure that you don't inhibit the functionality of your testing tools. Harden the boxes, but verify on lab systems
that your hardening process doesn't break needed functionality of your test tools. One area of hardening
involves configuring a Windows machine to speak the stronger NTLMv2 protocol for authentication using the
LMCompatibilitylevel Registry key. To attack less secure Windows servers, the tester's machine needs the

ability to speak the older LANMAN Challenge-Response and NTLMvI authentication mechanisms in addition
to NTLMv2. We'11 explore the differences between these authentication mechanisms in more detail in 560.4.
For now, keep in mind that hardening a tester's machine to avoid these older and weaker protocols may hamper
the system's ability to attack weakly configured targets.

To help with this hardening process, the Center for lnternet Security (www.cisecurity.org) has a large number of
fiee templates for hardening various kinds of systems, including Windows and Linux. Download and use these
templates. Furthermore, Microsoft's free Microsoft Baseline Security Analyzer (MBSA) can be used to check
the security settings of Windows machines to verify that they have up-to-date patches and have been hardened.
Also, the Bastille Linux project can help to harden Linux machines with solid security configurations.
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ffncrypt Test Machine
File Systerns

" Encrypt interim results on testing machines
. Uss on-the-fly fil* system encrypti*n s*luticn

- Frce Trueerypt sCIlutio* for Windcws, t_inux,
**d lt4ac OS X at www,truecrypt,org

* Sitlocker drive encryptisn in Windows Vista. 7, and 2*08 Server lsoks
quite s*li*

- Mac OS X FileVauk feature also laoks quite g*od
- Unix / ti*ux Cryptographie File System
- Ccmnrercial FGF tVhole Disk f;r*cryption at www.pgp.conl

r GnuP€ is gaod, hut encrypts files/e-m6il, witir*ut orr-the-fly direftory ol- partilimfi
enerypt!on* Windows EFS is not particularly strong

. EFS key proteeted only by il$ct"'s oper"ting system passwcrd

' Tends to leave eapi*s of pr*tected fiies in clear-text farn'l in unaflseated sp*ce

' Nct very qscd, hul better than nothing {6 debatab}€ paint}

In addition to hardening your testing machines, you also need to be very careful with the data on those
machines. Professional penetration testers and ethical hackers should consider using a file system
encryption solution on their testing machines to lower the probability of test results exposure. ideally,
you'll use an on-the-fly encryption solution that encrypts a whole directory or entire partition, letting
you seamlessly drop files into a directory to have them automatically encrypted.

Numerous file system encryption solutions are available. TrueCrypt is a fantastic free disk encryption
tool, available for Windows, Linux, and Mac OS X at www.truecrypt.org. Alternatively, the Windows
Bitlocker feature, included in Windows Vista, 7, and 2008 Server looks quite solid, although it only
functions on Windows machines. The Mac OS X FileVault feature likewise provides a good boost of
security in protected files, but is again focused on a single piatform: Mac OS X. The Cryptographic
File System (CFS) has been porled to most Linux and Unix variations. From a commercial perspective,
the PGP Whole Disk Encryption tool provides very useful functionality, with vendor support. Gnu
Privacy Guard (GnuPG) is a fine free, open-source tool for encrypting files and e-mail. However, as of
this writing, GnuPG does not support on-the-fly directory or partition encryption.

Windows has built-in hle system encryption functionality called the Encrypted File System (EFS).
Unfortunately, the security of EFS leaves a lot to be desired. It protects crypto keys only with the
user's operating system password, which can be extracted and cracked, as opposed to the separate
passphrase most other solutions employ. Furthermore, EFS oflen leaves clear-text copies of recently
deleted or encrypted files in unallocated space of the file system, until they are wiped. Although EFS is
not a particularly strong solutions, many people believe it is better than nothing. However, some worry
that EFS, with is problems, may lull people into a false sense of secwity. Thus, we recommend that
you use a stronger solution, such as TrueCrypt or PGP.
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Scrub Test Machines of Results
Between Tests

. Dont le*ve results on yoilr testing machines fnr
l*nger than *ecessary
* lvlove them sff of the testing systent

- Analy:e and st*re them on an off-line rnachine
* Ycu csn msve such files via USF

r At test completionn tN"rorcughly scnub test maehines
* This is especially important before ycu start another test
* u*e a third-party secure file deietion tool
* The Linux I Unix snr*d command nverwrites 25 tim*s by

default

- The Windaws cipl:*r ,r'; corflIlxalld nverwrites 3 tir*es
. t All zeros first

. All ones sec*nd

. Random digits third

By itself, encrypting your sensitive test results inforrnation is not enough. You must also securely remove

your test results from yow testing machines. Don't leave data on the testing machines for any longer than

is necessary during a test. Move results files, including output from scanning tools, files containing
password guessing results, and any notes that you create, to your notes and analysis machine on a regular

basis using a USB token.

Periodically during a test, and especially when a test is completed, you must securely wipe interim results

files from the testing machines. This is especially important before you starl another test of another target

environment, because you don't want to mix up your results, or have the results of one target exposed to
another target.

Merely deleting the files isn't enough, because that simply moves them into unallocated space, making
them still recoverable. Instead, use a secure frle deletion tool that overwrites files with alternating zeros

and ones multiple times to make sure the file cannot be recovered. Most versions of Linux have the
shred command, which overwrites files with altemating zeros and ones 25 times (and can be configured
for more), making files almost impossible to recover. Windows has a built-in tool called cipher, which
can be used with the /w:ffrle] option to overwrite all free space on the partition where [file] resides with all
zeros, followed by all ones, followed by random numbers (three passes total). While three passes is less

than we'd like to see, it is acceptable for most environments.
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We'll now go over some of the technical infrastructwe components of the class, including the course
DVD and the target machines we'll be working with all week. Make sure you have a copy of the course
DVD handy as we go through the next several slides.
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On the course DVD, at the top of the directory structure, there are a handful of files and directories. Among the
most important of these files are the Release Notes for the course DVD, which are named "Release Notes for SANS

[version_number]". They are included in both .doc and .txt format, so you should be able to read them in any doc-
fonnat compatible word processor or even any text editor. The Release Notes include the userlDs and passwords for
the VMware image for the course, as well as information about getting that VMware image uncompressed, booted,
and networked. They also contain additional notes about some of the individual tools. ls long as yoa have the
coarse DVD, you will also have these Release Notes, and therefore will have access to the root passwordfor the
coatse VMware image. Remember that, please, so you won't be stranded without the password.

Next, we have the course Windows directory. All Windows tools that you'll need for the course are included here.

You will have to install them on your Windows machine when the time comes for each exercise. Please do wait,
though, until we start a given exercise so you can understand a tool before installing it. We also have a Linux
directory that includes all of the Linux tools for the course. Note that most attendees will actually not use this
directory, because you'll be running the pre-installed tools included in the VMware image. We've included this
directory for completeness.

The next directory is oalled "Dangerous" because it includes programs that could introduce vulnerabilities on your
system or open backdoors. We'll use such programs in exercises at various points in the course to illustrate pen
testing techniques for exploiting such flaws. Do not run these items until you understand what they do.

Another directory, called "Cheat Sheets", contains cheat sheets for various tools covered in this class. Feel free to
look through it. These sheets can be very helpful in exercises throughout the course and the pen test workshop in
560.6. And, a Miso directory contains miscellaneous files, including a sample pen test report.

The next element of the DVD is a large file called SANS504linuxv[Version].zip. This zipped file contains a

VMware image of a Linux machine, ready to boot in VMware Workstation, VMware Player, or VMware Fusion (the
Mac OS X product). You were required to bring VMware with you. VMware is not included on the course DVD,
due to redistribution limitations imposed by VMware.

And, finally, we have an ISO image of a bootable CD called the Ophcrack LiveCD. We'll use this image in an
exercise in 560.4 to conduct Rainbow table password cracking.
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Caurse ilVD Issues
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The DVD that you received for this course is also used for other SANS courses, including SANS Security
504 (the Incident Handling and Hacker Exploits course), SANS Securify 517 (the Cutting Edge Hacker

Techniques Hands-On course), and SANS Security 580 (Metasploit Kung Fu for Enterprise Pen Testers).

The material and topics covered for each ofthese courses is very different, but we keep them all on the

same DVD for logistics reasons (making sure that the appropriate DVD is in the right place at the right
time would be more complicated with different DVDs for each course). This arrangement has positive

implications for you, because you get all of the tools for each of the courses, all on one handy DVD, with
a VMware Linux image pre-configured to run them all.

However, please note that your Anti-Virus and Anti-Splware tools may alert you regarding some of the

items on the course DVD. The classes that the DVD supports deal with computer attacks and exploits,
and some anti-malware vendors classify particular tools as malicious oode. The course DVD is not
"infected." Instead, it merely contains software that can be used in a malicious fashion, and therefore it
triggers the signature-based detection of some Anti-Virus and Anti-Spyware tools. Don't run a program
that your AV/AS tool alerts you about unless you understand what the program is designed to do and until
you understand how to use the program safely.
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Netwcrk Set-Up

* \tVe wlll now discuss the netwsrk set-up well be
using thr*ugtr*ut the caurse
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* Onee the selers in frsnt of the rssm are set-ilp fcr y*u

We'lI now discuss the VMware network configuration we'Il be using for the course. You can follow
along and set up the networking during this session, if you'd like.

But, please note: lf the your network configuration does not work, the instructor may help you trouble
shoot it during lunch today, the afternoon break today, or at the end of class today. Not everyone will get
the network configuration functional right now, and the instructor needs to keep the course moving.
Don't worry if the networking doesn't work for you right now. The inshuctor will help you get it
functioning later today. You will only need the networking for the course from 560.2 through 560.6. It is
not needed for the afternoon exercise today.

Your goal in getting your systems networked is to ping from Windows to Linux (and vice versa) as well as

to ping 10.10.10.50, a machine that will be located in front of the room.
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Bridged Netryarking Exercise*

Throughout this course, we'll have numerous hands-on exercises so you can gain experience by practicing the
various techniques we'll describe. Most of the hands-on exercises for this class will occur across a network,
but some will occur against your local host.

For Networked Exercises, you'll be attacking four target machines on the 10. 10.10 subnet, including
10.10.10.10, 10.10.10.20, 10.10.10.50, and 10.10.10.60. YOU ARE ALLOWED TO ATTACK ONLY
THESE MACHINES. DO NOT ATTACK YOUR FELLOW ATTENDEES' SYSTEMS. IF YOU DO
ATTACK OTHER MACHINES OUTSIDE OF THE 10. I O. 10 NETWORK, YOU MAY BE DISMISSED
FROM THE CLASS, AND THERE COULD BE LEGAL IMPLICATIONS.

If you are taking this class at a live conference, you will be connected to these targets using one or more
switches provided in the room. If you are taking this class across the lntemet (via vlive, OnDemand, or other
offering), please flip forward to the slide that describes your VPN Configuration.

For Bridged Networked Exerclses, your virtual machine configuration (VMware) should be set to Bridged
networking, with your Windows IP address being 10.10.76.X (X will be given to you by your instructor or a
room facilitator) with a netmask of 255.255.0.0. No default gateway or DNS is required. Your Linux IP
address will be 10.10.75.X (the same X you received from the instructor or facilitator) with the same netmask.

For the Host-Only Exercises, you will be running attacks from your virtual machine guest against your host
machine. In these exercises, you'll need to configure your virtual machine for host-only networking, and your
Windows lP address will be 10.10.77.X (note that it is 76.X for Networked Exercises andTl .X for Host-Onlv
Exercises). Your Linux IP address will always be the same: 10.10.75.X.

We will now cover how to conhgure your systems for these exercises.
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We will now discuss the networking configuration that you will apply to your machines for the exercises in
this class. Please pay close attention, as you'Il need to know the networking configuration as you work
through the hands-on exercises throughout the remainder of the course. Most people who take this course are
using a Windows Host machine, running VMware, with a Linux Guest machine inside of VMware. lf you are
using a difl'erent model, such as a Linux Host or a Mac OS X Host, we'll cover your configuration in a few
slides.

Your Linux Guest will have an IP address of 10.10.75.X, where X, the last octet of your IP address, will be
given to you by the course instmctor. Remember this X. ln fact, write it down so that you have it with you for
the remainder of the course.

Your Windows Host machine will actually have two lP addresses, for two different interfaces. lts Local Area
Connection address, which you will assign to your physical LAN adapter when connected to our network, will
be 10.10.76.X. This will be the address you'll use when VMware is configured for Bridged networking for a
Networked Exercise.

Your other Windows Host lP address will be for VMnetl, a network interface created when VMware was
installed. Its address should be 10.10.77.X. You'll use this address when performing exercises against your
own machine (Host-Only Exercises) when not connected to a switch, using VMware in host-only mode.

The netmask for all of your interfaces should be 255.255.0 .0, a 116 network. We have no DNS server or
defaultgatewayfortheexercises. ThereisaDNSserverlocatedatl0.l0.10.60,butyoudonotneedto
configure your machine to use it. We are a flat (non-routed) network here, so there is no default gateway for
the exercises in 560.1 through 560.5. We will have a separate network configuration with routers for 560.6,
when we conduct our final penetration testing workshop.
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You can set up your Windows networking by opening up your network interfaces. One of the easiest ways of
doing this is to launch (at an Administrator cmd.exe prompt):

C: \> ncpa.cpl

You should see all of your networking interfaces. Right click onyour Local Area Connection interface and
select Properties. Then, scroll down to where it says "TCP/IP" or "TCP/lPv4" and double click. Then, set
your lP address to 10.10.76.X and netmask to 255.255.0.0. Click OK and then Close.

Then, oonfigure VMnetl by right clicking on its network interface and selecting Properties. Scroll down to
TCP/IP or TCP/lPv4, double click, and set your IP address to 10.10.77.X and netmask to 255.255.0.0. Again,
click OK and Close.

Our first set of exercises for the class will utilize bridged networking. When using Bridged networking, we
want to disable VMnetl, othetwise it may absorb packets. So, in your network connections screen, right click
on VMnetl, and select Disable. We'lI re*enable it later when we have a Host-Onlv Exercise.

And, finally, we'll need our Windows firewall to be disabled so that we can get unfettered access to and from
our machines. Disable the built-in Windows firewall by running:

C:\> netsh firewall set opmode disable

If you have a third-party firewall on your Windows box, you will need to disable it, or create exceptions 1o
allow your guest and various applications to communicate for our exercises.
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Unzipping Linux
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Next, we'll unzip the Linux guest VM image from the DVD into the hard drive. Unzip all of the files included in the
large ZIP image on the course DVD. lt is usually best to just unzip its entire contents into a directory on your
desktop for easy access throughout the course. This file will require approximately 5 GB of space on your hard
drive when unzipped.

After the file is unzipped, run VMware, select "Open a Virtual Machine", and boot your guest system. When
prompted, login to the guest machine using the following credentials:

Username:student
Password:!linuxpw!

Now. su lo root by running:

$su-

REMEMBER TO ALWAYS USE THE MINUS AFTER THE SU FOR THIS CLASS. That way, you'llhave root's
privileges AND root's environment variables (including the PATH). Otherwise, your system won't have the proper
PATH, and it won't be able to find some comnands we'll want to run.

Type in the root password of ltemplinpw! to finish su'ing to root.

Now, change root's password to a value you'll remember but that isn't easily guessed or cracked. We'lI be connected
to a network with other students in this course, and you do not want them to know the password for your Linux
VMware image.

# passwd

Enter your chosen password once, and then again to set it.

Finally, change the password for the student account:

# passwd student
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Setting up VMware
In VMware {\rVorkstation or Player}, gn t* Vil4-*>5ettings"""

l-ook at the "N*twork Adapter" settings

Far Netwcrked Exereises, *se "Ft'idged"
* Make gure "ecnneeted" and "Conn€cted at power on" are seleeted
* Also, *eleet "Replieate physical network connection state"

F*r Host-**ly exereises, use "l'lsst**nly"

Next, we'll set up VMware. If you are using VMware Workstation 7.0 or later, or VMware Player 3.0 or later,
you can set your network adapter's configuration by going to VM-->Settings... If you are using an earlier
version of VMware, the configuration is similar, but may have slightly different wording, depending on the
particular version you are using. If you have trouble locating the settings in those earlier versions of VMware,
please ask your instructor.

ln VM-->Settings, click on "Network Adapter".

For Networked Exercises, select "Bridged" networking. Also select "Replicate physical network connection
state". Make sure that "Connected" and "Corurected at power on" are both enabled.

When we switch to a Host-Only exercise, you'll need to go back into this setting
(VM-->Settings...) and select the Host-only radio button.

For now, make sure you are set to Bridged networking, for our hrst set of exercises.
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Setting Up Linux
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Now, we'll se1 up our Linux networking. In your Linux guest virfual machine, DO NOT SET THE IP
ADDRESS USING THE GUI-BASED NETWORK CONFIGURATION TOOL, IT TENDS TO BE
BUGGY.

Instead, set the lP address by editing a file, which you can access by running this command:

# gedit /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-eth0

Let the tab-autocomplete do most of that typing of this command for you, so you can make sure you avoid any
typos.

lnside the file, find the line that says "IPADDR:" and change it to the IP address for your Linux machine
(10.10.75.X), again using the X value provided to you for the class.

Restart your network interface to apply the changes:

# service network restart

Let's verify that the changes were applied (look at the IP address in the output):

# ifconfig ethO

And, finally, let's disable our firewall for Linux so that we can make arbitrary outbound and inbound
connections:

# service iptables stop
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Finally, let's verify our configuration and make sure we have connectivity between our guest and host
machines. We'll start from Windows and then work our way to Linux.

FIRST, BECAUSE WE ARE USING BRIDGED NETWORKING, YOU NEED TO MAKE SURE YOU
ARE CONNECTED TO A SWITCH. YOU MUST IIAVE LINK LIGHT FOR BRIDGED NETWORKING
TO WORK WITH A WINDOWS HOST MACHINE.

In Windows, first check your IP address for your Local Area Connection:

C: \> ipconfig
Then, check your firewall settings, making sure the output line says "Disable":

C:\> netsh firewall show state I find "Operational mode"

Now, from Windows, try to ping Linux:
C:\> ping 10.10.75.x

Then, in Linux, verif, your network configuration:

# ifconfig
And, check that your firewall is disabled (making sure it says "Firewall is not running."):

# service iptables status

And, finally, try to ping Windows:

# ping 10.10.76.x

If you see ping responses from Windows to Linux and from Linux to Windows, you are configured and ready
for the exercises. lf not, please contact the instructor or room facilitator.
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Switching Fetween Fridged &
Host-*nly

Sta* out wlth Bridged netw*rking for flrst exercises
To go from Bridged ts l{ost-only nehruorkinrg:

- Enahle VMnetl interfaee via *cpa.cpl
r **uble-eliek cn it or right-elick and select Enabie

- Fhysically disconnect Ethernet cable
* Go t* Vlv?-->Settings, click en "Fletulornc Adapter",

and select Host-only

To g* frqm Host-anfy ta Bridg*d
* Disable VMnetl irrterfaee in nepe.cpl

" Riqht-eiiek on it and select Fisabie* Fhysically esnnect Eth*rnet eable

- Go to Vfv}-->Settings, cliek sn "Network Adapter"
and select Bridged

As we discussed earlier, most exercises in this class (including our first set of exercises), will require Bridged
networking. But, a few of the exercises are Host-only, to protect your Windows machines from attacks when
we are running vulnerable software on them.

Periodically in the class we'll need to switch from Bridged networking to Host-only, or vice-versa, to address
the transition between the two different kinds of exercises.

To go from Bridged networking to Host-only networking, you will need to do the following steps:

l)Enable the VMnetl interface by running ncpa.cpl and double-clicking on the appropriate interface icon (or
right-click on it and select "Enable").

2)Physically disconnect your Ethernet cable.

3)lnside of VMware, go to VM-->Settings, click on "Network Adapter", and select the Host-only radio button.
Make sure your Linux machine can ping Windows VMnetl (10.10.77.X)

To go from Host-only to Bridged networking, you will need to do the following steps:

1)Disable the VMnetl interface by running ncpa.cpl, right clicking on the interface, and selecting "Disable".

2)Physically connect your Ethernet cable to your computer. Check to make sure you get link light.

3)In VMware, go to VM-->Settings, click on "Network Adapter", and select "Bridged". Make sure your
Linux machine can ping the Windows Local Area Connection (10.10.76.X).
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Fgr Thgse wlth Mac OS X or
Linux Hnst Machines

If you have a fvlac OS X h*st with VMware
Fusicn or a Linux h*st with Vl4ware fcr Linux:* You should have brought your own Windows guest with you
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Some people who take this class do not use a Windows host machine, but instead rely on Mac OS X with VMware
Fusion or Linux with VMware for Linux as their environment. Such systems will still work with our guest machine,
and the networking becomes a little bit easier.

If your have a Mac OS X or Linux host machine, you will still need to unzip the VMware Linux system we provided
on the course DVD to your hard drive. This will be one of your guest maohines. You were required (in the course
laptop instructions on the registration page for the course) to bring a Windows guest machine with you.
Boot both your Windows guest VM, and the Linux guest VM unzipped from the course DVD.

YOU WILL NOT HAVE TO PROVIDE AN IP ADDRESS TO YOUR HOST MACHINE AT ALL. SEt bOth Of
your guest machines to "Bridged" networking. Now, on Windows, using ncpa.cpl, configure the Ip address of your
Windows guest machine Local Area Connection to 10. 10.76.X.
In Linux, configure the IP address of eth0 to 10.10.75.X by running:
# gedit / ete/ sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-eth0
Alter the line that says IPADDR:, adding your Ip address of r0.10.75.X to it.

And, run:
# service network restart
# service iptables stop

Disable your Windows firewall:
C:\> netsh firewall set opmode disable
And ping from Windows to Linux:
C:\> ping 10.10.75.x

Finally, you should be able to ping fiom Linux to Windows:
# ping 10.10.76.x
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VPhl Conflgurat*an f*r vlive and
OnDemand

If you are taking thls clnss across the Internet {either via
5Al''15 vlive or SAFdS OnDemand), yau will reeeive nn e-mail
with instructi*ns for getting networked across the VpN
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If you are taking this course across the lnternet (either via SANS vlive or SANS OnDemand), you will need to set
up OpenVPN on your Linux and Windows machines to conduct the bridged networking exercises in the class so you
can reach target systems we have prepared.

You will receive an e-mail from SANS NOC personnel that describes in detail the process for configuring your
system to use the VPN. The e-mail will explain various steps, including:

' Set up your Linux guest and Windows host machine on the lntemet. Both machines must be able to reach
lntemet destinations. For Linux, use bridged networking, and configure your guest machine with an Ip address
for your environment or pull one using DHCP (edit /etclsysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-eth0). If you are using
hard-coded IP addresses, simply set it in the line that says "IPADDR:". lf you are using DHCp, make sure
you set BOOTPROTO:dhcp. Make sure both your Windows and Linux machines can ping some site on the
lnternet, such as www.google.com.

' Download the OpenVPN install files fbr Windows, along with your certificates, as described in the e-mail from
the SANS NOC. Put your certificates in the appropriate place (C:\Program Files\OpenVPN\config). you do
not need to install OpenVPN software on the Linux guest image we provided, as this software is already
installed.

' On Linux, place your downloaded certificates in the appropriate place (/etciopenvpn).

' Establish the VPN connection from Windows (by right-clicking on the OpenVPN icon in your tooltray, and
selecting "Connect"). Provide your SANS portal password to connect.

' Establish the VPN connection from Linux (by running "seryice openvpn start"). Again, provide your SANS
portal password when prompted.

' Finally, make sure both Windows and Linux can ping 10.10. 10.10 while the VPN is connected.

Note: To communicate between your Linux guest and Windows host while connected to the VpN, you could use the
lP address assigned to you by the VPN (viewable via the OpenVPN tooltray client in Windows and as the tap0
interface displayed by the "ifconfig" command on Linux), or the lP address of your network adapter (Local Area
Connection in Windows and ethO in Linux).
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A Really Important Note:
Command Prampts

Throughout this coilrse, we'll be working with numerous
different shclls
- And frequentfy changing between them

- On different systems (Windows vs. Linux)
* On the sarne system {within the OS and within Metasploit}

The exercises and notes are written to indicate the
pronrpts to help make sure you are typing the right thing
at the right pr*mpt
* Windows: c: \>* Linux: .*

* msfconsole: rnsf '
- f''leterpreter: n:sterpr*aer >

PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU
ENTER COMMANDS AT THE RIGIIT PROMPT!

Throughout this course, we'll be using numerous different shells, both in our operating system and within
Metasploit. We'll frequently be changing between these different shells as we switch back and forth between
Limrx and Windows, and within different aspects of Metasploit itself. Sometimes, even on a single page in the
book, you will be using two or even three different types of shell to do something and then observe the results.

All of the exercises and notes were carefully written to indicate the proper shell you are supposed to be using
at any given time by including the shell prompt right before each command you are supposed to type. That is,
each exercise command is preceded by the prompt indicating which shell to use. The shell types you will
encounter throughout this class include:

A Windows cmd.exe with the prompt:

C: \>
A Linux bash shell (which we'll run as root) with the prompt:

#

The Metasploit Framework Console with the prompt:

msf )
A Meterpreter shell with the prompt:

meLerpreter >

PLEASE DOUBLE CHECK AT EACH EXERCISE STEP THAT YOU ARE ENTEzuNG THE PROPER
COMMAND INTO THE PROPER SHELL. Otherwise, a given exercise step will not work for you properly.
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With our infrastructure in place, let's now go over the overall ethical hacking and penetration testing
process. This process should be applied to all of the testing that you do. Be very careful in skipping any
of the steps we'11 describe. Some steps are designed to ensure that you've conducted a test with
appropriate legal protections. Furlhermore, other steps help ensure that you are providing demonshable
value to the organization you are testing.
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Overall Penetratinn Testing
Process

Preparati*n

Testing

C*;:clasi*:r

* If applicable, nign Nondlscl*sure Agreeme*t
iillDAl
Discuss nature of test with target persannel
* Identify m*st sali*nt threets and busin*ss e*neerns

- Agree +n rules of engagement
* Setermine $cope af test

Sig* *ff on Berrni*gisn and notiee cf deng*r
of tcsting
Assign te*m
f,*nd*ct the test
Perform detailed analysis and retest
Rep*rtlng and {pcssible} presenta$sn

t
a

I

I

The overall penetration testing process involves preparation, testing, and conclusion phases.

During the preparation phase, the parties participating in the test may sign a non-disclosure agreement
(NDA), especially if the test is conducted by a third-party organization. Then, the testers and the target
personnel discuss the most significant concerns of the target organization. What are the biggest threats?
Which systems are the most sensitive? What kind of information is the most valuable? We also agree on
rules of engagement that describe how the testing will occur. Next, the scope of the test is determined, a
process we'1l discuss in depth later.

The next step is absolutely crucial. You need to get official, written permission to conduct the test, even if
it is against targets in your own organization. This permission should notify the personnel associated with
the target systems that there is some danger of their systems being crashed or impaired by the testing.
We'll discuss this permission memo in more detail shortly. Then, based on the nature of the test, a team of
appropriate testers is assigned, based on their technical areas of expertise and business knowledge of the
target environment.

The test then occurs, potentially lasting from a day to many months.

To conclude, the team then analyzes the results, trying to discern their business implications. The
technical details and business implications are described in detail in a final report. As findings are
addressed, single issue retests could occur, or an entire comprehensive retest may happen. Some tests
conclude with a wrap-up final presentation.
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It [s vital that you get a
signed m*fYtfi giving y*u
permissian t* test
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packet
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Let's zoom in on that one crucial element of the previous slide: the permission memo. lt is absolutely vital that
you get a signed memo from a leader of the target organization giving you permission to test their environment.
This memo is sometimes called a "Get Out ofjail free card", or GOOJFC for short.

There is a free sample memo on the Counter Hack website at www.counterhack.net/permission memo.html.
Among other things, this memo states:

"The purpose of this memo is to grant ctuthorization to specific members of our information security team to
conduct vulnerability assessments and penetration tests against this organization's assets. To that end, the
undersigned attests to the following:
1) finsert name of tester] , [Insert name of tester] , and [Insert name o.f tester] have permission to scan the
organization's computer equipment to find vulnerabilities. This permission is granted for from [insert start
datel until [insert end dateJ.

2) [Insert name of approver] has the authoriQ to grant this permission for testing the organization's
Information Technology assets. "

Have your legal team review, tweak, and approve this language. Then, print it on corporate letterhead and
have a chief information officer or similar level of management sign off on it.

Note that this memo is suitable for employees to test the security of computer equipment owned by their
employers.
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Pen Test Companies * Limitation
of Liabiliry and Insurance

. By itself, that memo is not suitable for pen
testing companies to test their clients
* That requires llrnitations of liabiliff agreernent and

contractual language

- Should be drawn up by a lawyer

- The liability is cornmonly limited to net exceed the
value of the project

- furtherr*ore, mast penetration testing companies
carry liabillty insurance and errors and omissicns
insurance

While the permission memo on the previous slide is acceptable for employees testing their employers, it is
not, by itself, suitable as a vehicle for a penetration testing company to test their customers' environments.
It can act as a starting point for that more comprehensive document. But such third-party penetration
testing agreement for client networks must also include a limitation of liability agreement and a contract.
These items should be drawn up by a lawyer associated with either the penetration testing company or the
client.

Most penetration testing companies include a limitation of liability agreement that caps the liability for
any problems associated with the project at the price of the project itself. You wouldn't want one
strangely configured target environment or errant test to destroy the testing organization. Thus, ifthe test
costs $ 50,000, the limitation of liability agreement caps the liability at that value.

To help address this issue further, most penetration testing companies also carry liability and errors and
omissions insurance in addition to getting the limitation of liability agreement. Some common insurance
levels are $ I Million, $ 2 Million, and $ 5 Million. In fact, some clients require their testers (or anyone
else doing business with the organization) to get such insurance.
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Our next topic is Rules of Engagement, a set of practices that must be defined before a penetration test or
ethical hacking project can begin. Both the people responsible for the target environment and the testing
team must agree on these rules. Without proper Rules of Engagement agreed upon in advance, a
penetration test or ethical hacking project could go seriously awry, resulting in devastating consequences
for the target organization and the testers, including system downtime, financial damage, reputational
damage, personnel firing, and possibly civil lawsuits or even criminal prosecutions.
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Rules af Hngagetrent vs"
Praject Scnpe

r Th€ Rul*s *f Engagement an* pr*1ect se*pe must be defincd in advance
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The Get Out of Jail Free Card, limitation of liability agreement, and insurance help protect the testers

legally. But, these documents must be shored up with a carefully decided rules of engagement memo that
is documented in advance.

Some testers define the rules of engagement with a client before they devise a detailed scope of the test.
That way, the target organization can have in mind the way the test will be conducted to help make
decisions about what is in and out ofscope.

Others reverse the flow, defining the scope before agreeing to rules of engagement, so that they know
what they will test and can then craft the rules of engagement around the given test targets.

Either approach is acceptable - defining the rules of engagement first followed by scoping, or scoping the
project first and then dehning rules of engagement. The important point is that both issues be covered in
advance. ln fact, these two phases may be iterative. That is, an initial rules of engagement is discussed,
followed by a scoping conversation. Then, when the scope is agreed upon, the rules of engagement may
be furlher tweaked, until the scope and rules line up appropriately.

The course DVD includes worksheets for helping to define the Rules of Engagement and Scope of a
penetration test. These documents, in the "Cheat_Sheets" directory of the DVD, are in RTF format. Feel
free to open them up on your computer to follow along with the next section of the course as we explore
the concepts more thoroughly.

Please consider these worksheets as a starting point, which you can modif, or add to in creating your own
worksheets customized for your organization' s testing.
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Rules of Engagement

If you don't have sotid Rules *f Engagement,
you could encaunter some nasty issues

- At a minimum, you'll get low value from your
penetration test, wasting time and money

- falls fram business unlts angry wlth you

- Calls from other connpanies angry with you
* Calls from Eervice providers or other third party

comBanies {web hosting...) angry with you

- Lawsuits?

Plan carefulty in advance

lf you don't nail down written Rules of Engagement in advance, you could run into significant trouble.

The minimum bad news you'll face without good Rules of Engagement is a wasted effort. That is, your
penetration test results will be of low value, with little insight into your security stance. You'll have
wasted your time and money.

But the consequences could be far more dire than that! Without good Rules of Engagement, you could
receive nasty calls from business units, other companies, or even your own service providers complaining
that they did not authorize any test of your environment. In effect, someone attacked them, possibly
giving them legal standing for a suit against you! Plan carefully in advance to minimize that risk.
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Important Stuft not Included
in the Rules sf Engagement

Thc Rules *f Engagernent define hsw the test will run
They should /1/0f Include:
* Frice
* Lirniteti*ns af Liability
* Intellectual prnperty ownership {*f target and test team}
* Perm*ssian to t*st {Get Out of Jail Free Card - GGO:FC}

Those are very imp*rtant issl;es, hut need tc be
ccver*d in a contraet andlor statement *f w*rk
* ?hose crucial documents are separate from the Rules af

f;ngagement

The Rufes af Hngagernent sh*uld be tr" ts 2 pages
lcng, and address each of the issues that fsllow

The Rules of Engagement are intended to focus on how the test will be conducted, and not to cover all of
the details between the target organization and the tester. The Rules should be kept short and focused; we
recommend I to 2 pages, with pithy sentences dealing with each of the issues we'll discuss in this section.

ln particular, the Rules of Engagement should not include the following items:

The price of the test service Such info shouldn't be in the Rules of Engagement.

Limitations of liability Who is liable and for how much money if a system or service is
accidentally disabled, resulting in financial loss? This sticky issue is better handled in the
contractual agreement instead of the Rules of Engagement.

Intellectual property ownership Do the resulting report and the methodology behind it belong to
the target organization, the tester, or both? Again, this concept should be included in the
contract, not the Rules of Engagement.

Permission to conduct the test - The target organization should explicitly aulhorize all testing in
writing, even if the tests are conducted by in-house personnel. This is the "Get Out Of Jail Free
Card", we discussed earlier.
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Ccntact Inforrnation and
Hncrypted C*m ffru n lcations

. Make sure the testing team and the targeJ organization
exp I i citly exeha n ge einergeney eonta ct inform:ation
* Inelude name, m*bile phrone number, and pnger in *ff contect lists* Bath sldes must be aveilable 24X7 durinq the test duration

- KeeF thern eloEe by dtring entire test
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a target system,

- Ar, penetration test rnight discov*r evidence cf previcus intrusicn
r Agree upon a method for exchanging data in an enerypted

fashion
- VulnerabiliLy d*tail*, final rep*rt. etc.

- GnUPG or PGP are nice solutions here... exchange public keys and
verify fingerprints

- Encrypted ZIP file is less ss{ure {shared passw*rd eculd ccn'le
under attaek er get aeeidentally leaked), br* is sonetin"les required

Another crucial element of the Rules of Engagement involves exchanging contact information between the
testing team and the target organization. During a test, the testing team may crash a target, discover an
urgent, high-risk lulnerability, or hnd evidence of a previous intrusion. In such cases, they may need to
contact persomel immediately in the target company to repofi the issue.

Sometimes, the target company personnel need to reach the testing team to veri$z that an observed attack
is coming from the testers. What if an evil attacker starts hitting the target at the same time that the
penetration testers begin their work? The target organization needs to be able to contact the testing team
24X7 dwing the duration of the test. Therefbre, both sides need to be available around the clock during
the test.

Once you've identified points of contact, be sure to agree upon a secured method of communication
regarding vulnerability details and the final report. The penetration testing team will be handling some
sensitive data, which you may need to e-mail to the points of contact among target system personnel. You
do not want to send this information in clear text. lnstead, choose a suitable encryption solution. The
free, open source Gnu Privacy Guard or commercial PGP are good solutions here. lf you choose either,
make sure to exchange public keys and verifu their fingerprints.

Encrypted ZIP files are less secure, because the shared password used to protect the symmetric key in the
ZIP file could come under attack. A bad guy could steal the shared password, or it could leak if it is
shared among too many people. For example, sometimes, target system personnel may be tempted to send
the password for the ZIP f|re in e-mail, potentially exposing it. Alternatively, an attacker who gets the ZIP
file itself could stage a brute-force attack against the password for the ZIP file. However, even though
encrypted ZIP files are less secure, they are sometimes the only option we have, given that other
encryption solutions are forbidden or are not accessible to target system personnel.
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Saily Debriefing

$ehedule a daily debriefing ccnfer"ence eall
* At b*ginning or end of tfte day
* Approximately a half-hour lang
* tf daity schedule is tcc snerous, try twice per w*ek

during testing int*rual

Helps t* ensure everyone iE on the sanie page...
we want ts limit mejor surprlses
iliscuss the f*llowing issues:
* What the team l"las done and is in the Fracess of doing
* Any significant issues discovered so far
* Slheth*r target persCInnel have detected the test yet

Another element that we find very useful to define in our Rules of Engagement is to require a daily
debriefing conference call. At the beginning or end of each testing day, schedule a brief session between
the testing team and one or two representatives of the target organization. These calls help to make sure
that everyone understands the progress of the test and to identify any issues early on.

During the debriefing, the team should discuss what the team has done so far, and what they plan to do
next. Additionally, any major findings can be reviewed. Finally, the target organization can confirm
whether their detection mechanisms (lDS, IPS, log review, etc.) have been triggered by the test.

Ifa daily call is too onerous given the busy schedules oftarget environment personnel, consider
conducting a debriefing call twice per week during the duration of the test.
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t

Dates and Time of Day

Agree upon an expllcit start date and a
finish date
* Never let these things go as a trtal

surprise

Agree upsn aeeeptable times for testing
- Far particular pr"cductisn envir*nments,

sorne target organizations request evening-
only nr weekend-only tests

I

Of course, the Rules of Engagement should explicitly state the starl and end dates of the test, as well
valid test times.

Some penetration tests and ethical hacking projects run around the clock, while others with more sensitive
infrastructures and business needs require testing during off-hours or weekends only. When such off-
hours tests are conducted by a third-party company, there is typically a slight additional charge for such
off-hours testing, but it is usually quite reasonable. Also, such limited testing time windows will require a
longer total duration to complete the test.
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Announced vs.
Unannounced Tests

Will the system administrators and/ar security team
af the target be informed of the testing?
Or will their response tc a surprise test be
measured?
fither way is a valid test...
However, be very careful with an unannounced
test!
- The system and network admins may discover the scans

and then shun all traffic
* Every test done after that point is invalid, and a waste of

your time and money!

Here's another point that can cause controversy with some target organizations - should the penetration
test be announced to the people responsible for running the target infrastructure? Or, will the test be a
surprise to them?

Performing an unannounced test does have some advantages. First off, if any of your admins are
purposely running backdoors or side-businesses on your servers, the testing team might find them during
an unannounced test. lf you announce the test, the admins will likely temporarily shut off their shifty
activities during the test duration. Some penetration testers have discovered deliberate, sys-admin-planted
backdoors during an unannounced test. Other testers have identified pay-for-porn services on target web
servers that were being run by the web administrator. Such findings are important results of a penelration
test.

Secondly, an unannounced test gives you a chance to evaluate the detection and response mechanisms and
processes of the target organization. Does information flow properly through the organization concerning
a computer attack?

However, unannounced tests also have a downside. The system or network administrators might detect
the attack and slart shunning the traffic, blocking it from reaching the target systems. Then, any testing
activities after the shunning is applied are invalid, a waste of time and money. If you do perform an
unannounced test, make sure the system and network administrators are walched to verifu that no
shunning occurs.

Also, to prevent controversy about such tests, make sure that target personnel know that they could occur
at any time, and are just a normal part of the way the organization does business.
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Dealing with the Shunning *f
Fen Test Traffic

r if the target sy* admins or t*chnology respond to the test
by shunnlrrg. will this c*nclude the testing?

r Is this cansidered a successful respfinse by the targeted
organization?

. 3f this does NOT ccnclude the testing, what actions will be
taken then to acknowledge the response and resurRe
additi*nal testlng, and will additisnal apprcval be required
to continue sueh testing?

" fheck to see whethsr any autonrated sy*tems (IDS and/*r
IFS) migFrt reconfigure network access, bbcking the atteck
- Tfiat could nesult in a ileniaf nf Service conditi*n

- Or a wasted penetracon test

Another aspect to take into account with shunning involves what to do afterwards. lf manual or automated

shunning occurs, will that conclude the test? And, if so, was the test successful or not?

Also, if and when shunning is engaged, make sure the target organization contacts the testing team to let
them know, and to determine which of the three options on the previous page you will utilize.

Some organizations have deployed automated shunning functionality. If an IDS spots an attack, it could
reconfigure a firewall to automagically block it. Such functionality could lead to a denia.l of service

attack, perhaps even inadvertently by the penetration testing team.

The Rules of Engagemenl must explicitly take into account any automated shunning functionality the

target organization may have. Auto-shunning that is too widely applied could turn a run-of-the-mill
penetration test into a Denial of Service attack. Or, narrowly focused blocking would just render much of
the test useless. To avoid these conditions, you should do one of the following, and document it in the

Rules of Engagement:

Have target organization personnel disengage shunning functionality

Include an exception for the source addresses ofthe testing organization. or

Ar.mounce the test, and ge1 an alert when shunning starts so that it can be manually deactivated,

allowing traffic from testers through
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Black Bax vs,
Crystal Box Testing

. Will the testers be given network diagrams and system
descriptions?

. Reasons for black box testing:
* "More like the real world attackers" * but is that really true?
* Don't let my deficient architecture docs bias your test

. Reasons for crystal box testing:
- More cost effective
* Attackers may have this stuff (dumpster diving, insider attacks)* Less chance of an error causing damage to systems

' Although mosf penetration testers do both types of testing,
mcst prefer the crystal box variety

. Hybrld approaches are possible, but more eastly

Here's another point of some controversy. Should the testing team be given a copy of the network
diagram, listing hosts, topology, operating systems, and so on? Such crystal-box testing allows testers to
see inside the target before launching any scans. Alternatively, the test might be a black-box engagement,
where the testing team is only given a domain name and is expected to figure out the network topology
and targets through reconnaissance and scanning.

The reasons some organizations say that they opt for black-box testing is that it is, "More like what a real-
world hacker would see in our environment." Unforhrnately, that's not necessarily true. A real-world
attacker might have a picture of your network architecture, stolen from a dumpster, faxed from a duped
employee, or swiped by a temporary employee. Working from a network diagram lets the penetration
testing teamanalyze a worst-case scenario from the target's perspective.

A better argument for black-box testing is that some organizations are worried that a network diagram
may bias the testers so that they miss items. Many network diagrams have significant limitations or elrors,
missing a lot of detail and sometimes overlooking hosts or whole networks.

ln the end, crystal-box testing tends to be more cost effective, because the attackers can more quickly
perform their reconnaissanoe and scanning. There is also a lowered chance ofan error causing damage to
an out-of-scope system. While most penetration testers perform both black- and crystal-box testing, the
latter approach is usually recommended. Of course, you could take a hybrid approach, where the testing
team starts out with nothing more than a domain name and performs detailed recon and scanning. Then,
after a week or so, the target organization provides a detailed diagram for further testing and analysis.
When performing such hybrid testing, explicitly label in your report the elements the testers discovered
themselves, and which items were given to them by the target organization. Hybrid tests usually take a
little longer, and therefore cost somewhat more.
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Viewing Data on
Compr*rnised Systems

If the test[ng team successfr.rlly e*rrpromises a target host,
what lirnits should there be on viewing data on the host?
- We recomrnend all*wing them tr review configurati*n

informatlon...

- ...but heving a default policy of prohlbiting them fr*m
vi*wing sensitive user information *n the box {PII, pHI, *tc.}* There csuld be persanal us*r andlor customen informatian,
viewing cf which cau[d run yoil afoul of privacy regulaticns
and laws like HIPAA and GLBA in the US and the furopean
Data Frivacy Diredives

* lgnare perscna* data Erabbed by sniffers, ton
* S*metirnes {with appropriate permissicn), it rnay be

acceptable ta sanrple small amounts of data to confirm
access and assess business lrnpact

Here is a crucial issue to emphasize in your rules of engagement If the team successfully penetrates a
target, should they avoid viewing data on the target? Think about it... you might have sensitive employee
or customer data on the target. A penetration tester has just gotten root on the box, and might be able to
view all of that data. Only your Rules of Engagement prevent that from happening, so make sure they are
clear on this topic. For some kinds of information, including healthcare and personal financial data, only
duly authorized representatives with a need to know are allowed to see such information, under various
regulatory initiatives like the Health lnsurance Porlability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) and the
Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA) in the US, and the European Data Privacy Directives.

We recommend that your default rules of engagement allow the testers to view configuration data from a
machine, but to avoid looking at any customer and user data on the machine. Also, if sniffers are used on
the compromised box, make sure the team explicitly documents the fact that any personal data captured
from the network will be ignored by the testing team.

While the default policy is usually to avoid accessing sensitive user data, in some tests, it may be
appropriale to sample small amounts of sensitive user data to confirm access and assess business impact.
Such access should be done sparingly, and only with written permission from target system personnel.
Also, try to focus more on counting the number of sensitive records you can access (based on file length,
number of lines, number of files, number of rows in a database table, or other metric based on the type of
data and the form of access you've gained) than on retrieving the sensitive content itself.
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Finalizing Pen Test Planning

. You really shauld agree on all of these issues
before yau sta*

r Document your agreements and have everyone
sign off
* Target Organization

- Head of the test team

- Possibly the individual testers themselves

. Armed with a good set of Rules of Hngagement,
yoilr penetration tests will be rnore thorough and
valueble

To conclude this segment of the course, make sure you have a solid, signed set of Rules of Engagement
before you embark on any penetration test or ethical hacking project. You need to make decisions about
these crucial issues in advance. If you do, you'll have a far more high-valued ethical hacking and
penetration testing experience.
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Course Roadrrap

* Ffianxi,
Scanning

Explaitatisn

Passwcrd Attacks

Wireless Attacks

\ffeb App Attaeks

t

t

I

;

a

. Defining Terms

. Motivatron

. Types of Pen Tests

. Lirnitaticns of Pen Testlng

" Free Testing Methodoiogies
. Bullding an !nfrastructure
. Course DVD and Targets

'Overall Process
. Rules of fngagement

'ffi. Scoping [xercise
. Reporting
. Legdl Issues
. Overview of Recon
. 14h*is t**kups *

Reqlsfrarr, &*.Ilti, ASI!*. *fe"
. Web Site Searches

" Docunrent Metadata Arralysis
. Metadata [xercise

r DI{S t*ahups * hlsl**kup, *,te.
. Reccn with Maltego

" Search Hngi** V*l*-Fi*di*g

We'll now look at the scoping process, determining what should be tested and what should not be tested.
ln addition to determining individual target systems and networks, this scoping process will also look at
some types of testing that may or may not be in scope.
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Scnping *
What are the Concerns?

securiff concerns?
* Diselcsur* of sensitive inf*rmation
* trnterruption of pr*duction processing
* frnbarrassment du* ta dsfacem*nt of website
- c*rnpr*mising of a maehine tn ilse as a junrpaff point for

deeper penetration

- lYany, many other pcssibifities

n Ask target organizatian: Whet are your biggent

To starl out a scoping conversation, ask members of the targeL organization about their biggest security
concerns. what worries them? Some example concerns could include:

Disclosure of sensitive information: Some organizations, such as financial services institutions,
healthcare companies, educational organizations, and others store information that, if stolen by an
attacker, would require public disclosure to comply with various laws. Furthernore, 

"o11pro*ir"of this information could result in the loss of customers, costing the victim organizaiiondearly.
Interruption ofproduction processing; If certain critical systems crash, the target organization
could be severely impacted, going out of business for the time it takes to restore the machines.
Manufacturers, financial institutions, law firms, an<l many others are often concerned about this
threat.

Embarrassment due to defacemenl of ct website.' Some organizations would be badly impacted if
their website is altered in an embarrassing way. Advertisers, government agencies, and others
would be severely hurt if the public and their customers no longer trust them.
Compromise and pivot: If an attacker takes over one machine on the target organization's
perimeter and uses it for deeper access into the organization's network, the attacker could cause
significant damage. Almost every type of organization faces this issue.
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Scoping -
Avaiding Scope Creep

Discuss threats, risks, and already-known
vulnerabilities
* This is a kind af bnainst*rrning session

- Discuss how to best test these arees of concern

Be careful ta keep focused
- We don't want scope creep

- If there is no focus, suggest the test include the
l*w-hanging fruit to start

Note that the list of concerns on the previous slide is not comprehensive because many different
organizations have widely different concems, and some of them may be very specialized based on their
business. But, this list should get the conversation started, allowing the person scoping the project to work
with the client to brainstorm the most significant issues. Determining the primary concerns up front can
help narrow the focus of a test. Discuss threats, risks, and already-known I'ulnerabilities with the target
organizal ion's representalives.

It is vital to focus this conversation to determine exactly what needs to be tested. The last thing a tester
wants is a blurry scope that could lead to scope creep. With scope creep, a misunderstanding of what
should be tested leads the target organization to add more systems, target nefworks, target types, and types
oftesting to the test as it proceeds, a dangerous and costly proposition for a tester. Ifdetermining the
focus is difficult because there are so many areas ofconcern, the scoper could suggest that the test focus
on low-hanging fruit, those systems and networks that are of most concern and easiest to reach or
compromise.
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Setting the Scope -
What to Test?

. Establish a clear and explicit scope for the test

. What is to be tested?
* Specific domain names
* Network address rang€s
* Individual hosts
* Particular applications

. \A/hat should be explicitly avoided?
r ilceurnent these in advance... and check when

additional items are discovered before attacking them

One of the most important elements to include in the project scope is a succinct statement of what is to be

tested. Spell out explicitly those domain names, network address ranges, individual hosts, and particular
applications that are included in the test.

Also, if there are particularly sensitive elements of the organization that should not be tested, explicitly
spell out that list of off-limits machines.

While the team is performing the test, they may discover additional systems within network address

ranges or domain names that weren't considered in the original formulation of scope. Make sure the Rules
of Engagement direct the testing team to check with the target organization before testing any other
machines outside ofthe original scope that are discovered through reconnaissance or scanning after the

test starts.
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Scope of Test * Third Partles

Make sure ta get *xplicit {written}
permission to test the *qulpment of any
third part*es

ISPs {routers, switches, mail serversr nNS
servers, etc...)
Web hosting eompanies
* Possibly a single web server h*using dazens

of cornpanies* web sites
. Others

Many major organizations today use at least one third-party to manage at least part of their computing and
network infrastructure. Some companies outsource this altogether, with their infrastructure actually being
owned by the third party itself. Examples include Internet Service Providers, whose routers, switches,
mail servers, and DNS servers may fall into the scope of a test. A particularly significant concern is
associated with third-party web hosting companies. Sometimes, a single web server may house the web
presence for a dozen or more companies. lf one of those companies contracts a penetration test without
letting the web server owner know about it, there could be significant houble!

If any third-party owned or managed systems are included in the scope, make sure to get written
permission from these parties before the test begins. The target organizarionis responsible for getting this
permission, and the testers are responsible for making sure the target organization does this.
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Pen Testing the Claud
Check with target system personnel to determine whether any of the
target infrastructure is asssciated with cloud computing
If so, is it a shared cloud or private cloud? If shared, who is the cloud
provider? Whro are the other tenaftt$?
If the cloud is prcvided by a third-party, you need explicit permission
from the cloud awner to conduct any testing of it
Check the contraets to see if they allow security assessments or
penetratiol tests
Most cloud providers farbid if unless you specificelly request perrnission
* Granted on a case*by-case basis... and the cloud company may choose

specific testers sr seRd the results of their own rnost recent assessment* Amazon Weh Services has specific direet*ons and a request form at
http : //aws. amazcn, comlsecurity/penetration-testi ng

Some Flatform -as-a -Serviee ( Paa S) a nd I nf rastru ct* re-as-a -Servi ce
(IaaS) providers do allaw application-level testing, but nc network
service testing
Most $oftware-as-a*Service {SaaS) providers prohibit te$ting by their
customer-s altogether

Cloud computing deployments are rapidly increasing, and penetration testers are sometimes called upon to
test cloud environments. Be very careful in getting permission to test such environments.

Ask target system personnel whether the cloud is shared among multiple enterprises acting as tenants on a
third-party-provided infrastructure, or whether this is a private cloud run only by the given target
organization. If this is a shared cloud operated by a third-party, you must get permission to test from the
cloud provider.

For third-party provided clouds, check the contract to see if it allows or explicitly forbids security
assessments or penetration tests. Most cloud providers explicitly forbid such tests, unless you specifically
ask for and receive written permission, which is granted on a case-by-case basis. Some cloud providers
will simply provide the results for their most recent assessment to their customers upon request, or choose
a specific set of testers to honor a client's request for a needed test. Amazon Web Services has been quite
forward-looking here, with directions for penetration testers and a specific AWS Vulnerability /
Penetration Testing Request Form available on-line.

We've seen many cloud providers that offer underlying virtualized systems, in a "Platform-as-a-Service"
(Paas) or "lnfrastructure-as-a-Service" (IaaS) arrangement, allow customers to perform application-level
testing (such as web app testing), but prohibit them from testing for underlying network and listening
service flaws. Many "Software-as-a-Service" (SaaS) providers prohibit customers from conducting their
own tests whether at the network/service layer or the application layer. Make sure you get appropriate
writlen permission before launching any tests.
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Test vs-
Prcductian Envircnments

. Shsul* the project evaluate a Test
Environment or a Froduction Enviranment?

' Ideally, run against Test Environrnent
* Oftcn that is nnt possible, because it doesn't exist

or is not accessible
* Flus, th* Test Environment may have subtle

differe*ces with the praduction environment
. Thus, while evaluating Test Environment ls

ldean, msst tests foeus *n Praductirn
Hnvironm*nts

One of the important issues to discuss before launching an ethical hacking or penetration testing project is
whether to evaluate a Test / Quality Assurance Environment or a Production Environment. Some
organizations have full-blown test environments where changes and business functionality are evaluated
before being applied in production. Some organizations have a third environment as well, often called
Development, where new code is created and scrubbed before being moved into the Test Environment.

ldeally, we'd like to conduct our penetration tests and ethical hacks against a Test Environment. After all,
it was designed for testing. Any system or service crash conditions that are discovered in a test
environment shouldn't impact production processing, which is certainly good news.

Unfortunately, we often cannot hit this ideal. Most organizations do not have a fully functional Test
Environment, forcing us to conduct penetration testing and ethical hacking against the Production
Environment. Even for those organizations that do have a Test Environment, these systems often have
both major and subtle differences with the Production Environment that might invalidate our findings.

Thus, while testing against the Test Environment is ideal, the vast majority of real-world penetration tests
and ethical hacking exercises occur against production environments. We should strive for Test
Environments, but face this reality of most testing.
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*
*
a

Internal and Pseudn-Internal Access
Many penetration tests occur across the Xrtternet

ilut whai ab*ut lnside vr,r!nerabiliii**?
Methods fer testing fr*rn the inside:
- Team travels on-site and is granted aeeesg

- Tearn travels *n-site and tries to sneak in

- Tearn travels cn-sit* and looks for wireless
* Team gets Vpf$ ar 551't sccess interna[ly

. Requires !*ts sf coordination end s{.lpport
* B*t, yol! could ship target pers*nne} e pre-corrfigured laptop, rendy to go,

installed ** their internat rretr'vst* *r fin their BF{Z,
whlrh uses a cron job to estEblish a reuerse 551"'tr

tunnel ts y*u t* irnplem€ilt inboufld ateesc
. Ssffie ccmpanies setl pre-ccnfigured systems

d*slgnqd t* m*intain a persi:tent reverse 55H
tunnel baek tc a pen t€sterl pre-lsaded wlth tnols

* Fsrrn fadtff of a larg* wall plug, running Linilx an
ARM processor, with Ethernet and/or wireless

" ?wnie *xpress' PWlt* Pfu:g Br*d*ct star& at *bout
Ug $;5* f*r Ethernet. Wifi and 3G medets also a

The majority ofpenetration testing occurs across the Internet against publicly available servers and
network equipment. However, what would an inside attacker see? To get this view, the penetration testing
team would need inside access to scan and explore the internal environment. There are many ways to
grant such access, such as traveling on-site, attempting physical break-in, looking for unsecured wireless
LAN access, or using a VPN for remote internal access across the Internet. A partioularly promising
approach involves sending target personnel a pre-configured laptop set up with a cronjob that periodically
tries to make a reverse SSH connection across the lnternet to one of your systems, setting up an SSH
tunnel. Then, you can use that outbound SSH access to gain inbound access to your preconfigured
machine and the rest of the network. This approach, of course, requires the organization to allow
outbound SSH tunnels, which is typical in many organizations today.

Some companies sell penetration testing systems pre-configured to ship to target system personnel so that
they can easily hook the machine up in their network, granting remote access to penetration testers. Many
of these systems have the form factor of a large wall plug, with an Ethernet port. They tend to run Linux
on an ARM processor, loaded with tools and the ability to create a reverse SSH tunnel back to the
penetration tester who configures the system. Some have wireless interfaces as well, looking for wifi or
even 3G. A company called Pwnie Express offers their PWN Plug product, which starts at about US $250
for the Ethernet model, which also includes a USB interface to provide additional storage or to move tools
to the system via a thumb drive. Wifi and 3G models are also available from Pwnie Express, but cost a bit
more.

Make sure the scope clearly spells out how you will do internal testing, if at all.
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*

Seffinng the Scope *
Haw to Test?

Haw shnuld the target systems be tested?
* Ftng sweep af netwsrk ranges
* Psrt scan of target hssts
* Vulnerability scan af targets
* Fenetration ints via list*nlng nehruork services
* Penetratlon via elient-side software

. A dorninant attaek vector tsday

. If it is allowed, lvhieh client maehi*eg are included in scope?
* Appllcati*n-level rnanipulatlcn

- Physieal penetnatlnn attempts
- Soeial engineerinq of pesple

Beyond what should be tested, the scope should specify the level of testing that should occu. Will the test
merely be a network scan for targets and vulnerabilities, which would include a ping sweep, port scan, and
vulnerability scan? Or, should the testers go further and actually penetrate the target systems, getting
access (such as a remote shell) on the targets if possible? If penetration is allowed, should it focus on
listening network services, or will client-side software exploitation be allowed as well? Client-side
software exploitation is a dominant attack vector today. If client-side exploitation is allowed, which client
machines will be included in the scope?

Will the test include any application-level or client-side web component testing? Will it include physical
penetration attempts, with the team trying to walk into an environment? Should social engineering, which
involves duping human beings typically via the telephone, be attempted?

Your Rules of Engagement should specify each element on this list that is included in the scope.
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Sacial tngineering TeEts or ftst?

. Shauld yau incorp*rate soeial engineering as part
of your penetration testlng regimen?

. eontroversial tnpicl Yau decide:

. *'Nfl, Dgn't Do It" argument:
* Manipulating employees as part of a test cer"*ld

und*rnrin* tlre trust that Infn5€c pros require!
* Feople eculd get fired

* *nY€5, Do It" argument:
- How will you know unless you ffieasure it?
* The most effuctive way *f measuring yolrr ery:ployees'

respons€s is t* *valuets thern under flre

An area of considerable controversy in the information securily industry involves doing social engineering
penetration tests. This unique form of a penetration test usually involves calling employees on the phone
and trying to get sensitive data from them using social engineering techniques. lf your employees
succumb to such a test, how could they possibly react properly to a real social engineering attack?

Some security professionals say that you should never conduct such a test. They argue that manipulating
employees, even under test circumstances, would taint the security group in the eyes of the rest of the
organization. Additionally, if the results of such a test are not carefully handled, employees cliscovered
not to be following processes could be fired. That's not a stellar way to improve the reputation of your
security organization!

On the other hand, there is a strong argument for doing this type of testing. How can you know where and
when you need to improve your defenses without acfually measuring your weaknesses? With a carefully
planned and executed social engineering penetration test, you can verify your security stance and improve
it in a much more efficient manner.
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Ccnducting S*cial Hngineering
TestE

" If you deeide t* do social engineer*ng tests, yoil
rnust:
- Malse sure yoil have expticit (written) perrnissi*n

r Custemi:e the fornr at
http : /lwww " 

eounterhack. neff pe rmissio n_merns. htrn I

- Fefine explicit goal {infa to obtain)

- Est*blish pretextslscripts in advanee
* Create three sr four different "'scams"
. R.un each one three pr fcur times.." not jr.*st ance

* Use a friendly people-perffin for test
. We find that a female voiee is usually mcre succesgfuX

o Cheek out www.soeial-engineer.srg for soeial
engineering framework dscs and great tflps

lf you do decide to perforrn social engineering tests as part of your test regimen, make sure everyone
authorizing such a test understands the tradeoffs discussed on the previous slide.

If you are going to conduct such a test, after getting the GOOJFC signed by an appropriate person in
management, make srrre you define a clear goal. What policy or process are you going to test? What
information are you trying to retrieve? Establish three or four different scenarios to test, and run each test
several times to get a good feel for how your organizatton will respond. Create written scripts of the
anticipated dialog with the target person, but make sure you are ready to improvise as needed. Finally, use
a friendly person to make the social engineering test calls. We have found that a female voice on the
phone is far more successful in getting people's cooperation. For some reason, people are less suspicious
of a friendly female voice and therefore give up information more freely. Both women and men seem to
trust a female voice more than a male voice.

The website www.social-engineer.org has a framework / methodology for conducting social engineering
tests, along with many good tips and a podcast recorded periodically.
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Denial cf Service

r F*nia} cf Servlee cheeks
- Ssme merely check v*rsion numbers ta see

if you might be vulnerable
r Others explicitly try to kill the serviee and

then check to see if it's dead

- Be explicit:
. Dangerous Denial cf $ervice cheeks specifieally forbidden

f*r the test... OR

' Sangercus Denlal nf $*rviee is a*l*wed, beeause we'd
rather find aui that we're vulnerable under c*ntrolled
circumstances

Another big decision to make during scoping a project involves Denial of Service. Some Denial of
Service checks merely measure the version number of the target service and look it up in a list to
determine if it is known to be subject to a Denial of Service attack. Such tests aren'1 very dangerous at all,
and should be included in the scope.

The other kind of Denial of Service checks are more dangerous. They first verify that a service is running
on the target. Then, they launch the Denial of Service attack. Then, they measure whether the service has
died. If it has... the target machine is indeed vulnerable. But the target service is also dead, a potentially
devastating impact on a production environment.

Based on this concem, most penetration test scoping agreements explicitly rule out all dangerous Denial of
Service checks. However, if a service can be crashed by a remote attacker, it may be better to learn about
it during the controlled circumstances of a penetration test rather than waiting for a vile script kiddie to hit
it in the middle of the night during a holiday weekend or some crucial crunch-time processing. Most
organizations forbid dangerous exploits drning a test, while others do allow them.

Therefore, you must be explicit about whether or not you want dangerous Denial of Service checks in
your test's scope.
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"Dangerous" Hxplaits

I Beyond explieit Denial of Service checks, there are
other "dangerous" checlqs that run exploits that csuld
eause a system cr seruiee to crash
* These dangerous checks often give the mcst detailed vlew

of vu[nerabilities on the target
* Should potentiatrly dangerous checks be inc]uded in the test?

. If a penetration testlng company tells you there is no
passibility your systerns will crash...
* They are either lying or planning on nnt sending any packets

at a[[

Beyond the checks that are explicitly designed for Denial of Service, other classes ofchecks could
potentially crash a target service or system. These potentially dangerous exploits often times try to spawn
a shell for the attacker by clobbering a buffer overflow exploit on the target. However, such techniques
manipulate memory and therefore sometimes render a seryice inaccessible. Unfortunately, running these
potentially dangerous checks is often the best way to get very detailed information about whether atarget
is vulnerable. Running a penetration test without dangerous checks gives less information about the
target.

So, while scoping a project, target environment personnel and the testing team must decide: should
potentially dangerous checks be included in a test, or avoided? lnclude a statement in your project scope

documenting your decision.

Another important thing to keep in mind is that, during a penetration test, there is always some residual
risk that the test could cause a system or service to crash, even if you explicitly disallow all dangerous
checks. Even with no dangerous checks, the tester's tools will generate some strangely formatted packets
that could cause a particularly feeble or unusual system to crash. Or, the additional traffic load could push
a highly loaded network's performance over a cliff. Therefore, if a penetration testing company ever tells
you that there is no possibility of their tests crashing your systems , they are either lying to you or planning
on not sending any packets at all. You should respond to such a company, "(Jmrnm... I know there is
always a possibility of a crash in a target system. Tell me what you will do to minimize that chance, and
your processes for detecting such a circumstance." ln subsequent sections of this course, we'll look at
scripts for monitoring services to make sure that they continue to run while a test is underway.
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. Web Site Searches
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. Metadata Exercise
. EFJS tockups - Nslookup, etc.
. Recon with F4altego
. Search EnEine Vuln-Finding

Because establishing firm rules of engagement and scoping a project properly are so important, we will
now conduct an exercise on the topic. In this exercise, class attendees will fbrmulate questions and
responses associated with a penetration-testing Request for Proposal (RIP) The goal of this exercise is
to help testers get a feel for the kinds ofquestions and answers that should be asked to scope a project and
to determine the rules of engagement, sharing inforrnation about risks and benefits between clients and
testers.
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f;xercise: Scoping and Rules
nf f;ngagernent

Sreak int* teams af 10
* 5 peoBle wlll be tl'le elient arganiuation
* 5 people wilN b* penetraticn testers
Initially, clients will work separately
frorn penetration testers for 10-15
minutes
* Each will define their business

practices int*rnally based orr their
"mystery envelope"

* Then, we1l have a meeting between
clients and testers t* scape a test and
plan rules of engagement

Clients

W
gffi

@ffiffi
Te*ters

For this exercise, your instructor will break you into teams of approximately ten people (if you are taking
the class via SANS@Home, you will be assigned to a discussion room for the exercise). Each team of ten
will itself be broken into two subteams, each with five people: the clients and the testers.

Five people will represent the clients, an orgatizatlon that has issued an ambiguous RFP for a penetration
testing project. The other five people on the team will represent the penetration testers, who need to get
more information about the project for scoping. Furlhermore, both sides need to agree on rules of
engagement. The testers should also describe the risks and recommended approach for the project to the
client.

You could view this exercise as an extemal penetration testing company getting information to prepare a
bid for a client, or you could view it as a set of intemal testers preparing for a test of their own
organization by discussing the test with the target business unit. Either approach is acceptable.

With the teams established and working in different parts of the room, the clients and testers will work
separately for about ten to fifteen minutes, reviewing the details of a mystery envelope that each subteam
will receive. The client envelope will describe the client's business with information that the testers
should ask about. The tester envelope will describe the background of the testers to help them plan their
approach.
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The RFP

Th* client company issues a penetration test RFP ts
the testers that says:

"Target ![/idgets, inc. is a company of 5,000
emplnyees, with uffiees in 3 ecuntries-"
'*The fompany seeks a penetration tegt-"
"The gaal of the pnoject is to identifu
system/netwsrk v*lnerabilities as a result of
impr*per policies, pr*ctices, lmplementation,
patch rnanagernent, etc."
"A sc*ping calllmeeting has been seheduled ta
discuss the Broject."

Thatk it? Yeah... that's it.

The RFP issued by the client company provides rather limited details about the test. Quite often, in the
penetration testing business, testers are presented with very limited information about a potential project
up front, making the scoping task vitally important so that both the client and the testers are on the same
page for the test.

The RFP includes the following facts:

' The test will be performed for Target Widgets, a manufacturing company with 5,000
employees and offices in 3 countries.

' The company wants a penetration test (either from an outside penetration testing company, or
from a technical group within the company; either is a valid approach for our purposes here).

' The goal of the project is to find security flaws that may have resulted from improper policies,
practices, implementation, patch management, etc.

. That's it... The RFP includes no further information.

For the exercise, the testers will receive a "tester's envelope", while the clients will receive a "client's
envelope". The instructions in the envelope will provide more detail about the given organization, as well
as certain items to make sure are covered during the scoping and rules of engagement meeting.

Make sure you take notes in your books and"/or on the pages in the envelope, because you must prepare for
this meeting. If you have any fuilher questions, please feel free to ask the instructor.
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Imp*rtant Scenaric Objectives

" This ie net rneaxt fu be an adversarial meeting
. Botl"r the elients and the testers need ta wsrk togettterto

scope this properly and deterrnine the Rules of Sngagenrent
r The clients are n*t evaluating the skills sf the penetraticn

testers
* The project lras heen awarded *lready to the testing tear*

" Nor are the penetraticn testers trying to determine if they
want the project
* You have already been assigned the project

. You should not discuss price, level CIf effoftn an qualiflcations

" This me*ting is designed to fscus excfusively on defining the
scspe and the Rufes *f Engagement

For this exercise, please keep in mind that we are focusing exclusively on scoping and setting the Rules of
Engagement. The meeting is not meant to be adversarial. Engage in a positive discussion to determine
the proper scope and Rules of Engagement, improvising where necessary.

The clients are NOT evaluating the skills or background of the penetration testers. Furthermore, the
penetration testers are not trying to evaluate whether they want to engage in the project. The project has
been awarded to the testing team, and both sides are delighted with the decision. The point here is to
devise an appropriate scope and Rules of Engagement.

Do not discuss price, level of effort, or qualifications during this meeting, because we need to focus on
scope and Rules of Engagement.
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Preparing

To begin the rne*ting, run through the slides earli*r
in this esurse to detenmirre scope and Rules of
f;ngagement pti*ts
- Wsrk yoilr wfry through the beek ps*nt by p*int to make

sure y*u've diseussed e*ch imp*rtant lssue

fhosse a presentation lead for each client tearn a*d
eaeh penetrati*n testins team
* This persCIn will *e*d the discussicn during the presentation

af the gr*up's findings...
* ...possibly celllng en othe,'s in the tearn fcr their eemnrent

and input

Ta get ready far the debrief, necord on thiE page the
answers to the q*esticns for yCIur nrganization

To begin the meeting between clients and testers, run through the slides earlier in this session (560.1) to
devise a set of questions for scoping and setting Rules of Engagement. Work your way point by point
through the book to make sure you've covered each issue.

Each testing team and each client team should choose a lead presenter who will lead the discussion for
your teams when we re-convene the class for a debriefing. The presentation lead may call on other people

from the team to help answer specific questions or share a particularly useful insight.

To get ready for the debrief, record your answers to the mystery envelope questions on the preceding page

and on this page (or on those pages themselves).
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Exercise Debrief

" The lead fsn seleeted elient and pen teEt tearn sheuld
hriefly describe:
* The ;ssues addressed in the mystery envelopes

' Did clienG ask any u*expected questions?
* l"{*w did the testers **swer?

* Did pen testers ask any H*expeeted questlans sf the
ctients?
* llaw did the client answer?

. Not every team will present every *spect of their
answer - Your instructon wilt keep things fccused and
cn sehedule

Now, let's conduct a debrief session for the exercise. The course instructor will lead a discussion,
choosing people from each group to present on the results oftheir scoping discussion during the exercise.

ln particular, you will be asked whelher the issues in the mystery envelopes were properly addressed
during the scoping discussion. Also, did the clients ask any unexpected questions? How did the testers
answer? Did the testers ask anything out of the ordinary, and how did the clients respond?

Unforlunately, there may not be time for every team to present every aspect of their results. Your
instructor will help keep the conversation focused so that the most salient points will be addressed while
keeping the class on schedule.
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. S*arth Engine V*:l:r-Fi*:di*g

Next, we'll discuss reporting our results for the penetration test or ethical hacking project. Note that the
base report structure that we'll cover is very versatile, lending itselfto network scans, vulnerability scans,
penetration tests, physical security tests, shrink-wrapped product reviews, and more.

Pay careful attention to the reporting component of your projecl, as it is where you'Il usually provide the
most value for the organization you are testing.

Note also that the reporting fbrmat we'll discuss is not only paper-based. The same overall structure can
also apply to final presentations describing the project and its findings.
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Always Create a Repart

' For third-party tests by penetration testing
companles, the repo;t is your leave-behind
* Tw* ar three years from now, it is reafly the only

evidence of the work y*u dld
* The report may be used for a v*ry long time
* 5s, focus on guality

r F*r in-house testsr you rnay think that a repcrt is
unimp*rtant
* We recomrnend that y*u create a report
* eonvince manfigement sf ih impcrtanee to show that

ycuke exerclsed due diligence in securing your network

Testers should always create a final report describing their work and findings. If the testers work for a
third-party penetration testing or ethical hacking company, the report is really the only evidence they leave
behind of the project they performed. A high-quality reporl may be used for several years after an
engagement, as fixes are deployed, new architectures are considered, and new products and configurations
are rolled out. Because of this potential long-term value of the reporl, make sure you focus on creating a
high-quality deliverable. Reporls that are technically incorrect, improperly formatted, or poorly written
will linger and could cause significant problems in the future.

Sometimes, testers who perform vulnerability scans of their employers in-house think that they clon't need
to write a detailed report. After all, you're just scanning your own enterprise network to see how things
look. Why waste the extra time documenting your results and findings? Even in such circumstances, we
still recommend that you create a repofi, because it helps codify the work you've done and provides an
organtzational memory of the value you've provided. If management won't provide enough time or staff
resources for creating a report, work hard to convince them of its imporlance. A reporl is concrete proof
that your organization is exercising its due diligence in conducting vulnerability scans on a regular (or at
least sporadic) basis. lf there are major security problems in the future (such as a major breach), and your
organization is investigated by the government or share holders, the vulnerability scanning repofis will be
helpful in showing your attempts to measure your security stance in the past.
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Dsnt lust Rcgurgitate Vuln
Scan Results

Same testers merely cut and paste results frnm
vulnerability scanner *utput
* Nessus autput is very nbvicus

Instead, we rec*mmend that ynu review the
regults and heNp interpret them in light of the
business of the target crganization

- What d* these vulnerabilities really mear! ts the
business?

* Hsw should fixes b* pri*ritizcd?

Also, you ffiay need to adjust High, Me*ium, and
Low Risk fi

A common mistake of testers in writing reports is merely to cut and paste the output of their vulnerability
scanning tools into a document, and turn it in as the official report. Sometimes, they don't even format
their results, simply throwing Nessus output over the wall hoping that someone will act on it.

Stock vulnerability scanner output is very obvious. its format is very canned, and often not easily
intetpreted by non-technical personnel. Many of the issues that are identified are false positives, and the
risks and recommendations do not tie in at all with the target organization's business objectives.

We strongly recommend that you review the results of your nrlnerability scanning tools and other
techniques, and then help interpret them in light of the business of the target organization. What do these
vulnerabilities really mean? How could they impact the business? Given a realistic threat that exploits the
vulnerability, what risk does it pose? And, how should fixes be prioritized, whether they be patching,
confi guration changes, architecture alterations, etc.?

Also, note that you may need to adjust the High/Medium/Low risk indications of your vulnerability
scanning tools. What Nessus or another scanner calls a "High" risk might be a Low risk for the target
organization. Of course, the opposite is also possible. All of these issues have to be addressed in the
business contexl olthe target organizalion.
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Reccmmended Repnrt Format

1. Executive $ummary
7" Intraductisn
3. Methadolcgy
4. Flndlngs

High-Risk
IHediuffi-Risk
Lcw-Risk

5. Cnnclusions

{Optlonal) Appendiees

tffisft*i $*t&g$*rtsre

H*sF I F€reif&ll6fi tEnt

fi$! RaF€rt

&*t4b:.14r;nra- an

An examplc r€p*)rt fh*t f*llqrw*
fhis for"m*t ** inclsded rn tha
c()urse D\-D, in the llirc
dir*etory, f*r yrur refercnre.

W.4 tuW6d&& &!d*re!r* iebdi&#dj.? i"kr rs - *,.:ILX:,* ",

This slide contains a recommended reporl format. Of course, you may iterate on this structure, adding or
removing components. Your organization may already have a reporl format for penetration tests and
related work. lf so, get it and use it. lf not, feel free to adopt this structure, reviewing it and tweaking it to
meet your needs.

We recommend that the penetration testing, vulnerability assessment, or ethical hacking reporl includes
these elements:

Executive Summaty: This brief up-front matter is meant for executives who may not read the full report,
providing them the most important conclusions from the work.

Introduction.' This component describes the project at a high level, answering the who, where, when, and
why aspects of the project.

Methodologt: This part of the reporl describes the "what" of the project what did the team clo? lt oovers
the process of the penetration test or ethical hacking engagement.

Findings: This section presents the actual findings, listed one by one, in the target environment with
detailed technical descriptions. The findings are sorted so that the most significant risk issues are
discussed first.

Conclusions: This last section summarizes the project results, and is very reminiscent of the Executive
Summary.

The report also may include optional Appendices of reinforcing data and results.

An example report that follows this format is included on the course DVD, in the Misc directory.

Let's look at each section in more detail.
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t) Executive Summtsry {1}

Prabably the nnast important part of the rep*rt
* Writing effective Executiye Summaries is a vital art to

rnaster

Sh*uld be 1 t* 1.5 page$

Very briefly {2-3 sente*ces} surnrnar*ee project
* Oate, goal, who, overview

Then, summarize cverall risk posture identified
during test

The Executive Summary is probably the most important section of the entire report. Composing an
effective Executive Summary is quite an art form, and an important one for testers to master. The purpose
of this section of the report is to describe to decision makers what the results of the reporl mean, and, more
importantly, recommendations for the actions they need to take based on its results.

The Executive Summary should be quite short. ldeally, it will be under I page in length, and shouldbe no
more than 1.5 pages. It should not get highly technical, nor should it go over every hnding. It should be
composed so that it can be read by itself, offering hrm conclusions and advice for someone who doesn't
necessarily read the rest of the document.

The Executive Summary starts with a brief description of the project, in three or fewer sentences,
describing the project's date and goals, as well as who participated in the project. It also provides a very
brief overview of what was done.

Next, the summary covers the overall risk posture of the target environment. Were major problems
discovered? Is the environment worse than expected by testers and/or the people reading the Executive
Summary? Or, did the test results show that the security of the target environment appeared to be sound?
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U fxecutive Summary {?)

Finally, include a bulleted list *f three to six
significant findings
* Explain their &#$,7tress lmpaet
* Explain the /erers thaE management ean puff to elrange

tke ro*t causes that resulted in the finding
' Changes to *rganiz*tion structure
. Altered polieies or procedures
. Changes t0 technnlogy

D*nt roll yaur eyesl Th*s is important!
* A medicere test with a gc*d executive surnrnary may be

more va**:able then * gc*d test with a mediocre exect*tive
5[Jmff]ary

And now comes the vital part of the Executive Summary. You need to explain the business impact of
your findings. You can use a bulleted list of the biggest three to six findings, followed by several
sentences that explain the business impact in terms of risk for each frnding. Focus on the institutional
levers management can pull to change things to eliminate not just a given discovered vulnerability, but the
underlying reason that the vulnerability exists. Such levers could include changing organization structure,
altering policies and procedures, adding personnel, deploying new technology, or many other possibilities.

Don't roll your eyes about this component of the report and this mindset for composing it, thinking that it
is merely management fluff. Effectively communicating your results to management is critical. A
mediocre test with a good Executive Summary is very likely much more valuable in improving an
organization's security stance than a really good test with a mediocre Executive Summary. The former
provides impetus for change and improvement, while the latter just reinforces security vulnerabilities in
the minds of technical people who, in all likelihood, know what those flaws are aheady.

Remember that the Executive Summary should be able to stand alone as a document without the rest of
the final report. Often, these one or two pages are split from the rest of the report and sent up a
management chain.
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23 Introducticn

. Provide *verview af t*st;
- Date range and tirxe range
* Scope
* Pe*ple ass*eiated with the test

* Testers
. People asscciated wlth the target whc supported the

testers
. Include narcle, r*le, ecntaet information * e-rnail address

*nd phcne number
* *ri*f *veruiew of most salient tindings

{*ften similar ts Executive Summary}

Next, we move on to the Introduction component of the report. This one-to-three page section provides an
overview ofthe project so that the reader understands when the project occurred, what was included in the
scope (and possibly items purposely left out of the scope, if applicable), and who participated in the test.

Include a list of people, organized in a table, that identifies the testers and the individuals associated with
the target environment that supported the testers (usually those who participated in the daily/weekly
debriefings). The table should include each individual's name, role, and contact information such as a
phone number and e-mail address. Then, provide a brief overview of the most salient findings, using
language similar to that included in the Executive Summary, but possibly with more technical detail.

These Introduction components of reports are immensely helpful six months or later after the project in
analyzing what was tested. Many organizations frequently refer back to these Introductions to determine
what else in their environment needs to be tested, and what needs to be retested.
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3) lt4ethodology

* Describe process used, listing results at each stage
- Rec*n
* Scanning

- Gaining Aeeess - Hxpleitation

* This secticn is espeeially important if there aren't
many rnajcn high-risk findingsn to describe what the
team did

. Seanning section shauld include an inventory of
target systems
* Reeommend a table: IF address, Name, Assaciated Susiness

Ur**t (if known), Method of Siseovery

The next part of the final report includes a description of the methodology used in the testing. Provide a
description ofthe step-by-step process used, and briefly list the findings discovered at each phase.
Depending on how you conduct the test, this section may include details of the recon, scanning, and
gaining access phases.

This methodology section may run from one to ten pages, depending on how the test was conducted. If
there are very few high-risk findings associated with the project, this section actually grows in importance
to demonstrate the value provided by the testing. Sometimes, a testing project finds very little wrong with
the target environment. This is, of course, good news. But, if the Findings section (which we'll discuss
next) is skimpy, the target organization may question the quality, veracity, and completeness of the test.
Thus, in situations where there aren't many findings, we need to provide even more detail in this
Methodology section to show at a fine-grained level what we did during the test. That demonstrates not
only that we conducted a thorough test (again illustrating and recording our due diligence), but it also
makes the test more reproducible in the future. A year later, the target organi zation may want to redo the
test, and they can rely on this report to replicate it exactly, performing a gap analysis on changes in the
interim, or purposely tweak the process next time.

The scanning component of the Methodology section should include an inventory of all of the machines
that were included in the test. We recommend a table with one row per target machine, listing the IP
address, machine name(s), the associated business unit (if it can be determined), and its method of
discovery (DNS, ping sweep, Google searches, etc.). During the recon discussion later in this course, we
will discuss maintaining this inventory while the test occurs. We can directly use this inventory, in a
condensed form, in our final report. For some tests, this inventory can get very long, and should be moved
into optional appendices at the end ofthe report.
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4} Findings
r F*r eaeh finding, inckrde;

* Vulnerable system{s}, identified by IP address {and
name, if applicable)

- Risk tevel - usually High, Medium, l-ow

- Diffieulty of expleikti*n * easily expl*ited, mediunn
difficulty, very diffic;-llt tq exploit

* Summary * in business ternrs
* Detaiied tschnical deseripti*n

. fustomize text in light af targetk business and technieal environment* Recommendati*n
* Fossibly muitiple methsds of deali*g with the issue

- Be rareful with including passwards in the repo*
* Screenshcts are very helpful

And now, we get to the Findings section, where the technical resuhs are described. We reoommend starting with
high risk findings, prioritized so that the highest of the high-risk issues comes first. Then, move down to medium
and low risk, again prioritizing each within its subsection.

For each finding, list the system(s) that exhibit the given flaw, identifying the machine by IP address and name (if
you know it). lnclude the risk level and estimate of how difficult it would be to exploit the given issue. The risk
level is typically sorted into High, Medium, and Low, but your given organization may want to characteize risks in
another fashion. Then, provide a two sentence summary of the finding, again focused on the business risk to the
extent that you can. For some of the lower-risk findings, the business issue may be fairly small.

We then get into the technical details. Here, we provide a description of what the flaw is, and how an attacker could
exploit it, causing an impact to the target organization's business. The discussion is described in technical terms, but
again ties back into the business risks.

And, finally, we include a recommendation section, which should provide one or more means of remediating the
discovered flaw. lf there are multiple ways of addressing the issue, include them all, but point out the one most
likely to match the business needs and technical environment of the target organization.

Be careful with including the successfully guessed or crack passwords in your report, because these reports are often
passed around to numerous people in a target organization. lncluding in a report passwords that might be re-used
elsewhere could be a security risk, so verifo with the target organization whether such information should be
included in a report. Many penetration testers have a policy of describing the characteristics of cracked passwords
(such as length or character set), but not including the actual passwords in the report.

In the technical hndings section, screenshots that illustrate the issue can be very helpful in conveying a lot of
information and making the results feel more "reaI". Network diagrams can also go a long way in explaining some
technical ideas.
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Illustratlng Findings with
Scree nshnts

. Screenshcts help make findings seem more "real"
r Inelude useful scr*enshots

* Fictures that show that a glven vuJnerability is present

I Focus screenshnts on the most impnrtant paffi of
the screen
* Son't include a giant screen dump with a bunch af

useless infCIrmati*n

- Z*om in.." where is the real "action'n?
* If yau gain comn:and shell accessr run "hostname"

Screenshots aren't just eye candy. They can really help a reporl have its intended effeot (motivating the
organization to improve its security stance) because they show the success ofa penetration tester or ethical
hackers'work.

When including screenshots in your reports, make sure to focus the screenshot on the real issue you are
trying to illustrate in the prose of your reporl. Some penetration testers include giant screenshots with a lot
of detail distributed around the picture, but only a small porlion of the figure is actually meaningful. The
crux of your screenshot could be lost amid a sea of other unimportant information in the same figure.
Focus your screenshots on the real action you are trying to show, which might be a vulnerability
discovered by a scanning tool, a command shell returned by a successful exploit (often ruming
"hostname" to show the rnachine's name), or other useful items.
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Screenshot tlements

Augnrent sereensh*ts with various graBhie*l elements
to help focr.ls attenticn on the m*st important part

il> { r-_l N*fati*n: Use
:eeani*gflrl tsxt t{}
illustrat* a pr:int

' Colsr can add a nice touch, but d*n't rely on ii
exelusively
* Your report will likely be

phcbc*pied [n black aa"rd white,
and may even be faxed

r K€€il terminals sh*ts with
blaek text on white background

!\;qi\Es&1su6r*atafl€ ** t6"f S,"6.1 3*f:t
lcrsssfi {lndcue Xg lUerslen 5,t-26Qgl
!) C*pF**ftrt t*g*-*W *t*re*sft t*rlr,

Screenshots should almost always be augmented with graphical clues as to where the most important
information is located in the figure. Use arrows, brackets, or squares overlaid on the screenshot to focus
the reader's attention on the most important information. Small textual notations can also help hammer
home the point of a given element on the screen. Try not to make your screenshots too busy, however.
Remember, we are trying to demonstrate that a given I'ulnerability is real, not bewilder the reader with so
much obscure detail in our pictures that they will not understand.

Color can help to bring out salient points. For example, you could using red graphical elements to really
zoom attention on a big problem. However, keep in mind that your beautiful color report will likely be
passed on to other people in the target organization via photocopying and faxes, and will likely not retain
the color elements you create. Thus, while color can help, don't rely on it exclusively to make your point.
Make sure that there is contrast between your screenshots and your graphical elements.

Terminals shown in screenshots often work best with black characters on white background. They are
easier to see that way (especially when faxed), and require less toner from printers.
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Rec*mnrendatlanE

' Ccnsider recommendations that fall intCI
$ne Gr more categories
* Applying patches
* ehanglng c*nfiguratian / hardening systems
* Applying filters
* Altering architecture
* Changing prncesses - Always consider this

kind of recommendation
. Even f*r deeply technical is$Hes, what proeess altowed the

issue ta arise, and hcw can we stop it frnm happening ag*ln?

{1}

Because they are so valuable, let's look at the recommendations element of the Findings section of the reporl in
more detail. Most of your penetration testing and ethical hacking project recommendations will fa11 into one of the
following categories:

Applying patches: Many times, a test discovers vulnerable software that can be fixed by upgrading to a more
recent version or applying a patch. Such changes tend to be easy, provided that they are conducted in coordination
with the change-management process of the organi zation.

Changing configuration / hardening systems: Tests often have findings associated with shutting off an unneeded
service, removing software that doesn't have a defined business need, or otherwise changing the configuration of a
target machine to harden it from a security perspective.

Applying afilter: Some issues identified during a test can be mitigated by applying a hlter in front of the target
service, through a network firewall, network-based Intrusion Prevention System, or even a host-based filtering
technology, such as a personal firewall or host-based IpS.

Altering architecture: The most effective way of dealing with some flaws is to alter the overall architecture of the
target environment, moving systems around, deploying new kinds of technology, applying filters in tlifferent order,
or tweaking the flow of data in the environment. Such solutions tend to be among the most expensive when
compared to other issues in this list.

Changing process.' For each one of your recommendations, always consider making a recommendation to improve
processes. Even for deeply technical issues, some process associated with the given technical issue allowed the
vulnerability to arise. Make recommendations for improving the process to avoid such an issue happening again in
the future.

Most recommendations in a penetration testing or ethical hacking report fall into the first three categories here:
patches, hardening, and filtering.
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Recsmmendations {2}
r Make multiple reeommendetions if p*ssible

* With discussi*n cf trad*-affs between thern, r*rrsidering
. Needed functionality and seeurig

' 0perational eomplexity
. Ccsts
. Aneillary beneflls * new feature:
. Ancillary ricks - new problems, sueh as der*a} of gervice €rposilre

* You shouldn't feel compelled ts make a given kind of
r€ccmmendatisn
- Provide infor*raticn about the mest effective approach for the

giv*n target *rganization
. Wa*t tc really add value? T*ll thnrn haw th*y c*n verif,;

if your recomrnended fix is in plec* and working
* Th[s ca* be diffieu]t tc da succinet*y, *ut this really gives ycu *

ehance tc shine

Where possible, provide multiple recommendations for addressing a given discovered vulnerability.
Discuss the trade-offs between the recommended solutions in light of the target organization's
environment, which could be associated with different impacts on operational complexity, varying costs,

and ancillary benefits of some solutions over others (including the target organization's familiarity with a

given type of operating system or software package, the enabling of future services or features from one
solution over another, etc.) Some solutions could have ancillary risks, as they open new vectors of attack,
possibly including denial of service exposure.

Make sure that you base your recommendations on what you feel is truly the best way for the given
organization to deal with a discovered issue, independent ofpressures to raise or lower costs. Ifcost is a
concern, you should list both higher- and lower-cost altematives, and discuss which ones make the most
sense in light of your understanding of the target environment.

Don't be pressured to recommend only high-cost solutions, which some third-party penetration testing
companies might do to raise the price of follow-on mitigation projects.

From the opposite perspective, recommend budget-conscious approaches to make sure you have a

possibility of improving the security stance of the organization. But, don't be pressured to use only low-
cost solutions even if budgets are slim.

If you really want to go above and beyond in providing value in your penetration tests, provide in your
recommendation some steps an organization can take to verify that your recommended fix is in place and
working effectively. For example, if you recommend applying a patch or a filter, provide target system
personnel with some command line activities they can run to verifz that the patch is in place or that the
filter is properly filtering. Such fix verification advice can be diffrcult to formulate succinctly, but it
provides some extra verification for target system personnel that their defenses have improved because of
your work. Might this prevent you from getting some extra follow-on testing work? Yes, that is possible,
but it makes your initial test results and reporl much more valuable to the organization.
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5) Conclusions

' Dont break any Rew ground here
* Summarize when th* project nccurred
. Sul'nmarize the scfipe

' Summarize the overall seeurity state of
the target as identified in the projeet

' Surnmarire the findings, at a high-level
{as in th* fxecutive S;rirmary]

The final component of the report is its Conclusions section. This section is usually about a page in
length, and summarizes the various aspects of the project covered elsewhere. This part of the report
shouldn't break any new ground. lnstead, it briefly summarizes topics included already in the Executive
Summary and Introduction, such as when the project occurred, its scope, and the overall security state of
the target organization determined by the testing. The conclusions can also include the bulletized list of
major findings presented in the Executive Summary.
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Appendices

* Include lengthy or eumbersome items
and liEts here
* Detailed vulnerability scan autput, if

required
* Baek-up daeumentatisn associated with th*

prsject
* Summaries of memos communicating with

thind parties
* Othsr it*ms as required

The report appendices should include lengthy outputs that would be cumbersome to put in-line with the
rest of the report. You could include detailed lulnerability scan output in an appendix. However, make
sure,that the report recipients really want such information. lt is often counter productive, and may make
it look like you are merely adding weight to the report without any useful business or technical reason.

You could include back-up documentation associated with the project in an appendix, like the rules of
engagement or scope description.

You also may want to include any memos that were sent to third parties getting their permission to scan

their systems, such as a DNS server or web hosted environment. Also, if any requests were sent to these

organizations to change their configuration, you may want to include a copy of the request and response
for the change in an appendix.

Include other items as they are required or helpful.
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Caurse Roadrnfrp

t Scanning

ilxploitatian
Passward Attaeks

WireleEs Attacks

Web App Attacks

I

I

I

a

. Defining ilerrns

" Motivation

" Types af Pen Tests
. Unritations of Pen Testing
* Fre,e Testi$g Meth*dct*gies
. guildin€ an lnfnastrueture
. Course DVD and Targets
n Overall Process

' Rules of Engagement
. Scoping

- Scoping Exercise
. Reportinrg*Mffi
. Overview of Recon
. Whsls Lookups -

ReEistrars, ARINI, ASNS, etc"

" Web Site Searches
. Document Metadata Arralysis

- Metadata Exercise
r Flil5 L*okups * hlsl*akup. *tc.
. Recon with Maltego
. Search Engine Vuln-Finding

Our final topic in this preparation component of the course involves an analysis of the legal issues

associated with computer crime in various countries. While conducting a test, we certainly don't want to
run afoul of the law. Thus, we need to know about the relevant laws and some of their implications.

We'11 provide a brief survey of the legal issues in various countries associated with computer crime, but
we cannot give you legal advice for the specifios ofyour organizalion, your target enterprises, and the
details of a given test. This section will brief you about relevant laws, but for detailed legal advice and
decisions, please oontact a lawyer.
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Csmputer Crirn* Laws

M*ny {but not all} countries have laws r,egarding crimes
cnmmitted using c*mputers
As testers, we want to adhere t* these laws very carefully
Sur Get Qut af Jail Free Card is extremely helpful here,
but we stift n*ed to be aware af the speelfie laws i* the
countries in which w€ Gperate, which include:
* The countries whene the ?esters are lcceted.^.
* The countries where the targets are *ocat*d"..

- And, usually, the ccuntries wl'rose netwarks are traversed by th*
tester's paekets

When performing testing in a eountry where yau lraven't
tested b*fore, c*nsult your lawyen

Many countries have instituted laws for dealing with crimes committed using a computer, so-called "cyber
crime" laws. Not all countries have such laws, and indeed, attackers sometimes move to countries or
operate through countries without such laws or where cyber crime laws are not enforced.

As penetration testers and ethical hackers, we want to make sure we carefully adhere to the laws of the
countries in which we operate. Your Permission Memo (the "Get Out of Jail Free Card") is a very helpful
thing in assuring that you have permission of the target organizalionthatowns the systems you will test.
Still, beyond that memo, we still need to have a feel for various countries' laws so that we can make sure
we follow them.

It is important to note that the tester not only has to follow the laws where he or she is located, but also the
laws in the country where the target machines are located. Furthemore, some countries (such as the
United States) have indicated that any packets associated with a computer crime that traverse the country,s
borders fall within their law enforcement j urisdiction, regardless of where the packets originate or
terminate. ln other words, an attack from Germany against targets in Japan that traverse US networks
would be subject not only to German and Japanese law, but also to US law.

Because some of the legal issues associated with testing in different countries can grow very complex, we
strongly recommend that you consult a lawyer when testing in a country where you haven't tested before.
The lawyer can help explain the rules of the road to you, helping to make sure you don't run afoul of the
law. For the most part, with a carefully documented Permission Memo, Rules of Engagement agreement,
and Project Scope, you can operate in most countries legally without incident. Still, a lawyer's review can
be very helpful in establishing peace of mind and making sure you've taken any late-breaking legal issues
into account when formulating your test plans.
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Csuntries We'll Analyze

' In mnst cou*tries, computer erime falls into two arenas:
* Traditi*nal cnlrnes facilitated by a corrputer {used for steraEe and

ana*ysis)

- erimes in which the computer is the target {explaitation, information
theft, denial of serviee)

' We will discuss the maln laws regarding eomputer crime in
several countries:
* United Stat*s * Australia
* fanada - Japan

- United Kingd*m - Singap*re
: Germany

" Fnr other countrFes. fee[ fre* to nsk the instructor
* He sr she may have experfenqe in those eountrigs, or can ref-*r y*u

Generally speaking, in most countries, computer crimes fall into two arenas: crimes in which the computer
was used to facilitate traditional criminal activity (acting as a storage or analysis device for the criminal
who might be dealing drugs, participating in organized crime, trading child pornography, or engaging in
terrorist activities), and crimes in which computers are the target of the attack (where criminals break into,
steal information from, or crash computers). Some criminal activity fits into both arenas at the same time.

For this class, we will briefly describe cyber crime laws in several countries where the class is most often
delivered, namely the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom, Germany, Australia, Japan, and

Singapore. However, given that this course is not a legal class and its attendees are not lawyers, we will
provide only a high-level view of the legal framework in each country, summarizing the most dominant
cyber laws.

Many people who take this class are from other countries, whose laws we cannot cover due to time
constraints. To address every country for each participant in this cowse, we'd take up a whole week just
going over cyber crime laws. Thus, if your country is not covered in the list we'Il address, and you have a
significant interest in the cyber crimes laws of your country, please feel free to contact your instructor off-
line during a break, to ask about the cyber crime situation in your country. Your instructor may have

experience in that country, or may be able to refer you to someone who does.
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cyber Crime Laws ffi
in the US {1} ffi

' Clther Serurity Enhancement A€t #f ?*83* Pretty severe penaltiesl Pos$ible life in prisan for att*cker whc -'rer:klessf;r
c€ssesor att*mp6t* caas& deaff{'

" Title 18, $ 136?: Communication lines, stations er systems* Froh ihlts malicious injury *r destructiafl *f eaffi ffi anicatioxs
equipment, with fines and irnprisonffient ilp to 10 years

. Tltle 1*, $ ?51s et seq: wir* and fleetranie eCImnunieations lnterceptt'*n
and Interteptian *f Oral €amnunirctions* ProhibitE u$aut*srized fnterceptien *f eiectr*nic comrnunications* *llows eewire prouider*t* nrcrrffsrnetwork to keep it running* Speelfies proaedures far law e*ferremenf ta *pBly f*r court crder* T*tle 18, $ 27*1 et seq: stsred wire and electronic r*mmunicatians and
transe #iona / reeords dtrsss* Frohibits *ccers f* .sfersd infgrma tion without perraission of cwner* Exceptions f*r sewice prwider and lntended r**ipient

This slide presents some significant computer crime laws in the United States.

First, we have the Cyber Security Enhancement Act of 2002. This law was designed to modernize cyber
crime legislation in the United States, particularly issues associated with terrorism. Indeed, the law
includes a clause that states: ' ' . . . if the offender knowingly or recklessly oauses or attempts to cause death
from conduct in violation of subsection (a)(5)(A)(i), a fine under this title or imprisonment for any term of
years or for life, or both. " A penalty of up to a life sentence is very serious.

Next, Title 18, Section 1362 addresses malicious injury or destruction of communioations equipment, such
as radio, telegraph, and telephone or cable equipment operated or controlled by the United StuGs ot
associated with US military or civil defense. Penalties include fines and imprisonment for up to l0 years.

Thirdly, Title 18, Section 2510 and its subsequent sections govern interception ofelectronic
communication, prohibiting interception of such information without explicit permission. The law
includes exemptions for people who operate the network itself, so long as their actions are associated with
protecting the network and keeping it running. Section 25 18 specifies how law enforcement can apply for
a court order to monitor communications.

While Section 25 10 focuses on electronic communication in transit, another law, Title I 8, Section 2701,
protects stored electronic information. This brief law prohibits access to stored communications with
penalties of fines and imprisonment ranging between one year and ten years. Exceptions are granted for
the service provider, as well as the legitimate, intended recipient of the information.
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Cyber"Crime LawE in the US {2}
' Title 18, $ 1029: Fraud and related activrSr in cannertion with

a€€ess d*vices
* Fccus [s sn assss devicr* password, eredit card account nurnber,

eell phone. *tc,
* Cov*rs committing fraad, taanterfeiting devices, selling fraudalent

deviees, unauthsrizedaceess to teleeemm gereie.s
* Iines af $ 10,*il0 to $ 1,000,00fi, iraprlsonnre*t of up to 2S years

* Title 38, $ 1030: Fraud and Related Aettuity in Conneetion with
C*mputers
- The Computer Fraud and Abuse Act of 3984, amended by tl:e ?,'lati*na1

hfarmaticn Infrastrueture Prot**tian Aet af 1996
* Focus is an anauthsrixed acsesrto the e*mputer itseff and damages

raused to it
* Appl ies ta g*vern me*t, frna ncia I institr,*tio*, and infenrf,afefforeign

gornrureree c*mputers
* Fines at value of darraqe and possible irnprisnnrxent up to 2S years

While the laws covered on the previous slide are important, most criminal prosecutions associated with
cyber crime in the United States focus on two other laws: Title 18, Section 1029 and Section 1030. The
first of these laws (Section 1029) is associated with committing fraud using computer access devices, suoh
as stolen, cracked, or guessed passwords, stolen credit card account numbers, cloned cell phones, and
related items. ln other words, the focus of this law is on the access mechanism for computers and its
fraudulent use. The law deals with committing fraud, making counterfeit devices, selling or trafficking in
counterfeit devices, and gaining unauthorized access to telecomm services.

Title I 8, Section 1030 is the major law in the US under which most cyber crime cases are prosecuted.
Originally known as the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act, this law protects federal interest computer
systems from being attacked. ln other words, this law focuses on the computers themselves, and the
damage that an attacker may cause to them. According to this law, it is illegal to cause damages to or
even to gain unauthorized access ofa protected computer, as long as the value ofthat unauthorized
computer use is over $ 5,000. Federal interest computers included machines owned by or operated on
behalf of government deparlments and financial institutions. lt also applies to computers associated with
interstate and foreign commerce, which includes almost all systems connected to the moder-n Intemet, as
long as there is an exchange ofhnancial compensation across state boundaries associated with the use of
the given computer.
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Cyber Crirne Laws
in Canada

Crimi*al Cede sf Cen*da, Sectlon L84: fnferc*ption *f Conmunications* Criminalizes the in terc*ptian *f private *leetrcnie epm m*nicati*n*
- Exaeptiensfar cdns*ntof originator ar recipi*nt, servfce prauiderc {tf

intereeption is necessary to provide seruice sr cnsilre qualig), and larqr
enforcenent

* Fenalties inelude up to five years imprisonment

Crirninal Code of Can*da, Sectfcn 342: Anauthorized Use of Computer
- Criminalizes aets in which scr:resns fraudatenffy"..
* fibtainsa*y e*mputer senrice,* Intere*pf,scr causes to be intercept*4 any funeti*n*t a cornputersystem,
- {l*ef or eauses to be used a campxkrsf$terfi with intent tt eommitafi

offence,
* Uses, Fo$sesrs4 traffics in *r permits another person to hav* access tc a

€*rnp$terpass*wrdlhat w*uld enable a person ta eemmitan effenee* P*nalties *f up to t*n years imprisonnr:ent

In Canada, while numerous legal provisions mention computer devices and electronic communications,
two laws dominate from a cyber crime perspective: Criminal Code of Canada Sections 184 and 342. CC
184 is called Interception of Communications, and deals with unauthorized monitoring of private
communications. lt prohibits the unauthorized interception of such communications regardless of the
form, specifically citing, "elecho-magnetic, acoustic, mechanical, or any other device," that might be used
for the communication. The law carves out a series of exceptions. If the originator or the recipient
authorizes the monitoring, it does not violate the law. Likewise, service providers are allowed to intercept
communications, if such interception is required for them to provide serwice or ensure quality. And, the
law spells out the need for law enforcement to get approval from a judge for monitoring potential criminal
communications.

Penalties for violating this law include up to five years imprisonment.

The second major Canadian law associated with cyber crime is CC 342: Unauthorized ()se of Computer.
This law criminalizes the use of computers for fraudulent activities, including:

. Obtaining computer service without authorization

. lntercepting any function of a computer system

' Using a computer system with intent to commit an offence defined in other laws
. Using, possessing, or trafficking in passwords used to commit an offense

Penalties for violating this section range up to ten years of imprisonment.

The entire criminal code for Canadian law, which includes these two sections, can be downloaded from
http://laws justice. gc.calenl c-46 I 28063 4.html.
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Cyber Crim€ Laws FffiKKreffiffi€ffi
in the United Kingdsm

. {amputer Nisuse Act of J990

" A person is quilty of an offence if:
-: Yle tau.s*s a eamputertc perforrn any function witf'l intent to secure

aeessto afty pragreffiar data held in any computer* The ae€ess he intends to sec{.,re is a*aathorized, and* 71e knawc at the time when he causes the cornputer to per.form the
functian that that is the cese

" Ind*pendent of the particular prograrn or data

' Other clauses deal with faciliffiting *therct* do the above,
modiffing eantsntan c*mputersr impairing aperation af
computers, and bloeking aesessto data

r Fines defined by separate statutes, *mprisonment up t* 5
yeftr5

In the United Kingdom, the dominant cyber crime law is the "Computer Misuse Act of 1990." This law
specifically says that, "A person is guilty ofan offence if:

' He causes a computer to perform any function with intent to secure access to any program or
data held in any computer

. The access he intends to secure is unauthorized; and

' He knows at the time when he causes the computer to perform the function that that is the
case."

These specific conditions apply regardless ofthe particular program or data the perpetrator accesses.
Other elements of this law deal with a person who facilitates others to commit the above acts, an issue that
could be associated wilh people who write exploitation tools. Beyond securing illicit access, other clauses
apply almost identical language to acts involving modi$zing data on computers, impairing the operation of
computers, and blocking access to data.

The fines for such violations are not set forth in the law itself, which contains references to statutory
maximum fees defined in separate stafutes. Imprisonment for violation of this law could range up to five
years.

Details of this law are available at http://www.opsi.gov.uk/acts/actsl990AJkpga_19900018_en 1.htm.
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Cyber Criffie Laws
in Germaily {U

Penaf Ccde $ectian {Strafgesetzlrucf:, 5tfiB} 2fr2a, Oata Fspion*ge
* Whoever, witlt*st asthrrrisatie& ab*irrs data fnr hirnsetrf or another. whieh

rv*s not intended f*r him and was speeially prot*cted against unauthorized
aelcry1 shall be punishcd witf"t impri*nmantfor not more than thr*c Warfi
or a fine

Seetion 202e, referred to as the *Ar:ti-1-iacking Law"

or *therwise all*wing access ta tasfi t Kd for rampatei
attaclcs

* WritfaEand distributing taols prohibited,,, Mere p**sxsianof to*is
could be an offense

- Fenalties of r.lp t* n0 y*ars
* In -iune 20*9, the Gerrnan lederal Constitutlonal Csurt ru*ed that the law appl*es

only to tcols dev*ioped with criminatr intent* Fu*her, according to the c*urt, t**is that *an be us*d for bath b*nign and
maliefous intentions are not c*:rered by the law

German cyber crime laws are contained in the penal code (referred to as Strafgesetzbuch or StGB for
short), specifically in Sections 202 and 303. Section 202ais associated with Data Espionage, and states:
"Whoever, without authorization, obtains data for himself or another, which was not intended for him and
was specially protected against unauthorized access, shall be punished with imprisonment for not more
than three years or a fine." Later language specifres that the data associated with this law must be stored
or transmitted electronically or magnetically or in an otherwise not immediately perceivable manner. In
other words, this section is intended to apply to electronic data, not paper records.

Section 202c, passed in2007, is very controversial, sometimes referred to as the German "Anti-Hacking"
Law by its detractors. It defines as a criminal offense the creation of and distribution of tools used for
compromising computers. Many people have interpreted this law to mean that security researchers cannot
create or distribute scanning tools, sniffers, and exploitation software in Germany. In fact, mere
possession of such tools in Germany could be an offense, although such interpretations still need to be
tested under this law as of this writing. With penalties up to 10 years, some security researchers and
underground computer hackers have moved their operations outside of Germany, relocating to other
countries including the Netherlands, the US, and the UK.

In June 2009,the German Federal Constitutional Court issued a ruling which clarified this law somewhat.
The court said that the law applies only to tools developed with a criminal intent. According to the course,
dual-use tools, which can be applied for both benign and malicious pu{poses, are not covered by this law.

An English translation of the entire StGB (including Sections 202 and203,butnot202c) is available at
http ://www. iuscomp. org/glalstatute s/StGB.htm.
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Cyber Crime LawE

Secticn 303a: Alteration of Data
* W*sevsr unlawfully defetesn suppresse#l renders

unusable ar alterc daffi,,,
* Shall be punished witlr imprisonment for not more tha* two

years *r a fine

$ectian 303b: Computer Sab*tage
- Whoever fntetfereswith dafs proeessingwhich is af

substantial significa*ee to the business or ent*rprise *f
another or a publie auth*r'ity by destraying, damaging,
rendering unusable, rernaving or altering a date processinE
system *r a data carrier"..

* .".shall be punislred witfi imprisannrent far not msre than
five years *r a fine

in Germany (2)

The other two major sections of the law associated with computer crime in Germany are Section 303a,
which deals with the alteration of data, and Section 303b, which addresses computer sabotage.

Section 303a specifically prohibits the unlawful deletion or suppression of data, as well as acts that render
it unusable or altered, thus covering both integrity attacks and denial of service attacks. Violations of this
law are punishable with up to two years imprisonment or a fine.

Section 303b deals with interfering with data processing equipment that has substantial significance to
other people from a business perspective. Destruction or damage to such systems is prohibited, with
violations punishable with up to five years imprisonment or a fine.
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Cyber Crirne LawE
in Australia

Tlie Cyhercrirne A* 20#3
A person is guilty of an cff*nce if:
* The perssn_carr;'Blrany u*authoriredac{:€srto, *r m*dificatianaf ,

res{rieted datq, and
* The persen intendsta cause the access cr modiftcatinn; and* The person knowstftat th* access ar msdificatian is anauthorized

One of the fcllcwing must also apply
- The restrieted deta must hexd in a €ammonwealth computer,ls held

an behalf af the $*mmanwealth, or thc &cce$s to, or n'lcdificati*n of,
the restrieted dsta is caused h nreans *f a teteccrnmaxicatisns
rerciee

Similar additional elauses frpply t* impairmentof data,
computer systems, and e[edtrcr:ie ecmmu*icnticns
Fenalty: 2 to 5 years, but up to life for a "s€rion:s cffenee"

A dominant law regarding cyber crime in Australia is the Cybercrime Act 2001 . This law prohibits
unauthorized access to or modification of data, computer systems, and electronic communications, and
reseryes its harshest penalties for impairment of any of these items. To be guilty of an offence, someone
would have to cause unauthorized access to, modification of, or impairment to restricted data, with intent
and knowledge that their actions are unauthorized. Furthermore, to classif,z as an offence, the data
associated with the case must be either stored on Commonwealth computers, held on behalf of the
Commonwealth, or associated with a telecommunications service. ln other words, the law protects
government computers and data, as well as systerns accessed via public communications networks.

The penalties associated with such violations vary significantly depending on the specifics of the case, but
tend to range between 2 atd 5 years for most offences. The Act does describe imprisonment for life for
those items characterized as a "serious offence".

The text of this law is available at http://www.cybercrimelaw.net/Australia.html.
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IW

Law illc. 12S of 19F9: Unautharired ComButer Arcess Law
Froh i bits aets of a na u tha rized computer aecesr by :* Submitting another personk #cresr code* Evading acr.c"ss rpntfll eentrols using info other than access codes

- Bypassing other raEtrictions
No pers** shall provide a**thsr pe$fin's accws cod:e,
except to authorized user *r admin, or b'y request of usen
Exeeptions f ar ad m in istra tors, thei r a pproved des i g nees,
and the swner*f afce$s eades
FineE up to 500,CI0* Yen and I year in priscn

in Japan
a

a

Japan's cyber crime laws center around Law Number 128 of 1999, often referred to as the "Unauthorized
Computer Access Law." This law prohibits acts of unauthorized access to computer systems.

Specihoally, it includes Article 3, which deals with unauthorized access to computers identified in the
following categories:

' Entering another person's access code into a computer via telecommunications lines

' Entering information other than an access code that evades access control mechanisms, again
via telecommunications lines

' Entering information that evades other restrictions on computers via telecommunications lines

According to Article 4, no person shall provide another person's identification code relating to an access
control function, unless approved by the administrator, an approved person authorized by an administrator,
or the user who owns the identification code.

Penalties, defined in Article 8, include fines ranging up to 300,000 to 500,000 Yen, and imprisonment of
up to one year.

Details ar e av ail able at www. cybercrimelaw.net/Japan. html
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. Fines up to $ 100,0fi0 and irnprisonment up to 20 years

The primary cyber crime law in Singapore is known as Chapter 50a, Computer Misuse Act. This
Singapore law specifically cites the UK Computer Misuse Act and the Canadian Criminal Law
Amendment Act 1985 as references, showing its influences.

This law carves out a series of offenses that are closely aligned with various information security models
describing the aspects of secure systems, including access conlrol, integrity, confidentiality, availability,
and authentication. In particular, the law prohibits seven specific kinds ofacts:

' Unauthorized access to computer material (which would violate access control mechanisms)

' Access with intent to commit or facilitate commission of offence (which again violates access
controls)

' Unauthorized modification of computer material (which violates the integrity of computer
data)

' Unauthorized use or interception of computer service (which violates confidentiality)

' Unauthorized obstruction of use of computer (which violates the availability of computer
systems)

' Unauthorized disclosure of access code (which would irnpact the authentication mechanisms
in use)

' Abetting any of the above (which would support any one or more of the above)

The entire set of Singapore laws, including the Computer Misuse Act, are available at
http://statutes.agc.gov.sg, with this law located under section "C", for Computer Misuse Act.
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Cyber Crlrne Laws,,,
In Sumrnary

. Contact and retain legal counsel in advance
- Even if you pe#orm pen testing or ethical hacking

in-house.,. check with in-house lawyers, at least
. Have them review yaur Permlssion Memo

* And, if applicable, contraet and limitations of
liabilify clauses

. Check with them before doing business in a
new country
- Including new source country, target destinati*n

country. and countries whose networks your
packets traverse

In summary, the legal issues surrounding computer crime and their relationship to penetration testing and
ethical hacking can get complex. To help address the situation, we strongly encourage professional
penetration testers and ethical hackers to contact legal counsel and retain them in advance, before
conducting your first test. Even if you are performing penetration testing, ethical hacking, or vulnerability
assessment in-house for your own employer, you should still contact at least in-house legal counsel to
verifli that it is acceptable for you to perform your work.

Have them review your Permission Memo. And, if you are performing third-party penetration testing
against a client organization, have your lawyer review your contract and its limitations of liability clauses.

Finally, if you are planning on performing penetration testing or ethical hacking in a country in which you
haven't previously done business, ask your lawyers for a quick legal review ofthe given country to check
if there arc any recent laws or judicial decisions that could impact your work. This applies to countries
that may be the location of the source of your test, the destination target of your work, or any countries
whose networks your packets will traverse.
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Reconnaissance

The next portion of the course will deal with the first phase of the test: Reconnaissance. During this
phase, the tester will learn as much as possible about the target organizatiott. One important aspect of this
recon phase is building an inventory of potential target machines that are likely associated with the target
organization. This inventory must be vetted carefully to ensure that it is indeed in scope before any
scanning activities (the next phase of the process after reconnaissance) can begin.

When planning a test, we recorlmend that you budget and schedule at least 8 to 10 hours of detailed
reconnaissance work, or more if resources allow. Don't skip recon. It can provide crucial insights for the
remainder of the entire test.
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In our next section, we'11 start with a brief overview of the Reconnaissance phase, looking at an overview
of its goals and rnethods. We'll then look at some very helpful recon tools, including Internet-accessible
search tools and soflware you can run on your own systems fbr recon analysis.
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Reccnnaissance

r Furing the Reconnnissance ph*se, the
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After the test has been thoroughly scoped and any required agreements are signed, the test begins with the
reconnaissance phase. In this phase, the tester gathers information about the target organization from
various public sources. The tester needs to become very familiar with the target's people and culture,
leaming the specific business terminology used by people in the target organization. We try to find out
what is imporlant to the target, and what are they telling the public about how they do business. We also
seek tidbits about the technical infrastructure ofthe target orgatrzation, looking for clues about its
architecfure, products, and configuration in public sources.

This recon phase is extremely important in conducting thorough penetration tests. Don't dismiss it
because it doesn't get deep into technology. The information gathered during the reconnaissance phase

will be helpful throughout all of the other testing phases, and will be instrumental in the development of
the final report.

Given its importance, we recolnmend that the scope of the test include at least one staff day (eight to ten
hours) for reconnaissance and more if the budget allows.
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Maintain Inventory
As yo* discsver targ*ts during a test, make sure you add
them to an inventory
Update the inventary nf targets a5 yCIll learn mCIre

One possibility is to use a spreadsheet, *ne line per tarEet
Plus, one addlti*nal page per target with significant flndfings
The esurse FVD includes "target*inver"ltory,esv" in the Cfreat
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* Feel free te use thls spreadsheet throughout the cless, updating it as

you pef*rm ex*reises and l*arn mor"* about our targets* Yol* may alsc went to r.lse it in the Pen Test Warkshop and Captr"tre
the Flag *v*nt during 560"6

Throughout the test process (starting with Recon and Footprinting, but going throughout the exploitation phase and
through the end ofthe test), it is vital that you record your results in an organized fashion. Disorganized penetration
testers and ethical hackers are often far less successful. The last thing you want to do is to miss out on a vital
r,ulnerability in a target organization because it was lost in disorganized clutter. We're not trying to stifle your
creativity or limit your style. But, we are trying to keep fbcus on performing the highest quality tests that we can.

One of the most helpful tools for recording results is an inventory of all discovered targets and their associated
details. A convenient way to store this inventory is by using a spreadsheet, such as the one shown on this slide.
Each discovered target system gets one line in the inventory, with the details populated as they are discovered
throughout the remainder of the test.

The inventory includes numerous fields, such as the Target's IP address, name, operating system type, etc. Some of
the most important fields to populate are How Discovered (which we'll cover in more detail shortly), known
vulnerabilities, and the accounts and passwords that are determined. Note that you might not populate every field for
every discovered target. For example, it is possible that a given discovered target will have an IP a<ldress but you
will not be able to discover its name. Perhaps the target does not have a DNS record, and you are unable to get
access to the box. Thus, you will likely not know its name. Instead of leaving the field blank, we recommend
entering "Not Found" or "Not Applicable", to a1 least show that the given field was not overlooked.

For hosts with more significant findings beyond what is listed in this table, you may want to have a document with
one page per significant host. For example, if you are able to compromise a host, getting remote command shell
access to it, you might use that shell to take an inventory of that machine's information assets, configuration
weaknesses, and the other hosts that it can reach. This information will likely not fit into your spreadsheet, but must
be reoorded in all of its exciting detail. Store that information on a series of separate pages, with approximately one
page per host.

The course DVD includes a file called target inventory.csv in the Cheat Sheets directory to use as a sample
throughout this class.
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Inventory - Hnw DiEcovered
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- ilumereus other methods

The "How Discovered" field on the inventory spreaclsheet is one of the most important items, as it
contains information about how you first identifred that the given host was present in the target
environment. Recording this inforrnation makes your test more understandable (to answer, "Where did
all of this information come from?") and repeatable, so that others can verify the integrity of your results.

This field may include numerous potential values for how a given host was <liscovered. ln fact, if you
want to be thorough, it might include multiple methods as you verified the presence of a given host with
altemative means. Some of the methods that will likely be recorded in this field inclucle:

' Revealedbytargetorganizationpersonnel: Attheoutsetofthetest,the targetorganization's
representatives may provide a list of targets as a starting point. We need to indicated those
which were given to us.

' Discovered by Google search: Google is a treasure trove of information.
' Discovered by DNS Zone Transfer: DNS provides a great deal of information, if zone

transfers are allowed.

' Discovered by DNS reverse lookups.' We can find hosts by doing reverse DNS lookups.
' Discovered during network sweep -- ICMP Qpe, TCP port(s), \JDP port(s): There are

numerous methods for sweeping through a network range to find hosts.
' Discovered during wireless assessment or physical assessment; If the test includes wireless,

we may find some hosts via this method.
' Discovered by compromise of one host, allowing scans to find other targets.. This is one of

the most exciting methods for discovering hosts - pivoting through one and finding
additional targets.

' Numerous other methods; This list cannot be exhaustive. There are a huge variety of other
methods you may use in finding target machines.

Don't worry if you are unfamiliar with some of the items in this list right now. We'll spend the next
several course sections going through how to perform each ofthese techniques.
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lnstead ofa spreadsheet and individual documents to store resulls, some penetration testers prefer an on-
line collaborative environment fbr documenting andanalyzing their findings. Such on-line systems are

better suited for multi-person penetration tests than individual spreadsheet or word processing documents.

For on-line result storage and oollaboration, some penetration testers set up a wiki (a website that allows
easy updates of textual infbrmation and sharing of frles among multiple people). MediaWiki is a common
ohoioe, freely avai lable at www.mediawiki. org.

Alternatively, the Dradis tool is a Ruby-on-Rails project designed for reoording infbrmation among
multiple penetration testers working on one or more projects together. The Dradis ser,/er runs on
Windows, Linux, or Mac OS X, and features rnultiple client options: a command-line client, several
different thick client applications, or a web-based interface.

All results are organized as a hierarchical tree, typically organrzed starting by overall projecl, then split
according to functional areas of the target infrastructure (e.g.,DMZ/intraneVextranet, servers/network
devices/clients, or other applicable divisions ofthe test's scope), then separated by individual devices,
down to individual ports on those devioes, and then through findings and notes assooiated with each port.

With Dradis, a tester can import results from the Nmap port scanning tool, the Nessus or Qualys network
vulnerability scanning tools, the Nikto web server scanning tool, or the Burp web application attack tool.
Additionally, the tester can manually enter findings and notes, or add analytical notes to results already
imported.
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Our first recon step will be to determine more information about the target domain names that we've
gathered from our inilial scoping information. We can look up domain names in Whois databases
maintained by various domain name registrars and related organizations around the world. Our goal wilh
Whois lookups is to find out about the people associated with these domains, to learn about related
domains, to identifu the Domain Name Servers used to resolve target names, and to determine the larget's
lP address assignments. All of this information and more is in Whois.
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Whois Searches

r N€Xtr we can query varlous registrars to determine
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- www.whois.net

To detennine more detailed information about a given target domain, we can look it up using various
Whois databases distributed around the world. When a domain is registered, the registrar gathers a
significant amount of information about the Internet gateway and people associated with the domain.
Most registrars put this information in publicly accessible whois databases. Many of these databases,
which are organized in a hierarchical fashion, have a web-based front-end so that they can be accessed via
a browser. Alternatively, the whois command built into some operating systems can be used 1o formulate
a whois query.

To start off a whois search using web-based tools, we usually do not know the parlicular registrar in
advance used to register the target domain. Thus, we go to the Internet Network lnformation Center
(lnterNlC) Whois front end and perform a query on the domain. lnterNlC will either forward the request
to the appropriate registrar and return the information to us, or tell us who the registrar is so that we can
query that registrar's whois database directly.

There are several websites devoted to getting whois information, each providing a portal that will query
various whois servers on the Internet. Some of the most popular include:

www.geektools.com

www.whois.net
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Here, we have surfed to the InterNIC whois portal, and performed a search on sans.org.

The results show us some very useful information, including:

. The dates when the domain was registered and updated, as well as when it will expire

. The registrar that was used for the domain

. The name, phone number, postal address, and e-mail address of the Registrant, the Admin, and
the Tech contact for the domain

. The DNS servers of the domain, listed in primary, secondary, and terliary (if applicable) order
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Whcis at the Command Line

r Built-into n'lost tinux and Unixes
$ whois t*h nhois*serverl nama

* Sarne whsis elients go to a pre-eonfigured def*ult serv€rr
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top-l*vel dsrnain fl"sm search name, arid appends .whsis*
senrers.net for a whois server
r Exarnple: whois sans,org g6es to e rg.whois-servers.net
r Th€o, gets forwarded to eppropriate whcis server aut*nratically* P{umerous sther whais servers are supported with other

comrrrand-line flags

" For dEtails, run: $ x*a* whgi-g

Most Linux and Unix variants have a whois command. In many Linuxes, the whois command actually
invokes the jwhois program.

There are many command-line options for whois, but it is most commonly used this way:
$ whois [-h whois server] narne

The h option tells the whois client to use a specific whois server to fetch information. If no -h and server
are provided, the whois client will default to a whois server. The default server depends on the specific
whois client being used. ln many Linuxes, the /etcljwhois.conf file is consulted, which will tell the client
which server to use based on the top-level domain (.com, .org, .uk, jp, etc.) that is being searched for. ln
many BSD-derived Unixes, the whois client takes the top-level domain suffix and appends .whois-
seryers.net to it as a default serer for that domain.

The whois database may then return the information back directly, or redirect the request to another whois
server.

There are several other command-line flags associated with directing whois clients to different servers
which often vary from system to system. These can be viewed in the whois man page.
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In this slide, we've done whois searches from Linux for the domains sans.org and counterhack.net.

The whois client in this Linux version automatically sent the request for sans.org to
publicinterestregistry.net. It then pulled the results from that whois database.

The whois client sent the request for counterhack.net to whois.verisign-grs.net, which then redirected
automatically to whois.networksolutions.com, where it found its answer. The query and reclirect
inforrnation is displayed on the screen.
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Another imporlant element of reconnaissance involves determining the IP address blocks that are assigned to the
tatget organization. There are several Regional Internet Registries (RIRs) that store this information in whois
databases. By surfing to the appropriate website, a user can provide a company name or domain name and
retrieve official address assignments, including IPv4 and IPv6 addresses. Most records also include the CIDR
(Classless Inter-Domain Routing) block, telling us the size of the target network. The American Regislry for
Internet Numbers (ARIN) covers North America, including the US, Canada, and certain Caribbean islands. The
Rdseaux IP Europdens Network Coordination Centre (RIPE NCC) is the RIR for Europe, the Middle East, ancl
parts of Central Asia. The Asia Pacific Network lnformation Centre (APNIC) covers the Asia-Pacific region.
The Latin American and Caribbean lnternet Address Registry (LACNIC) encompasses Latin America and most
of the Caribbean. AfriNlC covers the continent of Africa.

Also, these databases provide autonomous system (AS) numbers, sometimes klown as ASNs. An AS is a
collection of lP networks and their associated routers under the control of a single technical administrator, such
as an ISP or enterprise, that has a common routing policy with respeot to the Intemet. The AS will have its own
intemal routing policy, but presents a separate routing policy to the Internet, which moves packets between
various autonomous systems using a routing protocol, like the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP). Each AS is
assigned a unique ASN, which is stored in the Regional lntemet Registries. These databases also store DNS
information.

Not all organizations have an lP address block assigned to them. Some get IP addresses from their lSP. When
searching a Regional Internet Registry for information, we may therefore not get exactly what we are looking
for. When searching for an lP address block for a company, for example, we may get the actual results for that
company, certainly a good thing. Alternatively, we may get nothing at all, implying that the given enterprise
gets all of its IP address space from its lSP. Thirdly, we may get a giant block of addresses back which do not
apply to only the organization we searched for, but instead apply to their entire ISP. Thus, we have to be careful
when targeting the results we receive from a Regional Internet Registry, verifuing that they are actually within
the scope ofour test.
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Let's focus on ARIN for some search examples. By surfing to www.arin.net, we are presented with a

field to enter data for a whois search. By providing a company name or IP address, we can get
information about the associated organization.

ARIN will respond with summary records if there are many matches, with each summary taking one line
and providing a link for more detailed information. lf there is only one record that matches our query, we
will see the detailed data retumed without a summary.

We can focus our searches to look for specific record types within ARIN by clicking on "Advanced
Search". This option brings us to a page which lets us search for: points of contact for a provided
company or domain, network address space allocated to the organization, Autonomous System Numbers
(ASNs) of their groups of routers used in the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP), or organization details.
Enter the data you want to search on (such as microsoft.com), select the radio button for the type of data
you want to query (PlC, Network, ASN, etc.), and then check the box based on the type of data you've
entered for your search, such as a Handle (a reference to various objects in ARIN), a Name (such as

microsoft), or a Domain (such as microsoft.com). Click Submit to conduct the search.
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The screenshots on this slide show a Point of Contact (POC) and Network search associated with
Microsoft. Note that ARIN searching is case insensitive. For the POC search on the left, we focused on
entering in a Domain (microsoft.com), because it gave us more results than searching based on the name
"microsoft". For the Network search on the right, we received more results by searching for the name

"microsoft" than we did searching for the domain "microsoft.com". [t is a good idea to do searches for
both name and domain to help ensure you get the data you need for your reconnaissance phase.

We oan see that Microsoft has a huge number of points of contaot and network ranges.
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Our next step in the reconnaissance phase will be to learn about the given target organization through
searches in publicly available inforrnation sources. The world-wide web is a treasure trove of information,
highly usable by us as testers. By searching appropriate websites directly affiliated with the target, as well
as third-party search engines, job sites, blog postings, and so fbfih, we can build a complete dossier of
information about the target organization.
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organization's:
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- Recent press releases

As a start of the recon phase, the tester can use a search engine such as Google to leam more about the
target organization. ln particular, we recommend conducting searches on the target organization's name
to gather the following information, which should be recorded in the tester's results:

. Major businesses: What is the industry or industries associated with the target? Financial
services? Government agency? Manufacturing?

. Major products or services: What does the target organization produce? What are the brand
names of its products or services?

. Corporate fficers and other VIPs: Who is most important in the target organization? Who are

its leaders? Who is associated with its technical infrastructure?

. Major competitors: Who competes with the target organization? What is the target
organization's relative performance vis-d-vis its competitors? ls it the market leader?

. Physical locations: Where are the major facilities of the target organization?

. Recent press releases: What has the target enterprise told the public lately about itself? What
do they consider important from an image and marketing perspective?
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Most organizations have job requisition information available on the Internet, as they look to hire new staff.
These job requests often contain detailed information about the technical environment of the enterprise. For
example, if the target organization is looking for IIS administrators, we now know something about the web
seryers they use. If they seek skilled Checkpoint frrewall admins, we have information about at least some

of their firewalls. lf they are looking for developers with Cold Fusion experience, we now know a little
more about some of their web applications. What's more, if the job req is still active, we know that the
target orgatization does not have enough experienced staffmembers to handle that part oftheir
infrastructure. After all, if they did have the expertise already in house, why would they be seeking to hire
people with those skills?

To search for job requisitions, you could use Google with the "site:" directive focused on the target's
domain, followed by common terms used on pages for hiring. We recommend searches like the following:

site: Icompanydomain] careers
site: Icompanydomain] jobs
site: Icompanydomain] openlngs

You can narrow down your results further by inserling terms like Information Technology, lnternet, e-

colnmerce, firewall, and so forth.

Additionally, a thorough tester should look for job reqs on various job-hunting sites, like Yahoo's
Hotjobs.com and Monster.com. Both of these sites let you search based on categories ofjobs. For Hotjobs,
both the Technology and the Telecomm categories are useful searches for our purposes. On Monster.com,
the Information Technology, lnterneVE-colnmerce, and Telecomm categories are helpful. You can even
narrow down your searches based on geographic areas.
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Other helpful areas to search are social networking sites. People put a significant amount of information
about themselves on these sites, often including where they work. That employer information is exactly
what we are looking for. By searching within the social networking site for people who work for the
target enterprise, we can then fbcus in on their backgroun<l and skill set. We may find, for example, that
John Doe used to work in the organization ABC Widgets. Looking at John's profile, we may find out that
he has developed applications that involve Microsoft's SharePoint Server product. Those are very useful
nuggets of information.

Linkedln and Orkut, with their greater appeal to professionals, often contain the best information for our
purposes, but a quick search on MySpace and Facebook may also reveal useful data. Twitter is also useful
in finding people associated with a given target and learning about their interests and work habits.

Beyond the social networking sites, Yahoo offers its people search capabilities, which scour numerous
information sources to pull together address and phonebook information about given individuals. By
searching for people associated with the target organization (including security personnel, other IT people,
corporate officers, etc.), more useful information can be gleaned. These phone numbers could be useful in
social engineering and modem scans.

Google profiles are also a useful source ofreconnaissance information, based on searches ofcompanies or
individuals. Google also supports phonebook searches by using the "phonebook:" directive, fbllowed by a
name and state. Google's phonebook information tends to be US-centric, although they are starting to add
information for other countries.

Finally, there is Pipl search, a web site devoted to pulling publicly available information about people.
The site includes ages, addresses, estimates of income, and much more. They also include links to
commercial services to pull more infbrmation for a fee, but even their free searches can be quite
enlightening.
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Many people reveal a surprising amount of information about themselves and their employers via social
networking sites. A penetration tester can conduct very useful recon by searching for specific company
names in Facebook, Linkedln, Google Profiles, Twitter, and other social media sites. Current and
previous employees of the target company may include their relationship to the company in their profile.

It can be especially useful to identi! technical personnel, who may reveal details of their experience with
various platforms that the penetration tester can target. Try to determine software developer's coding
skills and development environment. Look to see which platforms various system administrators are
familiar with. And, look carefully to see if there is any indication that someone is having or has had
trouble configuring technical devices, perhaps posting requests for help on their walls or status pages.

Various tools can help automate the process of harvesting users associated with a given target enterprise
from social networking sites. In particular, Robin Wood's gpscan.rb tool takes a company name on its
user input and then searches Google Profiles to pull all users associated in some way with that company.
Jason Wood (no relation to Robin) wrote a series of scripts he collectively calls Reconnoiter that harvests
peoples' names associated with a given company in social networking sites like Linkedln. lt then creates
various potential user names by making variations of these harvested names. Such a list may be useful in
password guessing, which we will discuss in detail in 560.4.
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Another very useful source of information dr.ring reconnaissance is the metadata stored inside of
documents that penetration testers can gather from the target's website ancl target organization personnel.
The next seclion of the class will analyze the topic of document metadata and how penetration testers can
use various tools to gather and analyze it during the reoonnaissance phase ofa test.
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As organizations create documents, the software that they use to create these documents embeds an
enofinous amount of information in the document files. Of course, much of this information is the
contents of the file itself. But, a good deal of metadata (that is, data about data or data describing other
data) is also included in the file. Much of this metadata is associated with fonnatting and display of the
other data in the frle. Besides this formatting metadata, a lot of file creation and editing tools include
additional metadata entries that can be very useful for penetration testers during our reconaaissance phase,
such as:

(Jser names: Penetration testers often need user names for exploitation and password-guessing attacks,
which we'11 cover in 560.3 and 560.4 respectively.

File system paths: Knowing the fuIl path of the original file when it was created can reveal useful tidbits
about the target organization, including hints about important commonly mounted file servers, critical
directories, and common practices of the given user.

E-mail addresses: This data can be useful if the penetration test scope includes spear phishing tests
(sending e-mail to target personnel to see if they will click on links or open attachments). However, such
tests should only be performed if they are explicitly allowed for the given target personnel explicitly
included in the scope of the test.

Client-side sofhuare in use: Given that client-side exploitation is such a common attack vector, it can be
helpful to penetration testers to know which client-side programs are in use, including the office suite,
PDF-generating tool, and even operating system type. Metadata often also reveals version numbers of this
software, but those versions were in effect when the document was created or last edited, and are not
necessarily the currenl version.

Other informqtion: Other useful information is often associated with content of the document that isn't
displayed on the screen within the application itself, such as undo information, previous revisions, and
hidden or obscured information (such as a collapsed column obscured in a spreadsheet, or critical text in
the document hidden under a picture).
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Almost every document type has some form of metadata, but some are richer in metadata than others. The
following types of documents, generated and used by most enterprises, are of parlicular interest to
penetration testers:

pdffiles: These files are associated with Acrobat Reader and a variety of other pdf creation and editing
tools.

doc, dot, and docxfiles.' These files are associated with Microsoft Word, but are also used by several other
related tools. While doc and docx are content files, a dot frle is a template often used as a source to create
other documents.

xls, xlt, and xlsx: These are cornrnon spreadsheet files, often associated with Microsoft Excel.
ppt, pot, and pptx: These files are associated with Microsoft PowerPoint and other slide-generating
programs.

jpg and jpeg.' These image files often contain a significant amount of metadata, including data about the
camera used to take a picture, the hle system of the machine where the image was edited, and details
about the image-editing software.

html and htm.' These file types contain web pages, and may at first seem uninteresting. However, their
comments and hidden form elements could contain metadata that is very useful to a penetration testers.
Additionally, scripts embedded in the HTML may reveal sensitive information or undocumented features
of a web application.

Besides these types of documents, there are hundreds of others that may be interesting. The list above is
not intended to be exhaustive, but is instead designed to get the reader thinking about interesting and
useful document types to analyze during a penetration test.
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To perform metadata analysis, a penetration tester must first retrieve files to analyze. Numerous methods
could be applied to gather these documents.

First off, the penetration tester may have already received some documents generated or edited by target
system personnel during the planning of the testing project. For example, the tester may have received
rules of engagement agreements, scope information, diagrams, non-disclosure agreements, oontracts,
policies and procedures, and other information.

Additionally, a penetration tester can simply ask target system personnel for documents. During the recon
phase of the test, you could ask them to e-mail you a document created by their word processor,
spreadsheet, and slide editing tools. You could also request a PDF document from them.

One of the most common and especially important methods for harvesting documents for metadata
analysis is to use a web spider tool against the target organization's website, pulling all potentially
interesting documents onto the penetration tester's machine for analysis. ln our next exercise, we'll
discuss how the wget tool can be used for this.

And finally, if the penetration test is being conducted by in-house testers (employees of the same target
organization), they typically can get an ample supply of documents for analysis from file servers in the
organization.
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Tosls for Analyzing
Document Metadata

There are a variety of tools to extract metadata from documents. Some of the most powerful include
ExifTool, FOCA, and the Metadata Extraction Tool by the National Library of New Zealand. All of these
tools are fiee, and are focused on extracting specific, enumerated types of metadata for a specific set of
files. That is, these tools pull structured metadata from documents that are organized in a specific format
with specific locations and/or specific tags for the metadata.

On the other hand, the strings command pulls all strings from a given file, regardless of the structure.
Strings isn't just focused on metadata, but can pull various types of information with an unknown structure
from any kind of file. The strings command will often find metadata from files that other tools (which do
not recognize the structure of the file) cannot find, but will bury it in a barrage of output with other
uninteresting strings. Searching through the output of the strings command can be difficult, but it often
provides some very useful tidbits.

We will zoom into two tools commonly used for metadata analysis, one focused on finding structured data
in various known file formats (ExifTool) and the other focused on unstructured data (the strings
command). We'll cover each tool and then perform an exercise using them.
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The ExifTool program focuses on reading, writing, or editing the metadata in over one hundred different
file types, including images, audio files, videos, office documents (doc, dot, xls, ppt, and more), pdfs, and
a multitude of other formats.

Written and freely distributed by Phil Harvey, ExifTool runs on Windows, Mac OS X, and Linux.

When it was first released, the original lbcus of ExifTool was on image and audio files. For images, it
focused on pulling out the camera type and details about the format of the image itself. lt also pulls
information about any tools that were used to edit the image or audio. lf the image includes geotags
indicating the latitude and longitude of where the photo was created, ExifTool retrieves that information.

ExifTool has been significantly extended beyond its original roots in image and audio metadata, now
pulling data from the vast majority of file formats a penetration tester is likely to encounter. Of particular
interest to pen testers is ExifTool's ability to discern user names, e-mail adclresses, and document editing
tools from the files it analvzes.

By default, ExifTool handles one or more files provided to it on its command-line invocation.
Alternatively, the tool processes entire directories on the local machine where it runs, handling every file
in the directory, and can even be set to recurse through a directory structure, analyztngall files it finds.
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Unlike many metadata analysis tools which focus on structured data, the strings command is useful for
finding unstructured data or data for which the structure is unknown. The strings command simply
displays printable text from files. lt is included in most Linux distributions and Unix varieties. The
strings command is available as a separate download for Windows, in a variety of different packages. For
example, it is available as a oomponent of Cygwin, the free POSIX environment for Windows available at
www.cygwin.com. Or, strings is available as a free stand-alone download from Microsoft Sysinternals.

By default, the Linux version of strings looks for printable ASCII strings only. lt searches through the file
for four or more consecutive ASCII characters, and then prints them to Standard Output. To change the
default minimum string length, strings can be invoked with the -n [N] option to specify whatever string
length the user wants. The default of 4 characters is pretty reasonable for most uses.

Many document types, especially those associated with Microsoft Office programs (doc, docx, xls, xlsx,
etc.) store some strings not as ASCII (an 8-bit character representation), but instead as Unicode (a l6-bit
character representation). If you run Linux strings with its defaults, it will only show you ASCII strings,
and you may miss out on some highly useful information. lt's a good idea to nrn strings multiple times:
once with its ASCII default, once with the -e b option (for "encoding" type of big endian l6-bit
characters), and once with -e I (a lower-case "L" for l6-bit little endian encoding). Big endian and little
endian refer to the way the bytes are ordered for the given string in the file. Most Microsoft document
editing tools use little Endian encoding, but sometimes (even in the same file) will slore some strings in
big Endian format.

The Sysinternals version of strings looks for ASCll, big endian Unicode, and little endian Unicode strings
by default (pulling each of those different formats in a single invocation), focusing on strings 3 or more
characters in length. To focus only on ASCII or Unicode, the tool can be invoked with -a or -u
respectively. And, to change the minimum character length, we can invoke it with -n [N].
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Let's perform an exercise now, in which we'11 use ExifTool and strings to harvest metadata from three
sample files included on the course DVD. When conducting the exercise, think about how a penetration
tester can use the information retrieved from the metadata during the remainder of the penetration test.
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Exercise: Metadata

For this exercise, we will analyze files on the csurse
DVD that were retrieved form a target webslte
* Our goal is to answer some specific questions about the

target organization based on the metadata contained in
these documents by fitling in a table

We'll show yau how the files were retrieved, and
then challenge you to find the metadata within them
using Exiffool and strings
- The files to analyze are Widget5tatisticalAnalysis.xls,

WidgetStatisticalWhitepaper.doc, and
Widget5tatisticalWhitepa per. pdf

All of the answers are included.,. feel free to peek
ahead if you get str"rck

In this exercise, we'll analyze three files included on the course DVD, pulling metadata fiom them by
running ExifTool and the strings command on the course VMware Linux image.

The goal will be to answer some questions about the target organization, filling in a table with information
that would be useful in a penetration test.

We'll show you how the files were originally retrieved, although you will not have to retrieve the files for
the exeroise, given that they are already included on the course DVD.

The files to analyze are called:

WidgetStatisticalAnalysis.xls

WidgetStatisticalWhitepaper. doc

WidgetStatisti cal Whitepaper.pdf

The exercise is organized around a challenge-response format. We'll challenge you to populate a table
with information, and then provide answers and a tlescription of the techniques used to retrieve those
answers.

Feel free to peek ahead at the answers and the techniques ifyou get stuck.
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How the Files were Retrieved
, DS NOT D0 THf FOLLSWING,., We're m*rely showing

yau hsw the files were r*trieved
' , lVe used wget to pull infcrmation from fltarget_dornain]

and pl*ced them inta /homeltaofs/560metadata_ex
- Fxelude html, php, asp end egi extensions
* wget -nd -r -B httrrhtml",php,a$p,as5rx,cgri -g

lh*sre / ta*l e / 5 6 f:net*data ex I target*doraeir: ]
- Alternativelyn we *suld have lncluded only FDF, W*rd and Excet

extensi*ng using the follawing eommand
* wget -nil -r -& pdf,doc,d.scx,xls,rrlsx -F

/heme I tooL s I 5 € Srae tadata_ex I targ* *._d.orea in ]

" *ptisns we used
-nd: No dir*ct*ries (plaees all files in specified directcry)
*r: Recursive dgwn**ad
-F fdir*etory]: Preflx nutput fil* toeations with fdirectory]
-RlA: Restrict cr etlnw file [rpes cr patterns

YOU DO NOT NEED TO PERFORM THIS STEP. WE ARE MERELY SHOWING YOU HOW THE
FILES WERT RETRIEVED TO SET UP THIS EXERCISE.

The files for this exercise were retrieved from the target website using the wget command. This command
pulls web pages from target web servers and supports a myriad of options. When used with the -r option,
wget acts as a web spider, downloading pages from a target site, analyzing them for links, and pulling the
pages they link to from the same target site.

When pulling files for document metadata analysis, we could use wget to sirnply get all files from the
target site. However, sometimes we want to focus on only specific types of files. We can tell wget either
to omit files of a certain type, getting everything else, with the -R option followed by a list of file types
that we don't want to get. Or, we could specify a set of file types that we do want to retrieve, with the -A
option to allow only certain types.

When pulling these files, we wanted to put them all in a single directory, without mimicking the directory
structure of the target website, so we used the -nd option to make wget omit directories from the pulled
files. Also, we wanted the files to be placed into the /home/tools/560metadata ex directory, so we used
the -P option to add a directory prefix.

The resulting wget command that we used to pull these files for this exercise was:
# wget -nd -r -R htm,html,php.asp,aspx/cgi -p /hone/toofs/560metadata ex
I target_domain ]

DO NOT RUN THAT COMMAND HERE... It is just an example of how we could retrieve the files.

Alternatively, we could have specified we only wanted pdf, doc, docx, xls, and xlsx files using the syntax
on the slide above. ln document metadata analysis for real-world pen tests, it is typically better to create a
blacklist of file types you do NOT want (the first wget command) rather than creating a white list of types
you do want (the second wget command on the slide). With the first command, we may get a file type that
we did not expect, but which includes particularly juicy information that the second command would omit.
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Exiffool Metadata Extraction
and Analysis

. Using Exlffool in the VMware Linux lmage for the course,
a na lyze these fi les frorn /home/tools/ 5 60meta data*ex/
* WidgetStatistiealAnalysis.xls

- Widg*t$tatistica lWhitepaper. doc
* Wid getStatisticalWhitepa per" pdf

. First, espy these files into the ltmp directory of Linux:
dN ep lhome/t*ols/560metadEta_ex/?lidget* /tmg>

r A copy of each file is also included ln the Windows directory
of the DVD. if you want to look at them there
* But, perform the exercise itself in the VMware Linux image

. Try to populate the fields of the table sn the next Bage
- Note that not every field can be populated from every file... filt in

what you can

- Also, remember that you can peek ahead if you qet stuck

To start the exercise, let's first create a copy of the files in the /tmp directory, so we can perform ow
analysis:

# cp /home / tooLs/560metadata_exlwidget* /tmp
That should copy over the three files you want to analyze:

WidgetStatisticalAnalysis.xls

WidgetStatisticalWhitepaper. doc

W idgetStatisticalWhitepaper.pdf

The goal of this exercise will be to run ExifTool first on each of these files, trying to populate the table on
the next slide. Later, in the second half of the exercise, we'11 run the strings command.

A copy of each of these files is also included on the course DVD in the Windows directory. You can open
them on Windows and look at them if you'd like, but the exercise itself should be performed in Linux,
which has ExifTool and strings installed.

ExifTool can be invoked on the VMware Linux image to analyze a file by running:

# exiftool Ifilename]
Try this for each ofthe files, and enter the data you discover in the table on the next slide.

REMEMBER THAT YOU WON'T BE ABLE TO POPULATE EVERY FIELD IN THE TABLE FOR
EVERY FILE.

ALSO REMEMBER THAT YOU CAN FEEL FREE TO PEEK AHEAD AT THE ANSWERS AND
THE APPROACH USED TO DETERMINE THEM.
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Exiffocl Metadata
:a=r:a,N | |aa=:l: ) *..t=a
iiilit ll :i:=;lir ili::liiiiii

#ffitffi ', €:ri,€ilfi#ftffiiii
User
Names

Arcoant
Names

Applieatians
in Use

Software
Versions

E-Mai/
Addresses

Directories

Other

Try to populate the fields above using exiftool on each ofthe three files:

# exiftool /tmp/widgetStatisticalAnalysis . xls
# exiftool /tmp/WidgetStatistical$Ihitepaper. doc

# exif tool / tmp/widgetStatis ticalWhitepaper . pdf

REMEMBER THAT YOU WON'T BE ABLE TO POPULATE EVERY FIELD IN THE TABLE FOR
EVERY FILE.

ALSO REMEMBER THAT YOU CAN FEEL FREE TO PEEK AHEAD AT THE ANSWERS AND
THE APPROACH USED TO DETERMINE THEM.
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ExifToal Answers
on the Next 4 Slides

. The next 4 slides contain the
an$wers, and shaws you how ta
retrieve this informatlon fram the
files

. Feel free to peek ahead

The answers to the Exiftool portion of the exercise appear on the next slide. Feel free to peek ahead if you
haven't finished the previous part ofthe exercise and need a hint or inspiration. Or, even ifyou have
finished with the ExifTool component of the exercise , you can look ahead to check your work and then
move on to the strings command section of the exercise.
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We can run ExifTool against the doc file as follows:

# exiftool WidgetStatisticalWhitepaper. doc

Again, we retrieve very similar information to what we had before, but now we even get a little more data:

a hyperlink to an image included in the original doc file. That image was pulled from a share on a server

called "webserver". We can see the fuIl path to that image on the server.
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ExifTosl : pdf File
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And, finally, here is the information we can get from the pdf file:

# exiftool VlidgetStatisticalWhitepaper.pdf

Note that the pdf file has less metadata than we saw elsewhere. Also note that the Creator name is

somewhat obscured, with each letter distributed throughout some other oharacters, but still revealing Bob
Boberson as the document's creator. We see this same information also in the Author field.

The pdf metadata also shows us that the Bullzip PDF Printer was used to generate the file. In a
penetration test, we oould research whether that partioular program has a known security flaw.
Unfoftunately, it has no known flaws as of this writing.
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Strings Metadata {1}
r Let's repeat the prac*ss, but this time using the

strings eommand
* Using stri*gs in the VMware tinux image fcr the

course, analyze these three files fram the
I h* meltoclsl 56*m etadata*ex d i reetnry
- Widget$tatistiealAna lYsis.xls
* Widg*t5tatisticalll\lhitepa per.dac
* Widg*t5tetisticalWhitepaper. pdf

' Try ta pcp*late the fields nf the table on the nexl
page
* Note that not every field can be populated from every

file,.. filt in what you ean
* Also, remember that you c*n peek ahead to the answers

if you g*t sta;ck

Next, let's use the strings command to analyze the metadata in the same files. Note that we will get

unstrucfured output here, making it harder to find the information assets we are looking for. But, as a

bonus, we may find additional information that ExifTool wasn't able to discern.

We'll use the same three files for this analysis, populating the fields on the table that follows.

You can run strings against each file using the simple command:

# strings [filename]

Again, remember that not every field can be populated from every file, and also remember that you can

peek ahead at the answers.
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Strings Metadata {?}
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Run the strings command against each file as follows, recording your output after each command runs:

# strings /tnp/wiagetStatisticalAnal-ysis. xls
# strings /tmp/wiagetStatisticaltfltritepaper . doc

# strings / tmp/wiagetStatistical!{tritepaper . pdf

Note that this invocation shows only ASCII strings. You may want to try -e I (that's a lower-case L) for
each file as well, to look for little-endian Unicode strings. Also, you may also want to include e b for
eaoh file to get big-endian Unicode strings.

Pay particular attention to the "Other" row, as you will likely find a lot more information there when
running strings than you did with ExifTool.
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Striftg$ Answers
on the Next 4 Slides

'The next 4 slides contain the
answers, and sh*ws you how t*
retrieve this infcrmaticn frsm the
fi}es

* Feel free to peek ahead

The answers for the strings portion of the exercise are on the next page. Feel free to look ahead and

review them as a hint, even before you finish the exercise.
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Results: Strings Metadata

b*b. bsb*rscn@56*ge.tgt

\\webservcr\wwwroot\i mag
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Wlndsws Web' Server
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called lceCest. Dc this
befsre luneh"'"

Note that we were able to retrieve very similar information to what we saw with the ExifTool program,
but we found some additional useful items here.

Most notably, we found some directories, including a directory structure on Bob Boberson's computer
system as well as the location of the Office installation on a machine. Furthermore, we were able to
retrieve some very interesting information about customer Personally ldentifiable lnfbrmation (PII) from
an obscured field in the spreadsheet file. This field isn't shown on the display, because it is obscured on
the display by an image. But, it holds customer names and Social Security Numbers.

Also, in the doc file, we were able to find a comment that Bob left for himself regarding the opening of a

port on the firewall for a service associated with a program called lceCast. We could research that and
determine that there are known buffer overflow vulnerabilities in the lceCast service.

The following slides contain screenshots showing how each of this information was found using the
strings command.
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We start by running strings against the xls file:

# strings WidgetStatisticalAnalysis . xls

Here, we can easily see the "Bob Boberson" string appear on the screen. If we look further, we can also

see that Microsoft Excel was in use, and it was likely registered with 560 Global Conglomerate

corporation. We can see an e-mail address, and an indication that Microsoft Excel was in use.

Of most interest to us, though, is the data that appears later in the file, which is a list of Personally

Identifiable lnformation (PII) for customers of this organization. They have inadvertently leaked this
information in the documents on their website.
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Unicnde Strings: xls File
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We should also run strings against the xls file to find Unicode information, starting with little-endian
encoded information. Let's focus our results on directory stnrctures by sending the output through the
grep cornmand. We'll be using grep to find any strings that contain a backslash (\), the common
indication of a directory structure on Windows machines.

# strings -e 1 widgetstatisticalAnalysis.xls 1 grep '\\'

NOTE THAT THAT COMMAND CONTAINS A e FOLLOWED BY A LOWER-CASE L. It may
look like a one, but it is indeed a lower-case L. Also, the single quotes around the \\ tell the shell to send

the \\ to grep without interpreting it in any way. The first \ is an escape sequence to tell grep that the

second backslash should be interpreted as a backslash. ln other words, '\\' is one way we can get a single
backslash into grep.

Here, we can see that Microsoft Office was in use, specifically version 9.0.

We can look for big-endian Unicode strings using the following command (again, focusing on directories
in the C: parlition):

# strings -e b widgetStatisticalAnalysis.xls I grep '\\'

Here, we can see the directory structure on Bob's computer.
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Strings: doc Fite
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Next, let's turn our attention to the doc file, running:

# strings WidgetstatisticalWhitepaper. doc

Here, we can see the contents of the file itself near the top. But, look fuither, and you can see the

document's author, an indication of Word 9.0, and that comment that Bob inserted into the document

about the lceCast service and porl 8000. We also see Bob's e-mail address.
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Strings: pdf File
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And, finally, we run strings against the pdf file:

# stri-ngs WidgetStatisticalTilhitepaper.pdf

Here, we must look very carefully to see the program used to create the pdf file, listed near the "Producer"
string, separated by various other characters. Piecing together the results, we can see B-u-l-1-z-i-p.

Likewise, the author information is separated by difTerent characters, but we can piece together B-o-b- -B-
o-b-e-r-s-o-n.

In this exercise, we've seen how we can use ExifTool and the strings command to pull data. We've seen

the advantages of structured data and ExifTool in pinpointing useful information. We've also seen the
advantages of looking for unstructured data with the strings command to find something that ExifTool
isn't designed to show: obscured fields and comments. We've also seen how to transcend the default
limitation of ASCII strings on Linux with the -e option to look for Unicode strings, both big and little
endian.
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* W&6"&*M*

* Se*rch Engine Vul*-Fi*di*g

Now that we've retrieved a list of DNS seryers associated with the target from our Whois lookups, we

want to query those servers to gain an inventory of potential target machines associated with the given
target domain(s).

The techniques we'll cover next will likely identify numerous systems that are directly and indirectly
associated with the target. Be careful before moving beyond the recon phase with respect to each of these

servers. Don't just start scanning them! It is highly wofthwhile to conduct a status call with target

organization personnel to make sure that all machines identified throughout the recon phase, and

especially those discovered during the DNS interrogation phase, are within the testing scope.

You may find that some systems identified in this phase are outside of the scope, but are unknown to

personnel in the target organization before the test begins. That's why it is crucial to verify their inclusion
in or exclusion from the test's scope.
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Querying nNg ServerE

. At the end of the wl'rols infsrmatlsn, we have a listing of tlre terget
organieaticn's Dl*S server(s)

. We will now query thenr to harvest targets

. Vfe want all kinds sf Dltl5 nerords, ineluding
* ltlSl Nameserver recqrd
* A: Address record

- HINFfl: l-lcst Irnfsrmation record
* t{X: Fleil Exchange reesrd
* TXT: Text recard
* CNAME: Canoni*al Narne r*eord

- 504: $tart of Authoriby reccrd
* R^F: Respsnsible P*rssn rec*nd
* PTR: P*inter for inverse loolsups reesrd
* SRV: Servlce location record

The last elements of the whois record include the Domain Name System (DNS) Servers associated with the

target organizalion,listed in the order of primary, secondary, and tertiary (if it exists) DNS servers. We will
next try to harvest records from those name servers.

Name servers are focused on resolving domain names into IP addresses, but that isn't their sole function.
They also indicate which machines are mail servers for a given domain, among other useful information.

DNS servers house a variety of different records, including:

. NS: Nameserver record, which indicates the name servers associated with a given domain.

. A: Address record, which maps a domain name into an lP address.

. HINFO: Host lnformation record, which associates an arbitrary set of information with a domain
narne, formerly used to indicate system types.

. MX: Mail Exchange record, which identifies the mail seryers for the given domain.

. TXT: Text record, which includes an arbitrary text string for the domain.

. CNAME: Canonical Name record, which indicates aliases and alternative names for a given host.

. SOA: Start of Authority record, which indicates that a server is authoritative for that DNS zone

(set ofrecords).
. RP: Responsible Person records, which are informational, not functional (i.e., they have no impact

on DNS functionality), and indicate the human responsible for a given domain (seldom used).

. PTR: Pointer for inverse lookups records, also called a reverse record, indicating an IP address to

domain name mapping.

. SRV: Service location records, which provides information about available services, including
port and host name (seldom used).
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The nslo*kup Csrnmand

' Th* nslookup comma*d is
ineluded in nnodern
lrVindows, Linux, and Unix
sy*tems

' Cfirl type nslnckup
f*ll*wed by d*main ftame

" Sr, type rr*b*kup tn
invoke nslookup in
interactive made

. \rVe will query primary,
seeondary, and te*iary
servers fCIun* with whsls
seareh
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To query DNS servers, we can use the nslookup command, built into modern Windows systems. lt is also

included in most Linux and Unix variants.

Nslookup can be used in two ways. First, we could simply type nslookup followed by the domain name

that we want to query. The nslookup command will use the local operating system settings to determine a

name server, to which it will submit the request, displaying the results.

Altematively, we could use nslookup in interactive mode, by running "nslookup" by itself and hitting

enter. Then, we are given an nslookup prompt ">", into which we can type names for resolution or

directives to control nslookup's configuration. We can redirect nslookup from within this prompt to use

other DNS seryers.

ln the screenshot on this slide, we show both types of invocation for nslookup, used in both ways to

resolve www.sans.org.

Next, we'll try to harvest records from DNS, querying the primary, secondary, and tertiary DNS servers

that we learned from our whois lookup.
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Using nslaskup Interactively

* Within nslcokup fnteraetlve rnode, w€ can:* Resalve an individual name cr IP address
:. finaxe or IP sdde]

* Use a different DNS sen/er
r" Ferv€r [e6r1rerlP&ddr or name]

* Say that we're interested in all hTpes cf recsrds
:, set tlpeaany

- Perform a zon€ transfer sf all reecrds for a given domain
> l"s *d [target doruain]

- $tcre zsne transfer output irr a file
> ls -d [targea*dornain] [> filename]

- View file
F view IfiSename]

In nslookup's interaotive mode, we can simply resolve a name by typing it at the > prompt.

To tell nslookup to use a different DNS server, we could use this syntax:

> server [serverlPaddr or name]

By default, nslookup tries to pull Address records. We are often interested in other record types, such as
MX. We can use the "set type:" directive to look for other kinds of records. lf we want all kinds of
records lor a given domain, we can type:

) set tlpe=any

A zone transfer asks the DNS server to transmit all records it has for a given domain. lf the DNS server
supporls zone transfers from the source lP address where we are running nslookup, a complete list of
records will be displayed on the screen.

>Is -d [target domain]

To place the zone transfer results in a file, we could simply redirect its output into a file (> filename).
We can display this file from within nslookup with the view command, as follows:

>view Ifilename]
Zone transfers were designed so that secondary DNS servers could update their records from primary
name seryers. DNS zone transfers are carried over TCP port 53, whereas most DNS queries and
responses rely on UDP port 53. Many DNS servers block zone transfers from arbitrary locations on the
Intemet, either by being configured to allow them only for certain addresses (the primary name server) or
by a firewall blocking TCP to port 53.
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Nslacku Recurse vs, Nnrecurse
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If a DNS server does not have the infonnation we request, it can forward that request to other DNS
servers to retrieve the information in a process known as a recursive lookup.

By default, nslookup will ask for recursion from the name servers it queries (the RD recursion desired

bit in the DNS query is set to 1). The nslookup command can be configured to create queries that do

not request recursion using the "set norecurse" syntax, which sets the RD bit to zero.

With the norecurse option set, we can determine the records that a DNS server has loaded in its cache.

ln the screenshot here, we have set the norecurse option and tried to resolve www.counterhack.net. We
are given back a set of root name servers, implying that the name server didn't have the information we

requested. Then, we use the "set recurse" option. We again tried to resolve www.counterhack.net,
getting our results because the target name server used recursion to find our answer. We then ran "set

norecurse". When we tried to resolve the name again, we got our answer back because it was now
loaded into the DNS server's cache.

This technique of investigating what a given target DNS server has cached is known as DNS cache

snooping. The technique is describcd quite well in more detail by Luis Grangeia in his research paper

at http:i/www.sysvalue.com/papers/DNS-Cache-Snooping. ln this paper, Grangeia uses the dig
command to query DNS servers with and without the RD bit set.
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The *ig Ccnnmand

* The nslonkup eommand in modern Linuxes eanRst perform
* zone transfer

* The dig eommand in most Linux and Unix variations ean
perfarm uone transfers

. Syntax:
$ dig G faerv*rJ [name] [t:pe]

' The type can be ANY, A, MX, etc. - default is A reesrds
. \ffith e *t flagn we can specifu zCIne transfer

- Full xone transfer: *r AJfflR* Incremental zone transfiar: -t, TXFE=w
* Prcvides records chenged since 5OA seriel number was Fl

. +Rorecursive or treeureivc ta toggle offlon necurgion

In many recent Linux and Unix systems, the nslookup command has been altered so that it can no longer
perform zone transfers. On these systems, we can use the dig command for various kinds of DNS research,
including zone transfers.

The dig command has the following syntax:

$ dig G [server] [name] ltype]

The types we can specify include the abbreviations listed earlier, including A, MX, SOA, etc. To receive all
kinds of records, we use the ANY fype. If no type is specified, dig defaults to A (address) records.

To get dig to perform a zone transfer, we invoke it with the -t AXFR notation, as:

$ dig G lserver] ldomain] -t AXFR

This syntax will pull all information about a given domain. Alternatively, dig can perforrn an incremental zone
transfer, pulling only recently updated records, using this syntax:

$ dig @[server] [domain] -t IXFR=[N]

N is an integer that refers to the serial number of a Start of Authority record. The incremental zone transfer
request will pull all records that have changed since the SOA serial number was the N we specified in our dig
request.

Dig also supports furning on or off the Recursion Desired (RD), with the *norecursive or *recursive
syntax. By default, dig performs recursive searches.
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The $ig C*mnnand Perforrning
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ln this screenshot, we've directed the dig command to contact the name seryer on 10.10.10.45, asking it
for information about the target domain called target.tgt. We've requested a zone transfer (-t AXFR).

Putting this all together, we get the following command.

$ dig G10.10.10.45 target.tgt -t A)rFR

The output shows a good deal of information about potential target systems in the target.tgt domain.
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nNS Query WebslteE

" Numerolrs websites support DNS laokups
. One *f the best is DN5stuff.eom at

http : /lwww, d nsstuff . eCIm
* Free lockups of various kinds

- Cammercial subscriptinns f*r untimited access

. Tools inelude: DhlS lonkup, ilNS cache, \Alh*is
lookup. IP country lcckupu URL Deobfuseatcr,
Traeereute

lnstead of relying on built-in tools like nslookup and dig, or third-parly download DNS query tools, we
could use various websites devoted to resolving domain names.

One of the best websites fbr performing DNS lookups is DNSstuff.com. lt offers a variety of free
services, all implemented by a series of simple web forms into which you can type information to get
responses. For an additional monthly or annual fee, you can get better performance, unlimited searches,
and some additional services.

The free services on DNSstuff.com include:

. DNS Lookup: Maps domain names into IP addresses.

. DNS Cache: Checks various large ISP name servers to see if they have a given name cached.

. Whois Lookup: Implements a standard whois search.

. IP Country Lookup: Maps an IP address to the country it is (most likely) located in.

' URL Deobfuscator: Tries to converl a deliberately obscured URL that might be encoded in
Unicode, Hex, or other formats, into a more easily readable form. Phishing attacks often rely
on obscured URLs.

. Traceroute: Shows all of the router hops from the DNSstuff traceroute servers to the given
destination you provide.
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Additicnal Recon Tools:
SenEepost's BiLf

$ensepost'g free Bi*direetianal Link Fxtrad*r {BiLf}
suite helps find additianal targets through web
crawling, DNS loolqups, and Go*Ele searches
- LJltimate g*al: Find targets that ere related tc a Eiven

website

- Provlde other {,r*efulla*k-ttp toals as well

Co*sists sf nurnerous individual p*rl scripts:
- Silf;.pl
- Bilt-weigh.pl
* tld-expand.pl

- vet-IPrange.pi

- qtrec*.pl
- vet-rns.pl
- jarf-rev
- jarf-dnsbrute

The security consultancy and research company Senseposthas released a variety ofhigh-quality tools

useful for penetration testers and ethical hackers. Among these tools is a suite called BiLE, which stands

for Bi-directional Link Extractor. That is not a typo in the capitalization of its name; it is indeed BiLE.

The goal of this suite is to perform various automated recon steps using web crawling, DNS lookups, and

Google searches to find as many target machines that might be associated with a given domain as possible.

The suite also includes other tools that help look up information about the target environment.

Each of the tools included in the BiLE suite is a Perl script. Most of the tools end in a .pl suflix, except for
the last two, jarf-rev and jarf-dnsbrute. Those last two are Perl scripts as well, but they lack the .pl suffix
in the released version of the BiLE suite.

Note that the various scripts included in the BiLE suite are meant to be run in an iterative fashion. That is,

for many of the tools, the output file of one of the scripts is meant to be fed as input to the next script,

which performs additional lookups and analysis, creating output that in turn could be fed into another

script. The output is stored in a series of files, however, md is not usually redirected or piped between

BiLE components on standard input or standard output.
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The BiLH.pl Script
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The first member of the BiLE suite is called, appropriately enough, BiLE. This tool takes a target

website's full domain name (e.g., www.counterhack.net) as its first argument, and the name of a file in
which to put its results.

BiLE then uses the scriptable text-based browser called HTTrack (which must be installed to use BiLE) to

crawl the target website. A web crawler is software that systematically grabs pages from a target website,

in an operation that some people refer to as "spidering" the website. When it finds a link within the target

website to another page in that site, it gathers that other page as well, recursively gathering every page in
the target site. BiLE analyzes each of these fetched pages to find links to other web sites. lt then

crawls/spiders those other sites, fetching all of their links.

Next, BiLE performs a Google search on the target website, inserling the "link:" directive in front of the

web site name. This search makes Google respond with a set of URLs that link to the given target domain

name.

BiLE takes the crawling and Google results and creates a big file that shows all of the site-to-site links
discovered in its crawling, sorled by web server domain name. ln the BiLE output file example on the

slide, we can see all of the sites that www.counterhack.net links to, as well as all of the sites that they link
to, indicating that there is a possible relationship between these sites.
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The SilE-weigh,pl Script

* The BilE-weigtr.pl seript starts with the

related tCI a givcn target *f interest eq.aqfit .te.:14 - ?1E 1.9653Sit+;
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- Bilt, bewarel They may nst be in seope!

The next script in the BiLE suite is called BilE-weigh.pl. It takes the output file from BiLE, as well as a
site of interest, and applies a complex formula to determine which sites relate most to the given site of
interest. Based on the number of links back and forth between the site of interest and each site in the BiLE
file, a numeric ranking is applied to each web site. The numbers themselves are irrelevant; it's the relative
size of these numbers that count. The higher the number, the more likely the given website is to be
associated with the site of interest.

Using this technique, a tester can find other potential targets to test. But, beware! These other machines
may be outside of the agreed-upon scope of the test. Or, they could belong to an entirely different
organization that is merely "related" to the target organization. Attacking them would likely be illegal
without appropriate permission. Such findings should be reviewed with the target organization before
they are scanned.
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The tld-expand.pl and
vet-IFrange. pl Scri pts

. The tld-exBand.pl script takes a list of domain names
and appends cver 250 Top-Level-Domain suffixes to
them, looking them up in DNS to determi*e if threy
are valid
* .comr .org, ,net, .edu, .mll
* Flus hundreds *f TLD ceuntry codes
* And, it searches fqr sub-Tt-S$: .co, .ac'orq, .net, etc,

. *L:tput is list of valid full domain narnes

' The vet-IFrange.pl script then lopks up all damain
ilames dlsesvered by S|LH, ranked by SiLE-w*igh,
and identified by exp-tld, and Feaks up their IP
addresses

The next scripts in the BiLE suite are called tld-expand.pl and vet-IPrange.p1. The first one looks for a set
of given names with other Top-Level-Domain (TLD) suffixes. The script takes the domain name, and
then appends over 250 TLDs to it (including the familiar .com, .net., .org, .edu, and .mil, as well as

hundreds of country codes). It then performs a DNS lookup on the results to see if there arc aty registered
domains. For example, when provided www.counterhack.net, this script will search for:
www.counterhack.com, www.counterhack.org, www.counterhack.us, www.counterhack.uk,
www.counterhackjp, and many, many others.

It will also lookup sub-TLDs, including the .co, .ac, .org, .net, and others. For example, it will attempt to
lookup www.oounterhack.co.uk, etc.

The result is thousands of DNS lookups, attempting to find other domains associated with the target. The
output is a list of valid lull domain names that were discovered to have a DNS record associated with
them.

The vet-IPrange.pl script then looks up in DNS all of the domain names discovered by the tools run so far,
including BiLE, BilE-weigh, and tld-expand. lts ouQut includes a list of lP addresses potentially
associated with the target organization.
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The qtrace"pl and
vet-mx.pl Scripts

The qtrace.pl script uses Hping tr tracersute to at*

targ*t IP addresses Nisted in a file, sueh as the
autput of vet-IPrange"pl

The vet-mx.ptr tool lCIoks nrp the Mail eXehanger
(MX) recsrd fsr eaeh dcmairr name listed in a file
Nate the iterative nature of this - the autput of *ne
step flows into the next:
- S'Lf + Bi LE-weigh-*exp-tld * vet-Iprange & vet-

mx*qtrace

Itk a recCIn ass*mbly line

The qtrace tool takes a file containing a list of IP addresses as its input. lt then determines the set of router
hops between the system running qtrace and each target IP address, generating an ouqtut file that shows
the hop-by-hop path to each IP address. We'll cover the technical details of traceroute techniques later in
the class. To perform its traceroutes, qtrace relies on the Hping tool, which we will also cover in depth.

The vet-mx script looks up the Mail eXchanger (MX) records in DNS associated with each domain name
provided in an input frle. That way, we can determine the mail seryers associated with the target and its
related sites.

Note the general flow of all of the tools in the BiLE suite (as well as most of the other tools released by
Sensepost). Each one iterates on the output of the previous tool, making a reconnaissance assembly line,
with each tool refining and/or expanding on the results of the previous tool.
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The larf-rev and
larf-dnsbrut* Scripts

Jarf-rev and Jarf-dnsbrute are helpful in
getting infsrmatisn frsrn DNS even when
zone transfers are blocked
.larf-rev takes * targ*t network range and
performs r€verse DNS lnakup's on all
names in the range
- Rcally helpful in finding cbseure hosts that

ssmeone creeted a r*verse }o*kup reeord for

Jarf-dnsbrute takes e qiven d*r'naln and a
file contalning w*rds, then perforrns a
DM lcakup *n e*ch dCImain ilame

Can generate a huge amsunt cf *i{5 queries
Still quite helpfut
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Two final tools in the BiLE suite are especially helpful: jarf-rev and jarf-dnsbrute. The first of these tools
takes as its input a range of IP addresses, such as 10.10.10.1-10.10.10.255. It then performs a DNS
reverse lookup for each individual lP address in the range to find ifthere are any records associated with
that IP address. lfthere are, it is likely a valid lP address and shouldbe included in our list ofpotential
targets. This technique can be helpful in finding obscure hosts that are not indicated anywhere else, as

long as they have a reverse DNS record associated with them.

The jarf-dnsbrute program takes a given domain name (such as counterhack.net) and a dictionary file
containing a list of words with one word per line. lt then prepends each word to the domain and performs
a DNS lookup. For example, if the dictionary file contained the alphabet, with one letter per line, this
script would look for a.counterhack.net, b.counterhack.net, and so on. Depending on the size of the
dictionary file, this script could generate a very large number of DNS searches. Still, with a carefully
generated dictionary file, it could find a needle in a haystack of other systems to include in the test.

Both of these tools are very helpful if the target environment's DNS servers block zone transfers. Of
course, with a zone transfer, all of this information can be pulled out directly from the DNS server by
transferring its zone file. But, with zone transfers blocked, jarf-rev and jarf-dnsbrute can still give us
some useful information by automating a significant amount of DNS query work.
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As we saw with BiLE, information gathered during a penetration test is often a series of related tidbits,
starting with some initial piece of information, which is then used to look up more infonnation in an

iterative process. Each step reveals more and more about a potential target, but the penelration tester must
make sure that all newly gathered data points still apply to the scope of the given project.

Working along the same lines, another very helpful reconnaissance tool is Maltego, which provides a

graphical view of the relationship of information gathered about some target. Maltego displays the
hierarchical relationships of inforrnation points allowing a penetration tester to perform detailed
reoonnaissance oftarget domains, IP addresses, or even people, in a systematic fashion.
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Maltega far Pen TeEters
r Malt*go, by Pat*nva, is a general-purpsse recon tool* Runs en Win, tr-in, a*d l4ae OS X; http:llwww.paterva.ecnt/rnaltego
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* Only 75 trensforffs per day, no parallel rur:ning *f tranrforms* *utlt on coneepts cf "trnnsforms'n

* Take cn* piece af data and ccnvert it to another thr*r:qh a tookup of
$ome s0rt

- Gver 5* differ"ent kinds af trensforms, such as:
. Bon:ain name to IF addres* {dns}* iF address ta crg nanne {nethl*ck}. Org name t* Ferson"s rr*rne {wh*is}t Fers*nk naffe t6 FGP key {puhlie key servers)
* FGF key to person's narne {wh* signed th* key?}
r Fersons'n*rnes to phone numbers {phane l*rk*p}

Paterva's Maltego is a general-purpose reconnaissance tool that runs on Windows, Linux, and Mac OS X.
It is available in two versions. The commercial version requires a subscription, which costs approximately
$ 430 per year. The community edition is free, but includes some limitations. First, the communily
edition version pops up a 1S-second nag screen asking you to subscribe to the commercial version every
time the tool is launched. Furthermore, the free version prohibits the saving of results between sessions,
and limits the level of depth a user can zoom into results. Also, this version is lirnited to running 75
transforms per day. That is, 75 transformations from one piece of information to another are allowed
every 24 hours. Also, all searches run sequentially in the community edition, without parallel threads to
improve performance.

Maltego is built on the concept of transforms, taking one piece of information and performing a lookup to
determine another piece of information. For'example, we could start with the domain ,rame of a given
web server (www.someserver.com). We could then apply a transforrn that converls that name into an Ip
address. Maltego's transform will simply perform a DNS lookup to fincl the Ip address. We can then
apply another transform to map the IP address to an organization's name, through a netblock lookup at a
Regional lnternet Registrar. We can then do a whois lookup on the org name, to determine the name of
people associated with that organization. We can proceed with additional transforms that will look up that
person's name in various public PGP key servers to determine their public PGP key. We can then map
that key to the names of people who have signed the key, getting the name of more people. We can then
perform phone directory lookups ofthose names, and so on.

Maltego plots all of the results in a hierarchical diagram showing how this information relates together.
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Using Xt4altego
Draq *n entity ont* th*
graph workspaee
E*ter the st*rti*g iaf*
Right click and sel*ct
trangforms
- Can 5€l€{t'-All"

applicable
transforn:s, b+.rt that
may g*ner*t€ a huge
amcuilt of r*quests

Results are displ*yed
hierarclically
Iteraten repeatedly
It aimost feels like a
fun ganre

Make sur* t* take
n*tes af results
* Remember, ysu can'i

save in the
Cunrnr*nity Editionl

a

a

a

a

- .. -:,, .- -

,..... '. -,..I

To use Maltego, we first drag an entity from the palette on the left onto our graphical workspace. We
could drag any starting information point, such as a DNS name, a domain, or IP address. We then enter
the appropriate information associated with that given entity, such as the DNS name of www.sans.org.

We then can right click on the entity in our workspace to get a list of transforms available. We can choose
any one of the associated transforms, or apply all of them. Choosing "All" transfonns may take quite
some time and generate a lot of traffic. The resulting information pulled back from various public sources
is displayed hierarchically related to our initial data point. We can then iterate, right clioking on any new
data point and applying new transforms.

The result almost feels like a game, as we move fiom data point to data point, pulling more and more
infbrmation about the target. But, we always have to remember to check our results to verify that we are
still operating within the scope of the given project. Otherwise, it can be very easy to careen out of
bounds with our reconnaissance, looking for information about systems or people that are not included in
our given project.
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Our next step will be to use publicly accessible search engines to look for signs of lulnerabilities on
systems. Google, Yahoo, and Microsoft's Live Search all contain a great deal of information that could
indicate the presence of vulnerabilities in systems associated with the target environment. By sending the

appropriate queries to the search engines themselves, we may be able to identify mlnerable systems
without actually sending any packets to those systems directly.

We'll focus on Google, because of its comprehensiveness and widespread use. Similar techniques can be
applied to other search engines, but their specific syntax often differs and is less powerful than Google's.
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Useful Grsgle Search
Sirectives - Sites and Links

' G*ogle searehes ar* case insensitive
- The "site:" dire*ive

* Searchcs only within the given domain
* Example: sitc :svlf" eollntdrhaek,r!€t nirelas*

. *ispleys results witfi the ward "wireless" that are on wrqw,csunterhack.*et

. The "link:" directive
* $hows all sites linked ts a given site
* *CIesn"t work witfi ather general search tsrms
* fxample: link :rfice.- c*unt*rhack.n*t

. Showr siteE that link io wwu',enunterhaek,net

. The "related:" directive
* Shows sirnilar pa'q€s * Ssmctimes usefu[.", s*rf]etim€s not
* Examplel relaLed: i:rxecure. org

* Findr gite{ r€lated ts t*e lt'y}Fl3 pcrt scar}fltng tool and ils aulh*ro Fy*dcr

To understand how we can use search engines (and particularly Google) to find vulnerable systems. we are going
to spend some time looking at more advanced search capabilities within Google. By taking the various search
principles we'll discuss over the next several slides and combining them together in creative ways, we can use
Google to find flawed systems in our target environments.

Let's explore directives associated with examining specific websites and domains. The "site:" directive allows an
attacker to search for pages on just a single site or domain, narowing down and focusing the search. For example,
if you only want to search pages in the counterhack.net domain for the occurrence of the string "wireless", you
could do a search for site : counterhack. net wireless. Have you ever seen a website that doesn't have
its own built-in search capability (like www.counterhack.net), or one with a really lame search capability? With
Google's "site:" directive, you now can use Google to search for results just associated with that site, relying on the
power of Coogle and its very flexible search directives and operators. The "site:" directive can get very specific,
like site : example . exampleuniversity. edu, or very broad, like site : . edu, which would cover all
sites with a .edu suffix..

The "link:" directive shows sites that link to a given web site. During recon, this directive can be used to find
business partners, suppliers, and customers. To look for everything linking to www.counterhack.net, you'd do a
search on link: www. countertrack. net. Note that "link:" searches look for links that match exactly the
given domain name used in the search. That is, a search for link: counterhack. net would look for links of
the form "http://counterhack.net/[whatever]", but would not identify links to the website www.counterhack.net.
For those, you'd have to search for link: wwyr. counterhack. net.

The "related:" directive shows pages that have similar content and links to the searched page. Based on Google's
patented Page Rank algorithm for analyzing pages, this search directive could return information about very subtle
business relationships that might be missed in other search types. For example, if a given target bank has a

business partnership with another bank, there may be no direct links between the sites. However, both may contain
similar text terms, and they both may link to the same series of third-party sites. The "related:" directive then gives
the tester a chance offinding out about these relationships.
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Useful Gaogle Search Directives
* Page Titles and URLs

The "intitle: " direetive
* Shsws pages wh*se title matches the

search
* Ex: intitle I i-ndsn. of pasel,rd

. Finds indexed web dineetories wlth the word
']pgspwd" in.the diretrory fistinq, passib*y an
/etclpasswd file

The "inurl:" dlrectlve
* Shcws pages whose URL matches the

search criteria
- FxamB[ei i"nur]" : viewtopic. php

r Finds a script included in nhoBB. a set of
sqripts for runninq a web-based'forum, with a history
of signifieant flaws

. The Santy worlr* used a sin'lifar search

Next, let's look at searches associated with page titles and URLs. Often, we want to find pages with
specific text in their titles. The title is the name of the page, often displayed at the very top of the browser
window. We can perfor:rn searches within this title text by using the "intitle:" directive. One of the most
useful title types to look for involves directory indexing on a website. Some web seryers are configured to
allow users to send requests not only for individual pages (e.g., index.html), but for directories (e.g.,
/exampledirectoryf . On websites configured with directory index functionality, the web server will return
to the browser the contents of that directory, with an auto-generated page with a title that inclucles the text
"lndex of'. Thus, we can search for intitle: index. of passwd. to look for directories that have a
file in them called passwd. We may find an /etclpasswd frle. Legitimate /etclpasswd files will have lists
of user accounts on the target machine. If shadow passwords are not being used, it also might have
encrypted passwords, suitable for cracking. Note that a number of the passwd files in interesting domains
discoverable by Google searches are either honeypot /etc/passwd files, or sites that may try to exploit a
browser surfing there! So, please be careful when doing this kind of search, unless you restrict it using the
"site:" directive to domains that are more trustworthy.

The "inurl;" directive lets us search for specific terms to be included in the URL of a given site. This can
be helpful in finding well-known vulnerable scripts on web servers, including CGI, ASp, JSp, pHp, and
others. For example, searching for inurl : viewtopic .php will find sites with URLs that contain
"viewtopic.php" in them. That script is commonly associated with the phpBB suite of tools for
implementing web-based discussion forums. Historically, there have been numerous flaws in phpBB
implementations, so locating those sites is helpful if a new vulnerability is discovered. Back iiZOO+, tne
Santy worm used a variant of this Google search to find vulnerable phpBB installations so that it could
infect the website and deface its web page. Santy's initial spread located vulnerable systems via Google,
rather than by scanning. Only after the initial set of targets was compromised did Sanff tum to traditional
scanning to find new vulnerable targets.
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Searching fcr File TYPes
Google id*ntifles hundreds of different file ffp*s as it seours the
Internet
- Nst ]ust htm* and htm

- Also .Bdf, .doc, .xls, .ppt, .cgi, .php, "*sp* Manyn many cth*rs

The "filetype:" directive lets us search for only a specific kind of
file
- "filcspe:" 6fid *ext:" are syn*nymous - the exmct gan-le geareh

" Also nste thnt Gc*gle sam*tim*s mistakes a given fite type
* Thus, it is also useful to pe#orrn searches with the fil* suffix as a

general ggarsh ternt
web Un,6ee *9.,t41& *e9 t"k;z *fi}jil rekv t€t&t' ,itws. *(&rF* U+"+yi ?Aaes'*t:a:! ry:*sr . 4*

E*:
A€ l*6 .s-R€rr.x"1Fd n# wF44

Often, we want to search Google for some specific kinds of files. Most of the web consists of html and

htm pages, but there are numerous other kinds of files that interest us. As Google scours the lnternet

finding new websites and adding their pages to its search directory, it recognizes several hundred different

file types, allowing us to search for those tlpes of files. For example, we can look for .pdf files. Or, to

make things more interesting, we can search for .xls frles, which are commonly associated with Excel

spreadsheets. We might also look for .ppt files to find PowerPoint presentations. Some organizations

inadvertently put very sensitive .xls or .ppt files on their websites, for which we could search.

To perform such searches, we have two options. The first is to rely on Google's "filetype:" directive

followed by the sufhx of the file we want to find. Note that the "ext:" directive does the exact same thing

as the "filefype:" directive; it is exactly the same search. For example, we can search for PowerPoint files

in the counterhack.net domain by looking for site : counterhack . net f iletlpe : ppt or

site : counterhack . net ext : ppt. Our second option is to look for the suffix of the file as a

general search term. Sometimes Google gets confused about a file type, messing up the appropriate

association and omitting that given file from the filetype: results. Using the file suffix as a general search

term without the filetlpe: or ext: directive will usually give us more results, because not only will we get

files that have that suffix in their name, but we will also get web pages that merely include the text

associated with that suffix. For example, if we search for site: counterhack. net ppt, we will not

only get PowerPoint files, we'll also get a series of web pages that include the text ppt.
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Inventary sf DiEcoverable
Flews via G*cgle

. Johrnny Long malntains a huge inventory of fiongle searehes
that can find vulnerable systerns at johnny.ihackstuff.corn
- fall*d "G**gleDorks" **"rdividualfy, ar the Geagle l-{acking Database

{GHPB} mllertively
. Ov*r 1,0ft0 entries in this database in the fcllowing

categorie*:
* Advisor"ies and vulnerabilities - Netwark or vufn data

- Errorunessage$ - Scnsitive directsrles

- Files e*ntaining juicy info - Sensitive on-li*e shopping info

- Files ccntainlng passw*rds - CIn-line devices
* Files eontaining usernames - Vulnerable files
* Faotholds - Vutrnerable serverg
* Login portals - Web $€rver version detection

Johnny Long maintains a list of useful Google searches to find 'nulnerable systems at his website,
johnny.ihackstuff.com. He calls each individual search a GoogleDork, and the entire inventory of all of
these searches is known as the Google Hacking Database (GHDB). There are well over 1,000 different
searches in the GHDB that can find several varieties of security flaws and related issues, all by simply
searching Google.

Johnny has separated the entries in the GHDB into numerous categories. All of the individual categories are

listed on the slide, but some of the most important and interesting to us are:

Advisories and vulnerabilities: These searches find vulnerable systems, usually by identifying a known
flawed CGI script using the inurl directive, or a page with known flaws identified with the intitle directive.
Files containing juicy info: These searches find files that are often associated with caches and logging.
While they don't look for passwords directly, this cache and log information could be useful in learning
more about the target organization.
Files containing passwords.' Numerous tools generate files that contain either clear text passwords or
encrypted/hashed passwords. These searches identify when such files are available via a web server.
Footholds: These searches locate sites where an attacker may be able to get a foothold that can later be used
to compromise the server. A lot of these searches find admin login pages for various common web-based

software environments. The "Login portals" category is very similar.
Network or vulnerabili4t data: These searches find pages that hold logs and/or configuration information
about network devices, such as firewalls, VPNs, routers, Intrusion Detection Systems, etc.

Sensitive on-line shopping info: These searches find web sites that may reveal sensitive on-line shopping
info, including customer orders, weak shopping cart implementations, and overly detailed product
information.
On-line devices: This category of searches helps locate web-based video cameras, printers, and various
kinds of appliances.
Vulnerable setners: These searches locate web senrers that may have a vulnerability, a category very similar
to "Advisories and vulnerabilities".
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$*nre Int*resting Sarnples
frcm th* GH**

. PGF and G*uPG private key rings:
intibl"e: index " of
intext: " sacring. gkr" l t'seering"pgF" [ " saerinE. bak"

* Sheli history files in inter*sting darnains:
eite ; e*rnethinginteresting iatitle: index. of
bash history

. Rsbots.txt file with excessiv* disallow lines:
rob*te. txt disall"sw f iletlpe: txt

n Nessus sean res*lts:
intitS-e: 'oXe$gus Scan R*;:<lrt" "ryhj,g f ile *ras
gienerated by $leasus"

While the GHDB includes many hundreds of eye-opening Google searches to find vulnerable sites or
sensitive data, let's explore a handful of them to get a feel of the power of the GHDB and Google.

The first search on this slide will look for web sites with directory indexing, in which we have files named
secring.skr or secring.pgp or secring.bak. These are the colnmon file names where private keys are stored
for the Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) and Gnu Privacy Guard (GnuPG) tools. Although the private keys are
encrypted with the user's passphrase, having them available on a web site and searchable via Google is a
really bad idea. An attacker could grab the files and launch a password guessing attack against them.

The next search on the slide finds bash shell history files on websites, showing the commands some user
typed into the shell. By putting in an interesting domain with the site: directive, we may find history
files with sensitive information in them.

For the next search, we look for robots.txt frles. A website administrator can use a robots.txt file to tell
well-behaved search engine crawlers to ignore certain directories or pages on the website, with the
Disallow syntax in this file. That way, those pages or directories won't be searchable or cached by the
search engines. But, robots.txt is a double-edged sword, indicating where sensitive items may be stored.
With the Google search on this slide, we can find websites that have a large number of disallow lines,
indicating that a large number of individual directories or pages on the site have been disallowed. They
mighi have something interesting to hide.

We can even ask Google to find sites that have output files from the Nessus vulnerability scanner.
Somehow, this file was placed in a directory under the document root of a web server, so that Google
could find it and make it searchable. A list of vulnerabilities of a target site could be very useful for an
attacker. We oan save time running a vulnerability scanner by analyzing the results of earlier scans
already done by the larget organizalion.
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Automated
Google Search T*a*E

Wikto for Windaws
* F{ee at www.scns€p*st.ccrn/researchlwikto
* Also spiders website, scans f*r vulnerabie web seripts, and m*re* Oniginally b*ilt ta use Google S*Ap AFI, which required an AFI key* Ftow. \illkto i*eludes AURA prnxy t* maB SOAF-sVle requests t* hurnan"

usable Google website {violating Google's terms of seruiee}
eDc's Goolag
* Available at wwt,';,goola6.*rg* Uses GHilKo but *asily exp*nded with XM[_

file for new searches

- l-*unches queries very quiekly, sa w*hh
ouf f*r banning by G*ngle

SecApp* GHDS Scanner
* Entirely web hased... no download ne{essary* Avai*able at http :l/www. secc pps.e*rn1a/ghdb
- Requires Firefox or Safari

with the GHDB containing well over 1,000 searches, you aren't going to want to type in
site:yourdomain.com followed by each different search string to find vulnerabilities in your domain. That
would require weeks of effort, and, if you have multiple domains, would take a long time indeed. lnstead,
you'11 likely automate the process. There are a variety of tools to automate Google searches to find
vulnerabilities. Three of the most popular and powerful are Sensepost's Wikto, Cult of the Dead Cow's
Goolag, and GnuCitizen's GHDB Scanner.

Wikto runs on Windows and performs Google searches using the GHDB against one or more user-
provided domains. Wikto also provides several other features, including a scan of the target web servers
looking for well-known vulnerable scripts. lt has a web spider that will automatically crawl the target
website to find directories and pages, and many other features. The original version of Wikto required a
Google SOAP API key for sending requests to Google. Because Google slopped issuing SOAP ApI keys
back in December 2006, Sensepost also released AURA, which stands for API Usable / Re-usable Again.
This Google search proxy tool, bundled with Wikto, converts SOAP-style requests from Wikto to Google
via the human-oriented Google web page, and then scrapes the results that come back. The Wikto user
therefore no longer requires a Google SOAP API key. By scraping the results, we again have a likely
violation of Coogle's temrs of service, so be careful.

Other tools also send queries directly to Google's human-oriented interface at www.google.com, scraping
the search results that come back, without the use of a SOAP proxy. The Goolag tool from the Cult of the
Dead Cow (cDC) relies on the GHDB, and can easily be extencled by writing new searches in a convenient
XML format. Goolag runs very fast, launching a large number of queries. Thus, use of this tool can get
an lP address banned from Google very quickly, so be careful in running it.

The SecApps team has released a web-based application that provides GHDB searches as well. No
download is necessary, as all queries are run through the web-based interface. The tools relies heavily on
browser scripts and currently only runs in Firefox or Safari.
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Finishing the Recsn Phase
Throughout the reeon phese, a penetration tester should
update the target inventary warksheet, as well as take
deteiled n*tes of useful informaticrr about pot*ntiat
vulnerabilitles
At the end cf the reecn phase, a penetration tester shsLlld
have a target inventory list
* Fossibly *ncluding syst*m narnes, IP addresses, users assoeiated

witF* the target crganization, lists of ssftware in use at the target,
and perhaps eveil v*lnerabilities dise*vered thro*gh searches

We wlll use this information t* staft cur scan*ing phase,
which we will discuss in 560.2

Throughoutthe reconnaissance phase, a penetration tester should continue to populate the target inventory
worksheet for each newly discovered system. Additionally, the tester should make detailed notes of other
information assets and potential vulnerabilities identified during this phase.

At the end of the recon phase, a tester should review the target inventory list, adding any final infomation
that was discovered, and highlighting specific areas in the "Misc Notes" section that require further
analysis and exploration.

This target inventory list will be a crucial input into our next phase, Scanning, which is described in 560.2.
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CcncluEion for 560,1

* That concludes the 560.1 sesslon
* We've now covered some lmportant definitions

and e*neepts
* We've l*sked at scoping and rules of engagernent
* We'v* alss locked at methads for eonducfinE

recsR tc gather infarnrattsn that will serve at a
crucia] foundation for later eonrponents of testing
projects

- We've eonfigured our maehines for the lab work
ahead

In 55*.2, we'll la*k at sc*nnlng in depth

We now conclude our 560.1 section, in which we've addressed some important concepts in penetration
testing and ethical hacking. Among the most important topics for the day have been proper scoping and
formulation of rules of engagement. We also discussed the recon phase used in many penetration tests and
ethical hacking projects, gathering information that will act as a firm foundation that testers will leverage
for the remainder of a testing project. We've also configured our machines to prepare for the lab work
we'Il perform throughout the remainder of the olass.

In our next section, 560.2, we'll take an in-depth look at scanning, the process used by penetration testers
and ethical hackers to determine openings in the target environment.
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Appendix: Intrc to Linux

The next section contains an appendix that covers and Introduction to Linux. Ifyou are new to Linux, you
should review the section that follows, as we will be relying on its concepts throughout the remainder of
the class. If you already have a good working knowledge of Linux, you should not need in-depth review
of the following materials, but a cursory glance at them may be a helpful refresher.
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Intra ta Linux fsr
Hacker's Workshop

Linux is very pnwerful, but is alsc very
e*mplex
Still, even with little exBosure to Linux, you
can fully participate in the hncker tools
worksh*p
This f,surse segment is designed t* get yau
up to speed with Linux
After this, you won't be an expert, but ycu'll
b'e ready tn gn far the wnrkshop
* Our f*cirs here is *n practicalify, not thenry

To fully participate in this class, you need a basic working knowledge of Linux. We're not expecting
you to be an expert, by any means. Everything you need to know about Linux for the workshop will be
covered in this introductory workshop.

We will not be covering Linux installation. You should have done that before coming to the session, as
described in the class requirements.
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Fun Ea$e*of-Use Shell Tips
. The default shell of many Linux distros is bash,

which has rnany ease of use features, inrluding:
- Cammand history. accessible via up and down arr*ws

" Then use left and right arrows to pcsition cursor to edit csrnmand
* Tab auta csmplete far directsry and file nameE

" Tab once t* expand tc un*que
. Tab twlce to sh*w non-unique r*atches

- CTRL-R history search

' H*t CTRL-R and then tyFe characters tc find recent csr*mands with
thas* keystrokes i* that order

* CTR[--L ts elear sereen
* fTRL-e ta abandan current comma*d {n* need t* hit

delete key)
* Home key tc go to start af csmmand line, End key ta

go to end, useful f*r editing l*ng ccmmands

Throughout this session, we will be using bash as a command shell, one of the most common command

shells in Linux distributions today. This shell includes many ease of use features that make interacting
with Linux far simpler. You should memorize each of these items, as they will save you much time and
effort, making Linux a lot friendlier for you.

Bash, like many other shells, remembers yoru shell history, letting you access it by hitting the up and
down arrows to access and edit recent commands, which you can re-run by simply hitting enter.

Once you've chosen a previous command, you can hit the left and right arrow keys to position your cursor
to edit the command.

Also, bash supports tab auto-complete for the names of directories and files. When accessing something
in the hle system, just hit Tab for the shell to expand it to a unique name that matches what you've typed
so far. If there are multiple items that match what you've typed (i.e., there is nothing unique yet), you can

hit Tab again to show the names of all files or directories in your current working directory that match
what you've typed so far. That is, Tab expands to a unique value, and Tab-Tab shows all items that match

what you've tlped so far if nothing is unique.

You can also search your history in bash by hitting CTRL-R at the starl of a command line. Then, start
typing characters, and bash will jump back to the most recent command that has the characters you typed
in that order. You can then hit Enter to re-run that command, or the left or right arrow keys to edit the
command.

The CTRL-L option clears the screen, or you can simply type "clear".

The CTRL-C command lets you abandon the current command and get back to the command prompt.
There is no need to delete the current command by holding down the backspace or delete keys. Just hit
CTRL-C to get rid of the current command.

And, finally, the Home key included on some keyboards lets you jump to the beginning of a command-
line, while the End key lets you jump to the end. These options can help you jump around in long
commands to make altering them easier.



Intro to Linux Topics

h.

W Aecount $tuff (Logging In, useradd, passwdo su, whsami,
terminal contnol)

. Filg System Stuff (structure, cd, pwd, ls, abs and rel
referencinq, mount, eject, mkdir, cp, find, locate, gedit,
cat, less) "'

. Running Programs {PATH, which, ./u ps. johs}

' Network $tuff {ifcfE-eth0, restarting interfaces, ifconfig,
ping. n*tstat)

. Building Tsols {tar, rpmo configure, make}
' Otlr*r odds-and-end* {grep, man, inf*, shutdowni

Here's an outline describing the topics we'll cover. we'll start with Account stuff.
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Lcgging in as Rcct v5, l{on-Rast
{useradd}

* Fer almnst ail aetiviti*s, you shauld tog in
as fr non-rft*t user
* Create a ilser by using the "useradd"

command
# *seradd *& [hcme dir] llogin]
* A "#'n prtmpt rneans You are root

- A 'o$'o or other prornpt meaRs you aren't
* Us€r's hanre diredory is where that user is

placed after lngging in
* The horne dir also stores that user'g files

Go ahead and create a non-root account on your system.

Keep an eye on your prompt. lf it'S a "$", you just aren't root. If it's a "#", you are root.

As root. lype the following:

# useradd -d /}rome/fred fred

The login account "fred" will be created, with a home directory of /home/fred. The system will
automatically assign a non-root userlD to the account. The userlD is just a number associated with this

account for the purposes of assigning permissions. The home directory is where config files and other

personal files for this account are stored.
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Changing Passwcrds {passwd}

. The passprd com'?and is used to change
passworos

r Any user ean type n'passwd" to change
his/her own passwnrd
* The Ljser is pr*mpt*d fsr the new password

twlce
$ Passlrd

. O[, tg change finy usg]''s password, roct
can type:
# pas srrd [ 3.ogin_name ]

Currently, the fred account we created cannot be used because we haven't yet set a password. (The
password isn't blank; the account is just disabled until we enter a password). We need to set a
password for the new fred account by typing:

# passwd fred
ftype account password here]

[retype account password to verify]

lf fred wanted to change his/her own password, fred would type (from the fred account):

$ passwd
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Changing Acc*unts
(su and whsarnl)

Dc eveffihing as a non-root user, *xcept for things you reatly
need rsot fcr* l*r r*ast of the tcals used in this cla*s, yor.l'll *eed ra*t privs* If you really need r*ot, use thc "5u" ccmmand
.? sr: II"agin_nalne]
[type loE5,.a*:tam,e' e pessr*ord]
* If no acecunt-name is given, root is assumed
* The preferred way to get to root is to use su with the '-" option -

to get the Froper environment
*su*

The conrmand "whoami" shsws which afrouRt you are usinq
! rhoami

For rnore details, use the "id" cctrtmand
Uid 0 acc*unts {superuser} can't directly tclnet ln by def*ult
Instead, users lcgin es nsn-uid * *nd then su

If you are logged in already, you can switch to a different user by ryping the "su" command. lf you are

root, you can directly su to any other account without providing a password (after all, you are root

already, so you should be able to change to anyone's account with your god-like privileges!)

If you are not root, you must type in the destination account's password to switch user. The "whoami"
command shows who you are currently logged in as.

Tlpe the following:

# whoami

# su fred
(Notice that the prompt changed!)

$ whoami

$ exit

(The exit means that we are leaving the user fred, and refurning to root.)

# whoami

For more details about your current user id and privileges, use the id command:

#id
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Linux - Vl*ual Terminal Cantrol

. trf you don't have tl're X-Window running
{1.e., no GUI}, you een still aecess
multiple terminals with ecmrnand
prompts

r Switch to various virtual terminals using
the Alt-funeticn keys:
* Alt-Fl ts switch to terminal 1

* Alt-FZ ta switch to termnnal 2
* Hte... up through Alt-F6

If you just have a command-line interface, you can still switch between several different terminals.
The Alt-Function keys can be used to change to six different virtual terminals. This can be very helpful
if you need to simultaneously run different programs and get different streams of output, but don't have
the X Window system GUI running.
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Intro to Linux Tcpics

Aeecunt $tuff {Lagging In, useradd, passwd, su,
wN'loam[, terrni*al eontrcl]
File System $tuff {strueture, ed, pwd, ls, abs and rel
refer*ncing, mnund ejectn mkdir, cp. find, l*cate,
gedit, cat, less)

Running Pragrams (FATH, wl'rieh, .1, FS, jobs)

Network Stuff {ifcfg-ethCI, restarti ng i nterfaces,
ife*nfig, FinS, netstat)

Buildi*g Tssls {tar, rpm, e*nfigure, make}

Sther odds-and-ends {grep, man, info, shutd*wni

Here's our pesky outline again. Let's cover File System Stuff next. This is the longest section, simply
because so much of Linux is oriented around its file system.
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Linux File System Structure

" The tnp af the flle system is called I
. A buneh nf thlngs are under slash

iljnt Proc'rll*h.,ri"';-

Executable program are stored in /bin and /sbin.

/root is the root login account's home directory. This is hugely important, because if you login directly as

root, this will be your initial location in the directory structure. lf you login as an individual user other
than root, you'Il be put in that user's directory, typically somewhere inside of lhome.

/dev stores devices (drives, terminals, etc.)

/etc holds configuration items, like the account information (stored in /etclpasswd) and hashed passwords
(stored in /etclshadow).

/home contains user's home directories.

/lib contains common libraries.

/mnt is where various remote and temporary file systems (CD-ROMs, floppies, etc.) are attached.

/proc is a virtual file system used to store kernel info.

/tmp is for temporary data, and is usually cleared at reboot.

/usr holds user programs and other data.

/var hold many different items, including logs (ivarllog/).
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Navigating the Fitre Systenrr

{cd and pwd)

' Y*u can move around the file systern using the "cd"
comma*d

$ cd fdi.rectory*name]
' Parent directary {up ane l*vel} is eall€d ".."
$cd
' TCI see where you ar*, use the "pwd" ccmmand

{short far print working dir}
$ pwd
. Ysu ean autcmagieally jump t* y*ur eurrent aeccunt

h*me direetory by typing:
$ *d - {or ju*t l1cdi' by J"teet"f}

If you are following along, let's change to the top-level directory:

$cdl
$ pwd

What do you see?

$cd-
$ pwd

What do you see?
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Laaking at Directsry Csntents {ls}

" The "ls" ecmmand shows dir*ctary ar file detalls
- By itself, shows regular fil*s
* W'th the "*a** flag, ls sh*ws all files {includlng thoce that sta* with

a ".")

- W'th tl'le "*t" fleg, ls shows details (permissi*ns, links, etc.)
$ ls *la

* #y defaulf ls applies varicus colors tc certain file types
{calor settings are in /eIc/DXR*COLORSi* Blue/Green * direeteries
* Grecn/Btue * exeeutable {binary or seript}
* Red * compressed files {,tar, "gz, .tga, etc.)* Slack * plain files

- Col*rs may vary b*sed on your pafticular Linux distrCI!

If you are following along, type:

$ cd /etc
$ls

What do you see?

$ ls -la

You now are looking at details associated with your /etc directory. System configuration information is
stored here.

Note the different colors of the various files and directories. These colors indicate the type of frle or
directory, and are set in the /etclDlR*COLORS. There are dozens of different colors assigned to files
of various types, but the most important colors are:

Blue, which indicates a directory. (On some terminals, these are green).

Green, which indicates a file with the executable permission set. It is usually an executable binary or
script. (On some terminals, these are blue.)

Red, which indicates a compressed file (such as a .tar, .gz, .tgz, or other compression type).

Black/white, which indicates a regular file (no special type).

Please note that the colors may vary based on your parlicular Linux distribution!
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AbEslute and Relative
Referencing of Files

. Y*u ean r*fer to files with th*ir full path in the file
system {absolute referene*ng; everything starts
with "/"):
$ cd /at*/sys**nfiglnetw*rk*ecripts/
$ pwd

r Or, ycu can refer ts files relative to youl'current
wnrking dir*ctory {everything sta*s assumlng
where ycl! are currently laeated]:
$ cd /*E*
$ ed eyseonfiglnebw*rk*scr*-Pts
$ pwd

For any file, you can refer to it using the relative reference (based on your current working directory),

or the absolute reference.

Try the following, using absolute referencing for the file:

g cd /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts
$ pwd

Or, you can do it in two steps, using relative references:

$ cd /etc
$ pwd

$ cd sysconfig/network-scripts
$ pwd

What do you see?
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Mounting the CD-ROM

{rcot ts default for sui

(rnount)

by default

' Usuallyo it*s located at /mnt/cdrom
S ed lmnt/cdrenr
5 l-s
* trf yau see stuff here, yflu er* good tc g+
* Otherwise, ycu need ts mcr"lnt the eF-ROtvl
$sd
$Eq
# meunt sdrsm

"..or try: "meurrt /devlcdrorn., or "'&eunt /mnt/e rpnr-

* On sorne Linux systems, the CD-ROM is rnounted

On most Linux installations (particularly RedHat Linux, which was strongly recommended for the course), the
CD-ROM is mounted by default. Just pop in the CD, and it will automagically be accessible.

Try this. Pop in a CD (such as the workshop tools CD). Does your file viewer pop up? If so, you are good to
go. If not, try changing direotories to see if the CD is mounted:

$ cd /rnnt,/cdrom
$ls

lf there's stuff located in this directory, you are ready to roll. Otherwise, you have to force the system to mount
the CD-ROM. To do this, you have to change out of this directory, become root, and mount the CD-ROM, by
typing:

$ cd ..
$su-
fenter root password]

# mount cdrom

For some Linux variations, instead of "mount cdrom", you need to type:

# mount /dev/cdrom

For other Linux variations, instead of "mount cdrom", you need to type:

# mount /rrlnt-/ cdrom
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Hjecting the CF {Eect}

Tn eject the CD, tyP*:
* jnct {as root I }

Ysu cannot eject a CS whlle You ere
using it
- If any *f ycur terminals has a working

direct*ry sf the CB, you f;an't ejeet it
#cd4
# eject

To pop out the CD, you need to make sure all terminals are done using the CD. Change directories out

of the /mnt/cdrom directory first, by typing:

#cd- (This takes us back to the user's home directory).

To eject the CD, you must be root, so su there first.

# eject

The CD should pop out.

lf you get a message saying that the CD is busy, one of your terminals (or some other application),

currently has a working directory on the CD somewhere. You need to find it and change directories

out ofthe CD before you can eject.
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Making Directsries {mkdlr}

. T* create a new directory, use the
mkdir" ccrnnrend
Make a t*rnpsrary directary
cd / *rrp "- Cha*ge to tmP dir

Pwd .-- Print working direct*ry

mkdir tegt, 4'' @ Mnke a dir called "te$t"

le -Ia * List detailed cnntents
of current directory

To create a directory, use the mkdir command. Let's create a test directory in our /tmp directory

$ cd /trnp
$ pwd

$ mkdir test
$ Is -la

What do you see?
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Capying FileE {cp}

. The cp {*ffirnand creates a cspy sf a fi}e for you

$ eF [s*uree] [destinati"an]
* You cfin cspy stuff from the CF by typing:

$ ep lmntl*ds*ml [fi.le] I tlrr.pt If ileJ
' If ycu are not using the caurse VMware lmage, y**'ll

*eed tc move ta*ls fram the CD to the hard drive so
you can cornpile, install, and r*n them

' If you are using the VMwane image, all *f this is

already done far ycu!

To copy a file from your CDROM, type:

$ cp /mnt / c.drom/ [fire] /^p/ lfile]

The ffile] should be the name of some valid file on the source drive.

To copy a bunch of files, you can use * to indicate all frles in a given directory.
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Finding FileE {locate and find)

I

*

You rnay nced to flnd wllere a file is l*cated ln y*ur
file system
The simplest way ts do this is the "lccate" eommand
lecafe fpregram neme]
* if your db isn't there, type "r:p*ar*ci:" 6t a cornma*d prompt

A[sm, the 'nfind" eornmand exhaustively looks for stuff:
find Idireetory_to*search] [search*criteri"a]
Typically, your search criteria will be a name, and
yau'll want tCI search yaur whrle file system:
$ find / *narue [file*to laok for]
Fer example, find ths "whnami" prCIgram by typing:
fi.nd I -nam€ whoami

t

s

t

t

a

$

The "locate" command is a very efficient way to determine where files are located on the system. It
consults a local database installed and updated by the system administrator for files that are frequently
sought. It runs quickly and doesn't consume a lot of resources. However, it cannot locate items that
are not loaded into its database.

To try locate, type:

$ Iocate whoami

If your system complains that there isn't a locate database or that it's out of date, you can manually
update the database by typing the command:

# updatedb

To do a comprehensive search of the directory, you can use the "find" command. This command
consumes a lot of resources. Several finds running simultaneously will slow a Linux system to a crawl.
Still, "find" is the best way to find something if locate doesn't work.

Let's try to find a file on the file system. Type the fbllowing:

$ find ,/ -name whoami

What do you see?
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fditing Files {gedit}

. There ars several editars included in nrost
Linux variants:

- vi, gnu-ernacs, Bico, rncedit, qedit

. for new users, gedit is easy ta l*arn
* Although easy-to-use, it's very p*werful
S gedit [filename]
...as in...
S gedit, teet file

You may need to edit a file at some point. You can use any editor you are comfortable with. If you are

new to Linux, you should consider using gedit, one of the easiest editing tools commonly installed in
Linux. If you have a GUI, you can use gedit.

Let's create and edit a file:

$ cd - (change to the home directory)

$ gedit test_file (let's edit and create a file named "test file")

Now, edit your file. Type in a bunch ofjunk. Use the function keys to save it.

I told you gedit was easyl
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Viewing File Contents
{c*t, head, and tail}

The "cat" command shows the contents of a file
$ cat /etclSraerwd

"..0!"...
"t e*t *l*est file

Th* head cornrnand shows the start of a fit** 10 lines hy defauft
* Or specify -n [nJ for reeing first n lincs
f head letclFa*sr*d

The tail camrnand shcws the End of a file
* Again, 10 lines defar*lt, or -n [n]
$ taj-l *n 2 /et*y'pes*wd

So, you just edited a file. How can you see its contents? you can use the cat command:

$ cat -/test_file

Also, you can look at other files:

$ cat ,/etc,/passwd

This shows the contents of the password filel (Note that on most Linux installations, the passwords
stored in another file, /etclshadow). Typically, in most modem Unix installations, /etclpa.sswd just
contains account information.

Alternatively, we can view portions of files using the head or tail commands. The head command
shows the first l0lines of a file by default. By speoifying "head -n [n] [filename]", we can view just
the first n lines. Similarly, the tail command shows the last 10 lines of a file by difault, or we can use
the "-n [n]" syntax to view a different number of trailing lines. Consider the following commands:

$ head ,/etc/passwd

$ head -n 1 ,/etc/passwd

$ tail -n 2 /eLe,/passwd
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Viewing Output {less}

Often, you'll need to view output that is
larger than a single screen
To view it more easily, you ean send the
output through the "less" cornmand
- The "less" command lets you scroll up and down

using arr*w keys thraugh a file
* Type a "q" to get out of l9S__-"*-""
less test file <r
ls /dev
Ls /dev I less-

For viewing a file.

Fcr putting the
. cr.*tput of any
command through the
standard input af
another prcgram, use
the Pipe (11.

Besides "cat", there are other commands you can use to look at files. The "less" command is one of the
best to use. Try typing:

$ less test_file
You should see the contents of the file.

ln addition to looking at files, the less command can also be used to help look at lengthy output from a
command. Try typing:

$ 1s /dev

This shows you all of the devices (virtual and otherwise) on your system. It's a long, unwieldy list.
The less tool lets you interact with this output in a better way.

Type:

$ ls /dev I less

By piping the output ofls through less, you can now use the cursor keys to scroll up and down through
the output. The space key jumps forward one page. Use the "q" key to quit. The pipe takes the output
of one program and feeds it into the standard input of another program.
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Intrc to Linux Topics

Account Stuff {togging In, *seradd, passwd, sun

whoarnio ternrinai control)
Fite System Stuff (strr.rcture, cd, pwd, ls, abs and rel
referencing, mo*nt, ej*ct, mkdir, cp, find, loeate,
gedit, eat, less)

R.unning Frcgrams {PATH, which, ./, FS. jobs}

N*tw*rk Stuff {ifefg-eth0, resta rti ng interfaces,
ifconfigo Fing, netstat)

Buildinq Tnols {tar, rpm, configure, mak*}
Oth*r odds-and-ends {Erep, rnan, infc, sfrutdowrr}

You guessed it... another outline slide. We will now discuss running programs. This section is pretty
important (not that the other ones aren't important...) People frequently mess up on this stuff and get
confused, because Linux works very differently from Windows in running programs.
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Running Prcgrams

{PA fH nnd which}
. Ynul can type a prograrn's name at the cornmand

pr*mpt tc run the pragranr
. When yau type a progra#l narne on the command

line, it loaks for the program in your path
. The path is establ[shed r:s]:rg the envircnment

variable $PATH

" View yor.!t'peth by typing:
$ eehc StrATI{

r You can see where yoilr csmmands are being run
frsm by using the "wfiich" csrnmand
$ whi*h le

When you type a command at the prompt, the system looks in your PATH to find the right program to
run.

Look at your path by typing:

$ echo $PATH

The echo command means "type the following." The $ before path means, "What follows isn't a string
of characters; it's a variable." The variable we want to type is our PATH.

The result is a list of directories where the system searches for programs based on what we type at the
command line. These directories are separated by a ":". If you type a program name at a command
prompt, and the program isn't in your PATH, the system will tell you that it cannot find the program.
You have to either refer to it absolutely or relatively, or add its directory to your PATH.

lf you want to see where in your PATH a command has been found, you can use the "which"
command. Try typing:

$ which Is

That's where your "1s" program really is!
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Running Programs nat ln Your
PATH

r NotF.that the c*rrent directory "." is not in youl-
pathl
* This is good, becallse then yau cannot be tr:icked into

running * Trajan Horse
* Think what wculd happen if I ereated a backdsar

named "ls"

5o, how do you run a program if you are in the
current dir*ffory cf that program?
[Jse relative referencing, frorn "."
. I fpesgrana nanre ]

Sr, just use absalute referencing

I

e

$

I

This is an important point that confuses people, because Unix functions differently from
Windows on this issue.

For security reasons, your current working directory (the one shown by "pwd"), also referred to as ".",
is not in your PATH. That's a very good thing! If "." was in your path, an evil attacker could name an
evil Trojan Horse program "1s", and put it in your home directory. When you ran ls to look at your
home directory's contents, you'd run the evil Trojan Horse! For this reason, "." isn't in the path by
default, and shouldn't be put in your path.

This also means that if you change directories to a place where a program file is located, you cannot
just type the program's name to run it. Instead, to run the program, you have to tlpe
"./l program_name]" to run it.

If the system ever complains that it cannot find a file, but you can see the file in the current working
directory using "1s", you likelyjust need to start the program by typing:

$ . / lprogram_name]

On Windows machines, the current working directory is in your path. Therefore, if you change to a
directory with an executable and type the executable's name on Windows, the program runs. yes, it's
convenient... However, it's a security hole!
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Adding Firect*ries ts Y*ur
PATH

. To add directsries to your path
temporarily
- Temp*rarily rneans just for a given terminal

sessian and processes started from it
$ PArH*$PA?H : [anether*dirJ

' To *hange y*ur path p#rmailently for this
*coa'unt, you must edit th* .bash*profil*
file
* I adviss y*u ts avsid doing this

You can add your /home/tools directory to your PATH temporarily. Type the following:

g echo $PATH

Look at your path. Then, type:

$ PATH=$PATH : /home/tools

Now, type:

$ echo $PATH

See... /home/tools is added on the end.

This change applies only to this terminal and any processes started from this terminal. When you

logout, this change goes away, and your path has its original settings.

To permanently change your path, you must edit the -/.bash1rof,rle file. I advise you to avoid cditing
this file if you are new to Linux. The default path setting is pretty good for most purposes.
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Loaking at Running Processes

{ps}
* The "ps" c*mrnand shows you processes running on

the machine {sart of !!ke the Windaws Task Manager}
$ pc aux

' SF, better yet:
$ F* aux I J"e*s

" Cciunrns shCIw ptocess user, pIS, eFil and MemCIry
Utilization, Start Tirre, Time Running, and Command
Line Invocatian

. Or, use the tt:p command, which is even mpre like
Task Manager {continuously updated}:

# top

Sometimes, you need to see what processes are rururing. The ps command shows you a bunch of info
about all running processes. Try typing:

$ ps aux

You get an exhaustive (and exhausting) list of all running processes.

Let's use our little "less" trick to make this output more readable:

$ ps aux I less

Now, you can scroll up or down and get a better feeling for what's running on your system.
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l*b Cnntrsl * CTRL*Z nnd bg

. At a single eommand prompt, ycu can run and eontrol
mutrtipl* prsgrams simulteneausly

. fxecute a program, such as:
$ fj"nd / *na:ns Ls

' Terrninate the prsgram by hitting CTRL-C

Ncw. run It again...
$ find / -nante is

r Stop (Pause) the pn*gr*m by hittlng CTRL-Z
r Ts start the program *gain in the backgr*und, Srpe:

$bs
. Ss, you've just goffien Y*ilr shell bask while the

pr*ffraffi continuss to nun in the background!

You can temporarily pause programs with CTRL-Z, and get your command prompt back. This is quite
useful, as you can get your command prompt back to nrn more programs if you'd like.

Also, you can restart the paused program running in the background with the "bg" command. The "fg"
command starts it running in the foreground, as you might expect.

Let's try it. Type:

$ find / -name Is

Before it finishes running, hit CTRL-2.

Now, restart the program in the background by typing:

$bs
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Mnre lab Contr*l - &, j*bs, and fg

r Alter*ntively, you cen riln a p;'ogram and send it to the
background right awfry by using &
S find / -name l"s c

* Y*u ean run a whole bunch of programs in the
background this way...

. To get a list of programs you have running in the
baekgroxnd, *se the jobs eommand:
i jab*

. Tr bring ane of the j*bs into the faregr*und, type fg and
the jab number
$fg1

" The default for fg is the most reeent job sent ts the
background

The jobs command gives you a list of all programs you have kicked off that are running in the
background. The fg command can also be used to restart a specific paused program in the foreground,
but giving the job number after the "fg" command.

lf the find command fiom the previous slide has finished, type the same command again, but this time
run it in the background using the & after the command invocation.

$ find / -name ls &

As it runs in the baokground, type the jobs command:

$ jobs

Look at the job running. You can move it to the foreground by typing:

$f9 1
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Intro tn Linux Tapics

Account Stuff {L*gg}ng In, userndd, passwdo su,
whoamio terminal control]

File Syster"n Stuff {structure, cd, pwd, ls, abs and rel

referencing, mount, eject, mkdir, cp. fiRd, I*eat*,
gedi[ cat, less)

ftunning Fr*grarns {pATl-f, whieh, ./, F5, jobs)

Netw*rk Stuff {ifcfg-ethO. resta rti*g interfaees,
ifccnfig, Fing, netst*tj

' SuildinE Toals {tar, rpm, eonfigure, nnak*}

* *ther odds-and-ends (grep, t?an, info, shutdown)

Another outline slide. Gee, these outlines are fun.

Now, we will cover getting and staying networked in Linux.
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Setting Up tinux Netwcrking

Edlt the netwsrk config using ysilr favorite
editoru such as Sedit, mcedit, vi, or emacs:

ged*" t /et e/ syeennf 1" glnetworla- s criEltE / j.f cf g-ethO

In this file, add the fallawing lines:
DEVICF=ethO

B00TPR0?O=static
BROASCAST= 10. 1CI.255"255

tPgP6g= lYour Assigned Addr*ssJ

NFTMASK=255.255,0,0

NETWORK=1*.10.0.0

0NBOOTcy€s

There are two ways to set your network interface options in Linux. You could use a GUI included with
your Linux. However, different versions of Linux have different GUls, and they change the GUI every
time they release a new version. Because of this, I just update the file.

You can use gedit to edit /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-eth0. By putting in the appropriate
information, you can configure your interface.

Enter the following information into this file:

DtrVICE:eth0

BOOTPROTO:static

BROADCAST-I0 . 10 . 255 . 255

TPADDR- lYour Assigned Addressl
NtrTMASK:2 5 5 . 2 5 5 . 0 . 0

NETWORK:10 . 10 . 0 . 0

ONBOOT-yes
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Applying Netwcrk Canfig
Changes {Restarting Interfaces}
* To make ycurchanges happen, you

have tc restart th* interfnce
# serYice neLw*rk r*sbart

r {ft*te the # prampt! You rnust be
noot to run these... get there by
typing "su")

lf you change the ifcfg-eth0 hle, your changes will not be applied to the interface immediately.
lnstead, you need to restart your interface. Type (as root):

# service network restart
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L*aking at FJetwark Cnnfigs

{lfcanfig}
The interfae* eanfiguraLion ean be vi*wed
and changed using ifeonfig
ifconfig

You shauld s*e two interfaees, eth0 and Ia
The "lo" is the local lnopback inte;-face

Sn nrost Linux variationso the standard
ethernet interface Is called *eth0"

Let's see if our interface changes were applied to the system. To look at your interface configuration,
type:

$ ifconfig

You will see your lP address, netmask, MAC address, and various other nifty items. lf you have one
ethernet oard, you will see two interfaces... the local loopback interface with the address 127 .0.0.1 and
your ethernet interface, called "eth0".
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Pinging {ping}

r Fing sends ICMF fcho Request
messages ta ansth*r host, and prints
out whether it gets fl resp*n$e

. Ycu c&n use it to verify that you are
properfy netwarked

$ ping [XP*ddress]
' Hit CTRL+C tc stop It

To verify that you are properly networked, you can ping another machine. The ping command is
similar, but not identical, to the Windows ping program. One of the biggest differences is that a Linux
ping will keep on sending pings until you hit <CTRL+C> to stop it. By default, the Windows ping
sends out 4 ICMP Echo Request packets and then stops. Linux just keeps going until you stop it.
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Lnoking at Netwnrk LJsage

{F,l*tstat}
The Netstet cpmmand shows information about the
system's network interfaces
It can show routing tables, eurr*nt ccnnecfionsn and
listening pnrts
We will use it to shcw listening ports:
netEle"* -oap
Or, betrer yet:
netetat, -nap I J.ese
Look for *'LI5T*11'lIhlG" and "ESTABLISHID'
Alternatively, you ean use the lsnf enmmand:
Lscf *i I leea

Let's look at what's using your various TCP and UDp ports. Type:

$ netstat -nap

There's a lot of stuff there. lt can be a bit difficult to read as it scrolls by, so let's try:

$ netstat -nap I less

Now, you can scroll up and down through the output. We'll discuss how to do better searches through
this later.

Note that various TCP and UDP ports are shown as "LISTENING". These are waiting for a
connection. Others may indicate that they are "ESTABLISHED". These have existing connections.
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Sntro tc Linux Tsplcs

r Account Stuff {Logg}ng In, useradd, passwd, su,
wh*ami, terrninal control)

' file System $tul'f {structure, cd, pwd, Ns, abs and re!
referencing, mount, eject, mkdir, cp, find, lccate,
gedit eat, less)

Running Programs {PATH, whicho .1, Fs, jcbs}

Itetwork Stuff {ifcfg-eth*, resta rting interfaces,
ifc*nfig, fing, *etstat)
Fuilding T**ls {tar, rpm, eonfigun-e, rn*k*i
Other cdds-and-ends {grep, rilan, infc, shutdown}

You know, to use Linux in the workshop, you'll have to run tools. To run them, in many cases you'll
need to build and install them. As we see from the outline slide, we'll cover building and installing
tools next.

Some programs are installed by using tar files. Others are rpms. Still others use "configure" and
"make". How do you know which tools use which format? Most of the tools include a README file.
Look at the README file (using cat, less, or gedit) for instructions on installing the tool. The course
notes for the main class also include directions for compiling and installing.

By the way, we are having you compile and install the tools so you can get experience with doing these
tasks. In the wild, you may need to compile and install new versions of these and other tools, so we
want to get you ready.
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Untarring Files Linux {tar}

n trf the file farmxt ends In'*,t&r', it is a tape
archive lmage
*Tr untar lt, type:
$ tar xvf fare]rive. tarJ

, Tf the file fcrmat ends it'l ".tar.gzo' or ".tgz",
it is a esnlpressed tape arehive image
* To uncornpress and untar it, type:
$ tar xvfs I arehive . tar " gr or arehive " tga ]

IN

Some tools are stored attape archives, abbreviated "tar". This doesn't mean they were on physical
tapes... the lingo just lingers from the olden days. While tapes may or may not be used, tar files are
used all the time. Think of them as being llke ZIP archives in Windows. You take a bunch of files and
glom them together in a tar file.

To open a tar file, you use the xvf parameters. x means "Extract." v means "Be verbose give me lots
of ouQut to let me know what's going on." f means "Get this from a fi1e."

If the tar file has been compressed using a tool called " gzip" , its name will end with a suffix of " .tar.gz"
or simply " .tgz" . To open these up, you need to use the tar command with the xvf and z flags. The z
flag means "Unzip this before you open the archive."

When the archive opens, all files and directories associated with it will be automatically created in the
current working directory and below.

We won't demo this during the Intro to Linux mini-workshop. You'll get a chance to use tar files
during the main class.
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Suilding Linux Taols RPMs

. The RedHat Faekage Manager {RFM} is a farmat fcr
distributing pre-compiled prograrns and thein libraries

" The narne RPM also refers ta a tool used ts install these
prCIgrarns appropriately

. Cheeks ta see if yau've got everything th* too! needs
elready inst*lled on your bcx

. Syntax to install something:
$ sp:a *i [paekagenaaae.rg*]

' Syntax t* uninstall {erase} scmething:
$ rpn -e fpaeleaEenaree,rpm]

RPM is a convenient (but sometimes frustrating!) way to package a bunch of files and programs

together. It's convenient because it checks for all dependencies before installing stuff to make sure
your environment can support the new tools. It's frustrating because sometimes it takes a long time to
get your environment ready to support the new package. I guess that's not RPM's fault... but it still can

be frustratingl

To install a package, you use the "-i" option. To uninstall, use "-e".

We won't demo this during the Intro to Linux mini-workshop. You'll get a chance to use RPMs at
another time.
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Suilding Linux Tools *
Configlrre and Make

Sonne t*ols are not pre-eompi}*d
A script is included with som€ tsols t* prcperly
configure your system
Th€'*rnake" prograrn then cornpiles it
The ttmake install" command then installs the
companents
So, for these tnolso you must da the follawing:

$ .l*anfigure
S make

$ make instal-]"

While some programs ship as tar files and others as RPMs, many just ship with a script called
"configure". You need to run this script first, which checks your environment and creates a set of
options necessary to get the tool compiled on your device. After running configure, you run the
"make" command, which compiles and builds the tool. Then, by typing "make install", the program is
loaded into the appropriate place.

We won't demo this during the lntro to Linux mini-workshop. You'Il get a chance to use configwe and
make during the main olass.
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Building Linux T**ls * f4ake

. For sorne tr*ls, there is no configure
script

. Ysu simply use the n*rnake" progr&m
tc ermpile it

$ make

Some tools don't have a "confrgure" script. For these, you just run the "make" command.
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Intro ts Linux Tspics

. Account Stuff {L*gging In. useradd, passwd, su,
whoami, terminal control)

' Fi[e $ystem $tuff (strucEure, cd, pwd, ls, abs and rel
referencing, rro*nt, eject, mkdir, ep, firrd, locate,
gedli eat, less)

* Running Pr*grams {PATH' whiclr, .1, ps, iobs}
r Network Stuff {ifcfg-eth0, res.tarting interfaces,

ifconfig, Fing, netstat)

3 Building Tools {tar, rpm, configure, rnake}

@ Other odds-and-ends {grep, man, infa, shutdown}

Here are some other odds and ends that will help us use Linux throughout this course.
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Snrting of

. The "grep" cornmand finds items that
match a given condition

. ?n find files in the eurrent direet*ry that
egntain the wgrd "ro*t", type:
greF rqot *

Read this frs "gFep" for the strlng "root"
frarn "star"

' The "*" means all files in this directory

thraugh a Sunch
*ata {grep)

s
a

Grep is a very powerful tool for finding data. lt can look through files or the output from commands to
identif particular strings. We will just scratch the surface of its use.

To look for a given string in a set of files in a directory, you can type:

$ grep root *

This prints all occurences of the word "root" and the file in which it appears in the curent working
directory. Try the following:

$ cd /etc

$ grep root *

See the word "root" in anv files here? Which ones?
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Using grep with netstat and ps

r Tc see if anything is list*ning an
port 7777, ysu eoutrd ffFe:

$ netstat *nap I grep 7777
* Tc see lf you have any prscesses

named "hash" runnin$, you rould
type:

$psauxl greF baeh

Grep can really help us isolate information about the usage of particular ports and processes.

At the command prompt, type:

$ netstat -nap I grep 7777

This says, "Run the netstat command to show me TCP and UDP port usage, send the output to grep,
and have grep show me any lines with the string 1111 in it." The results will indicate if anything is
listening on or using port7777.

Likewise, you can use grep to help you find particular programs. At a command prompt, type:

$ ps aux I grep bash

This will show you all processes running the bash program (the command shell you are running) that
are currently executing on your system.
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Tc Learn More {man and info)

" The "man" and "info" cornmandg
show detailed usage infcrmation
for ather esmmands, for exampl*:

$ marr 1*
$ inf* ls
$ rcarr man

To learn more about Linux, you can use man or info.

Try the following:

$ man ls

Interesting... and chilling. The "1s" command is very complex!

Also, try:

$ info ls

And, check this out to learn more about "man":

S man man
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Getting Hints fronru whatis
and aprspos

. If you dsn't want to leok through an entire men
F6g€, and just need a hint abcut what a prograrn
does...
$ whatis [eomnandJ

. Ag in:
$ ffhatis i"fconfig

r Ycu can also use the apropos c*mmand ta se*rch for
topics:
$ apropos netr,rork
* ?his is the equivalcnt af "n:an *k'o to look up someth*ng by

keywcrd, as in:
$ nan -k netryeirk

The "whatis" command is useful for getting hints from the system about what various commands do. lt
won't change your life, but it might just jog your memory about some esoteric command.

I usually just use the man page myself, but some people prefer whatis.

Try typing:

$ whatis ifconfig

You can also use the apropos command to search for topics and the commands related to those topics:
$ apropos network

This is the equivalent of "man -k' to look up something by keyword, as in:

$ man -k network
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Shutting Down

{Shutdcwn mnd Reb*nt}
. Ycu can da this via the GUL".
r ...or at a ccnrmand line
* To shutdown and halt the systern, type {as

roat):
# shutdotrn *h ncw

' To shutdown and reboot the system, typ* {as
r-oot):
# ehutd*xn *r trorr

- 0r, lust type:
# reh**t

When you are done with Linux, you really should shut it down gracefully.

You can do this from the GUl, but I usually just do it from the command prompt.

As root (you may need to su!), to gracefully shut down your system, type:

# shutdown -h now

The "-h" flag means "halt" the system. Of course, "now" means do it right away. You can actually
schedule the system to shutdown at another time using this command, too.

You can also use the "shutdown" or "reboot" command to reboot the machine. To reboot, I usually just
type:

# reboot
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Infu"o to Linux - Ccnclusians

. You have the building blocks you need ts
pa*ieipate in the full elass

o Linux is powerFul, but ssmetim*s
frustrating

e Refer ts this seetion during the main elass
. Ask fcr help fram

i nstr"uctor/proetarslrnentsrs if nequired

You are now ready for the full class Linux exercises! Use your new-found Linux skills for good, not
evil!
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ReEults: HxifToal Metadata

s*b, B*berecn, and variantsBab,
Bob*rson, and
variants

e {2308)

bcb. bpbersan&560gc,tgt

s i3308)

bcb.b*bersun
@560gc.tgt

\\webse nrer\wwwrcat\i nn ag
es\5S0gc*logo.jpg

S*culrnent Fditing Time: 72
Minutes

The information listed above was retrieved from the various files. Note that, while no single file gave us

every item we sought, when the three files are considered together, we were able to populate each row of
the table. That is, while some table cells were left empty, every row has some data in it, which we can

then use in later stages of our penetration test.

THE NEXT FEW SLIDES SHOW HOW EACH OF THESE ITEMS WAS RETRIEVED FROM THE

FILES USING EXIFTOOL. If you missed any of the data when working on the exercise, please review
the following slides, which show you where the data was found via ExifTool.
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